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EDITORIAL 

At its meeting in Helsinki in June, the International 
Systemic Congress Committee appointed us new co-editors of 
NETWORK. The last issue that you will have received was No. 10 
(June 1986). •we propose that Nos. 11/12 (this double issue) and 
Nos. 13/14 (Spring 1990), both of which you will receive at no 
cost, count for 1987/88 and 1989 respectively. We propose 
further to reset the clock in the summer of the 1990, and will be 
soliciting subscriptions at ISC17 in Stirling. NETWORK will 
continue to come out twice a year. 

The editorial policy has not changed since first articulated 
by Robin Fawcett in the first issue in 1981: 'The aim is to 
provide a fairly informal forum for a number of different types 
of people with interests in systemic linguistics. We hope it 
will enable us to keep in touch, both with each other and with 
current activities that are relevant to systemic linguistics. 
The work that we report will be both theoretical and applied, and 
we shall interpret 'relevant to systemic linguistics' in a broad 
sense, so as to include work in the broad Firthian tradition that 
is not explicitly systemic and work done in other frameworks that 
shows some type of parallel to systemic work'. We are pleased to 
continue in this tradition and publicly to express our thanks to 
Robin Fawcett for establishing NETWORK on such a firm foundation. 

We need your input, so please don't put off filling out the 
NETWORK NEWS form and putting it in the mail. The deadline for 
NETWORK Nos. 13/14 is February 1, 1990. 

Peter H. Fries 
Box 310 
Mt. Pleasant, MI 48804 
USA 

Electronic 
Mail 
Address: 

343i2tw@CMUVM.BITNET 

James D. Benson 
Glendon College 
2275 Bayview Avenue 
Toronto, Ontario M4N 3M6 
CANADA 

Electronic 
Mail 
Address: 

GL250012@YUVENUS.BITNET 

·NETWORK has 250 subscribers from 31 countries 
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FUTURE MEETINGS: 51th World Congress of' Applied Linguistics --
15-21 April, 151510, Thessaloniki, Greece. Invited speaker: M.A.K. ""'"'"'•'Ol> 
AU correspondence: Prof', Stathis Ef'stathiadis, "AILA 
Thessatoniki-Halkidiki" ARISTOTLE UNIVERSTIY, P.O. Box 52, GR-540 06, 
Thessaloniki, GREECE, USE AIR MAIL ONLY. 

ISISSS 510, 12th International Institute f'or Semi9tic and Structural 
Studies, <.June 1-251, 151510, Universit,y of' Toronto, Contact: Paul Perron, 
NFH 224, Victoria College, Universit,y of' Toronto, 73 Queens's Park Cr. Toronto, Canada, M5S 1K7. 

The Fourth International Conf'erence on Functional Grammar, 25-251 
<.June, (See notice in this NETWORK) (be/ow) 

Seventeenth International S,ystemic Congress, 4-7 <..lul,y, 19510, Stirling, 
Scotland, Contact: Martin Davies, English Studies, The Universit,y of' 
Stirling, Stirling, FK51 4LA, Scotland, Great Britain 

International Pragmatics Conf'erence, 9-13 <..lul,y 151851, Barcelona, Spain. (see notice in this NETWORK) 

LACUS (Linguistics Association of' Canada and the United States), 
August 7-11, 19510, Calif'ornia State Universit,y at Fullerton, Contact: 

. V, B. Makkai, LACUS, P.O. Box 101, Lake Bluf'f', Illinois, 60044 USA. 

COLING, 20-25 August, 1990, The thirteenth international conf'erence 
of' computational lingui~tics, Universit¥ of' He!inki, Helsinki, Finland, 

Please notif',y the editors of' NETWORK of' an,y meetings which ma,y 
be o{ interli!st to OMr r.li!aders._Tf:li!-nA ¥Du. 

· .C.A L L FOR PAPERS, 
Fourth Tho 

International Conference on Functional 
Grammar wf ll be held at the u. of 
Copenhagen, June 25·29, 1990. 

The conference fa the· 4th f n the 
sorlos that has boon hold biannually 
since 1984, provfdfng an fnterna..tf.on-~l 
forum for discussion of l fng. topfcs fn 

,relation to the framework developed by 
s.c. DJk and collaborators, as described 
fn "Functfonf!.l Gr,a'!'"'ar." _(1978) and later 
studies (attention· Is drawn 'to Dfk's 
forthcoming pub! I cation: s.c. Df~-, !..!u, 
Theorv 2.L Functional Grammar. 
Amsterdam: Forfs). 

The conference organizers hope to 
contfnue the pra.ctice of earlier 

.conferences of hav·fng contributions, 
critical or otherwise, from researchers 
workfng fn other frameworks; They also 
welcome representatives from other 
functional approaches to lfng. This 
Wilt enable the conference to serve as a 

. foru~ not only for Functional Grammar as 
such, but also for the discussion of 
FUI\ICtlonat· Grammar as part of a wfder 
functf·onally orf'"efrtad· ifns .• 

If you intend to participate f·n·· the 
~onfe~e~ce and· would· like ·to receive 
further circulars, please write before 
September 4, 1989. 

If You intend to read a paper; please 
send a 1'"page abstract before December 
1, 1989. Presentation ttme· is 
restrfcte~ to 30 mJnutes, followed by 15 
minutes dfscussfon: All correspondence 
concerning the conference should be.sent 

·to the following address: Functional 
Grammar Committee, Dept. of English, u. 
of Copenhagen, HJalsgade 88, DK·Z3oo, 
Copenhagen s, Denmark, 

S~cs-~etn,·c.. Mee+,·,, $ 
J 

.X: S C.: /7 Xo~la.u.J 
1q'o C~<t 4--7) 

Z. Sc:.: It TOit:.y o . 
I 14 f (<a&U~ oz. ~t-a.., ~· : 

:r:.sc..: rq tldbft{{a. 
,,~ I b 
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DUE FEBRUARY 1, 1990 DUE FEBRUARY 1, 1990 

I Network News: I 
Your name: ______________________________ __ 

¥OUr phone: -------------------

lfOUr address: ---------------------------- lfOUr e-mail addressr ------------

Please return to: James D. Banson, Department of English. Glendon College. York Vniversit¥. 
227$ Ba¥vlew Ave, Toronto, M4N 3M6. Ontario. Canada. 

Your recent publications and upcoming publications: 

Your current research proJects: 

; ' 

i 
' 



Personal news (travel plans, leaves of absence, sabbaticals, lectures. canven. tions, etc.) 

Other news, questions, comments (including offers to write reviews and/or articles): 

J 



vies, English Studies, The University ~f 
Stirling, FK~ 4LA, Scotland, United K1ngdom 

send any of your articles not already listed in 
ystemic Archive to Martin Davies as soon as possible. 

Syste•ic Archive at Stirling 

Ljst 4. Newark ll. Autll.l<l. 1'1811 

1. Previoos ListSI 

List h NetHOrk 7, Harch, 1985 
List 2o Nebtork 101 June, 19Sit 
List 3o Available at ISC 15, E. Lansing; · 

2. Since the descriptor categories and other prelioinary material !IEI'e reprinted in List 3 earlier in this issue, 1 do not 
repeat theo. · 

The sequence in each entry ist 
Number Author Title; Inuober of sheets1; !place of interio or final publication, in hllich case the 

4. 1 

4. 2 

4. 3 

4. 4 

4. 5 

4. 6 

4. 7 

4. 8 

J Anderson 
IKadonna College) 

P Auer 
IKonstanz) 

P Auer 
S ltim.lnn 
IKonstanz) 

y Azil 
IHosull 

J Bateoan 
C Hatthiessen 

IIS1 1 S. California) 

J D BenSOII 
H S Greaves 
!Toronto) 

C Butler 
INottinghaol 

J C Catford 
IU. of Hichiganl 

interio 'publication' oay have been trallJ !date copy received ftr ArchiYeiJ 
desirlptor categories, li f supplied), 

'Deafness and the Social Moaning of Language' 117lt USC 151 E. Lansing, 19BBt paper 1 !Aug. 1'18111 

'111lythoic integration in phone closings' U61; I'Kontextuaiisierung durch Rhythous und Intonation' 
Project Nor king Paper. No. 2, April 1'18111 1 124.0.BBl 

'Silben- und ahentiihlende Spracheno Literaturiiberbiick und Diskussion' 1221; I'Konte•tuaiisierung 
durch Rhytho und Intonation' Project Working Paper llo, 41 August 1'18111; 124.0.BBI 

'Theoe-f11leoel)-ganization and Paragraph Structure in Written Arabic Toils', dated Hay 1997 m; !paper 
given at 14th ISH, Sydnoy, August l987lJ 129.8.8]} 

'Using a functional graooar as a tool It< dmloping planning alge<ithos -an illustration dralftl frM 
nominal groop planning' 161; IPen•an Project Paper, dated ii.BBl; IS.lO.BBl 11, 2, 9, 141 151 

'A COI(larlsoo of procoss types in Poo and Mol ville' 141; !Ross Stoele, T. Threadgold leds.lo Language Tmicso 
Essays in Honoor of Michael Halliday, John Benjuins, Aesterd,./Philadelphla1 l9B7l; !Aug. 1'18111 

'Systeoic Hodelso unlty1 diversity and change' IS1J USC 15, E. Lansing, 19BBt handout!; !Aug. 19BBl 

'Mline of Syste&ic Phooology' 151; USC 151 E. Lansing, 19BBo handout!; !Aug. 1'18111 

.! 

:I 

I 



I 
' 

4. 9 N Ch011sky 'Hark these Linguists' 1 illlSwers to ~estioos about lilllguage put to th .. by 'The English Hagazine' 1 
H A K Halliday llo, 71 1981 1 14l; 
D Hyoes 110hose combined provenance defies description! 

4.10 

4.11 

4.12 

4.13 

4.14 

4.15 

4.16 

4.17 

4.18 

4.19 

4.20 

4.21 

E Couper-Kuhlen 
IKonstanzl 

E Cooper-Kuhlen 
P Auer 
IKonstanzl 

B Couture 
!Wayne Statal 

H Cwuoings 
ITorootol 

H Cw!oings 
llorootol 

H Cw!oings 
llorontol 

H Davies' 
IStirlingl, 

H Davies 
IStirlingl 

A di Luzio 
IKonstanzl 

S Eggins 
J R Hartin, 
P Wignell !Sydney! 

R P Fawcett 
!Hales! 

Sill Francis 
I Singapore! 

4.22 P H Fries 
!Central Hichigillll 

4.23 PH Fries 
!Central Hichiganl 

'lb the prosodic wking of discourse relations' 121; USC 15, E. Lansing, 19BBt handout!; !Aug. 19881 

'lb t~e cootextualhing function of spi!tth rhytha in conversatioot ~astian-answer se~ences' Illl; 
I'Kootextualisierung durch RhythotJS und Intonatioo' Project Harking Paper No. I January 1'1BBI; 
124.0.881 

'Functiooai Approaches to Analyzing Professional 1.\"iting' IUJ; IISC 15, E. Lansing, 1988t handout!; 
!Aug. 19881 ' 

'Back•ard and forward Chaining in a l'ro!og Siwlatioo of Linguistic Models' !4l; Ito appear in Lawrence J 
HcCrilllk led. II Data Bases in the flltlanities and !kx:ial Sciences, Parad!gol'ress, l'lll71; 119.9,1181 

'SiMJiating Linguistic Networks with List Processing' !6l; Ito appear in Alain Baudot led.h Melange a Ia 
HOooire de John Briickoann, Torootot Editions du Gref, 19871; 119.9.1181 

'Sysprot A Co'l'uter!zed Method for 1.\"iting Systeo Networks and Deriving Selection Expressions" lbl; Ito appear 
in ,R Steele and T Threadgo!dleds,h Language TooicSI Essays in Hooour of Hichaei Halliday, John 
Benjaoins1 ldsterdao/Philadeiphia, l'lll71; 119.9.1l81 

Archive List 3 141; IISC 1~, sale it .. , E. Lansing, l'<lgust 1'1BBI; 18.881 

'lnforoatioo structure inSpeaking and Reading' 14l; IISC 151 E. Lansing, 1'1BBt handout!; !Aug. t'lSBI 

'Ill SOIIBii<JOental processes and their prosodic cooditiooing in standard Italian and in an l'bruzzian dialect' 
116l;, I'Kootextualisierung durch RhythiiAJS und Intonation' Project Harking Paper llo. 3, July 1'1BBI; 
124.10.881 

Working Papers in Linguistics, No. 5, Writing Project Report, Svdney 1987, 175l; 13.10.1181 

'Re-E>pression Tests for Participant Roles in English' 151; IISC 151 E. Lansing, 1988t handout!; !Aug. 
19881 

'Thenatic Selectioo and distribution in three ttritten discourse genres' UBI; IISC 151 E. Lansing, 
1'1BBI; lr~vised and full version of paper, received 26.9.19881 

'The Deakin lliiversity Press Language Educatioo SEries' IReviEKI [21; ll!lRD, 38, 3, Dec. 1987, 
PP• 216-2201; 126. 9.1'1BBI 

'LeKico-gra,.atical patterns and the interpretatioo of te<ts', dated 3.9.88 !Bl; 126.9.1'1BBI 

\ 
i 
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H A K HAlliday 
!Sydnoyl 

'Patterns of inforoation in initial positioo in English' [9]; Ito appoar in PH Frlos ~ M ilr"lory tods,l: 
Discourso in Sodoty: Functiooal Porsooctives, HorHO!I</1 IIJ: Ablo•l; 126.9.881 

'Towards a compooontial appro.1ch to tl!l\t' [81; !paper givon at lnternatiooal Congross of Appliod linguistics, 
August 17, 1987, Sydnoy, l<lstralial; 126.9.881 

'T0>1ards a discussion of tho IIDM of inforoation in a Hritton to•t', datod 5.5.88 [Ill; !Adapted !roo 
a paper sub•ittod for inclusion in Nilliao C Mann and Sandra Thoq>son tods.l: Discourse DescriptionS! 
Diverse l'<lalyses of a Fund Raising Tl!l\tlf (26.9.BBl 

See: Steiner 14.481, bel0>1. 

C G Hartnott 'Cluos to 11odo of Discourse', 'il1oditod Roading Draft', [161; USC 151 E. lansing, 1988: handootl; 
' · tCollogo of tho Kainland, Toiasl II'!Jg. 19981 

4.28 EHovy 
!lSI, S. Cali fornial 

4.29 EHovy 
US!, S. California! 

4.30 EHovy 
t1Sl 1 S. California! 

4.31 E Hovy 
tiS!, S. California) 

4.32 E Hovy 
US!, S. California) 

4.33 EHovy 
US!, S. Cali fornial 

4.34 E Hovy 
tiS!, S. California) 

4.35 E Hovy 
US!, S. Cali fornlal 

4.36 EHovy 
!lSI, s. California! 

4.37 lSC 151 1988 

4.38 R T Kasper 
!lSI, S. California! 

'l'llproachos to tho Planning of Coheront T"t' 181; tpresontod at the 4th lntmatiml Workshop on 
Text G"'ration 1 Catalina Island, CA1 July 1988, Draft Copy, Ponoan Project Paper, datod I'!Jgust, 
19881; t5.1G.BBl U, 21 91 141 151 

'Gonerating Natural language il1der Pragoatic Constraints' [16J; ('Journal of Pragoatics' 1 II 119871 1 689-719 
15.10.881 £1, 2, 91 14, 151 

'Interpretation in Goneration' 181; treprintod !roo Promdings of the Sixth Hational Conference of the 
Amim Association of Artificial Intelligence held July 13-171 1987; Ponoan Project Paper, dated 
~il, 19871; t5.1G.BBI [1 1 2, 91 14 1 151 

'PAILIIE: An E>tpari11011t in Interpersonal, ldeationaJ·and ·Te•tual Language Goneration by Computer' Ull; 
!Ponoan Project Paper, datod l<lgust, 19981; t5.JG.BBl 11 1 2, 9, 14, 151 

'Planning Cohereot Hultisontontial T"t' l7l; tlroo Promdings of the 26th ll .. ting of the ACL, 
Buffalo, 19881 Peooan Project Paper, datod l'llril 1 19881 15.10,001 111 21 91 141 151 

'Pragoatics and Natural language Beneratioo' 1251; !Penr"" Project Paper, datod Ju\y, 19871; 15.10.881 
11, 2, 9,14, 151 

'Putting Affect into TeKt' [81; tfroo Pro<,.dings of the Eighth Conference of the Cognitive Scionce Society, 
1986, Penoan Project Paper datod Decembar 19851; 15.10.001 ll, 2, 9, 14, 151 

'Too Types of Planning in Language Beneratioo' 181; !reprinted frm Proceedings of the 26th ""ling of the 
ACL, Buffalo, HY 1 l988, Peooan Project Paper, datod April, 1'1001 t5.1G.BBI [1 1 2, 91 14, 151 

'lllat Hakes Language Foroal?' 1 fuller versioo of paper ln Proceedings of tht Hioth Coofertnce of the 
Cogoim• Scitatt Society, 1987 171; tP.enoan Project Paper, datod Jan, I'IOOl; t5.10.BBl 

11, 2, 9, 14, 151 

'Set of Abstracts• 1331; IUG,8.BBl 

'Aoblguity ln SystHit Graotarl Eltperienca •lth a Cooputatiooal Parser lor English' 141; (JSC 151 E. lansing, 
19981 handoot, tl<lg. 19981 

.I 

' 
II 
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4.39 

4.40 

4.41 

4.42 

4.43 

4.44 

4.45 

4.46 

4.47 

4.49 

DMald H Lance, ·~ lOde! for the analysis of Cd!eslon and lnforaatlon 11anag-.t in Published llritinq in Three Disciplines' 
IH!mDW"I-toluabial 1411 USC 151 E. lansing, 191181 handaut, ll'olg. 191181 

Ki1 llrlan Lovejoy Undlana at lndianapollsl 

J L Leoke 
ICWYI 

D G Lac:IIIOGCI 
IHichlgan State! 

c Halth!e&!lel) 

!Sydney I 

N HcSreqor 
lla Trobel 

B l!d!an 
IVantauverl 

B l!d!an 
!Vancouver I 

J Ql!lel) 

R Jclmson 
IU. of Hichlganl 

PH Ragan 
!Singapore I 

E steiner 
!Saarlandl 

S A l'hompson 
!Santa Barbara! 

'Talking ScienteJ Setantics and Social ValuH' 1211 USC 15, E. lansing, 191lSI handout>; IAilg. 191lSI 

'Coljlrehenslvt Bibliography of stratillcatlmal Linguistics• 12011 USC 151 E. Lansing, 191181 sale 
lbal; IAilg. !91!SI 

'lrganhlng TelltJ Rhetorical Sche115 and Generic structure Potential' UlnfU U21; 15.10.881 

'For111latlnq tho tleaninq of Closed Class lteu• 1!9Jr !discussion paper lor SetanUcs Norhhop, 
l'olstralian Linguistic Society Conlerenco, l'o!qust 19116lJ li'olqust, 191161 

Lanauau and Content, Roading, llassJ Mdison-lltsley, 19116. 

·~Situation-Based ~proach to Languaqe Across the Curriculua' !311 USC 151 E. Lansing, !981!1 
handoutlr ll'olg. 191181 

'Towardo a Batter Hea!IW't of Readablllty1 El<planatiUI oflrta~alou• !Jpirlcal Perforaantt Results' [JJ; 
USC IS, E. Lansing, 191!SJ handoutlr ll'<lg. 191181 

'Functional Gra~tar and touunicativo Language Teaching' 1141; !paper given to 14th 15111 Sydney, 
l'o!qust !98711 18.871 

'Select Bibliography of Sys!taic Linguistics• 1 based on bibliography tDf!l!led by K ~ K Halliday, 1985. 
updated 19118 !711 I!SC 151 E. Lansing, 191181 sale itnl) ll'o!q. 191181 

lnfortation Flw and 'Dative !!lift' in Engllsh Discourse' £31; IISC 15, E. lansing, 19881 handout, 
!l'o!q. !91!SI 

4.51J Yu-llen Tung '!h Para!! elisa and tho Pentan Natural language Generation Systeo• [2211 IPencan Project Paper 1 dated 

4.51 

4.52 

C l!atthimen ~rU 191181; !5.10.81111 U, 21 91 141 151 
N Sondneicer US!, s. Californlal 

E Ventola 
lflolsinkll 

D Watt 
tTorontol 

'Probl1!115 of Hode]ling and the ~plied lssul!l within the Fr .. ework of Genro• [211 IISC !51 E. Lansing, 
!91!SJ handouUJ !l'o!q. 191181 

'lnvHtigat!ng lnlortation Thwy !Jpirica!ly' 14lJ U_SC 151 E• lansing, 198111-handautl; !Ailq. 198111 

4.53 N llt!ls 'Accentual SystMs lor Focus in l!ritlsll Enql!sh' £21r llst: 15, E. Lansing, 191181 handaut, !l'olg. !W81 
IBinlngh .. Polytechnic! 

4.54 /lgnH Wtiyun Yang •tooeslve Cllains and lll'itlng O..a!ity•, 11211 IJSC !51 E. Lansing, 1988 paper, revised version 
!~honal recoived 2!.9.8111 

Hartin Davies, English studies, Stirling, II(, 27th October, IWB 
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SYSTEMIC 
ARCHIVES 

C/O Martin Davies, English Studies, The University 
of Stirling, Stirling, FK9 4LA, Scotland, U.K. 

Systemic Archive at Stirling 

List 5, Autumn, 1989 

1. Previous Lists 

List 11 Network 7, March, 1985 
List 2: Network 10, June, 1986 
List 31 Available at ISC 15, E. Lansing; announced for 
Network 11, intended for November, 1988, but never 
published. 
List 41 Submitted for Network 11 

2. The descriptor categories available are as follows: 

1. Semantics 
2. L~xicogrammar: syntax 

3. Lexicogrammar: morphology 
4. Lexicogrammarl lexis 
5. Phonology (language in education) 
6. English 

7. Other languages 
8. System networks 
9. Realizations 
10. Functional components 

11. General theory 
12. Comparison with other general· 

theories 
13. Applied linguistics 
14. Other applications of linguistics 
15. Text and discourse 
16. Child language and language 
development 

3. I do not undertake to categorize papers, and the bulk of the items on this 
list have never been categorized, so the list is not as useful as it could 
be. But if intending contributors classify their own, they will make the 
list much more useful. If desired, the principal category may be underlined. 

4. Reminder. In the past, the question of copyright of items deposited in 
the archive has been raised, some authors saying that their editors or 
publishers should be contacted if their articles are to be published 
elsewhere, which raises the question whether depositing an item in the 
archive may - in some countries, at least - constitute publication. It may 
do; but whether or no it does, since I cannot possibly write to all editors 
and publishers on the matter, I can only accept items on the understanding 
that authors have obtained any necessary permissions before depositing 
their work. The copyright in all cases remains with the owners, whether 
the au.thor or anyone else. No li!lbility is accepted by me or by my 
department or by Stirling University for any unwitting misappropriation of 
copyright. 

5. The cost of duplicating is worked out according to the number of sheets a 
paper requires. The costs of postage are worked out according to whether 
the recipient is in the U.K., Europe or elsewhere, these categories 

- -
~ ' ~ ~ "-~ ' ~ ,;;:- --,_. "~ ~"-~·~""'..;-_, __ ~ <'•-~-~ -- ' ' ~·- -~ '!"-,.. "'"' u~~='•'""'=---'"''''''''-'~"'"-'-~ • ---- - - •--~~·;c;.~'"' ,....,- ,,_ -

.,.- .............. ,.,,~ 



deriving from the different scales of the U.K. postage rates. Duplicating 
costs have risen, so new rates (including both copying and postage charges) 
are given in the boxes below. Cheques should be made to "The University of 
Stirling", in sterling, please, so that the amounts are received net of 
conversion cnarges. Pre-payment is essential: no money, no copy. Please 
cite the List Number, as given before each item. · 

No of pages -
up to: 

Cost to U.K. ll1.50 111.50 1!1.50 111.50 n. 5o n.5o 111.50 

Cost to Europe 111.50 111.50 111.50 l!1.50 jl1.75 n. 75 U.75 
Cost elsewhere: 

Zone A* ll1.50 j!1.75 jll. 75 112.00 !12.00 l!2.25 l!2.25 

Zone B* j!l, so jl1.75 ll2.00 112.00 #2.25 ll2.25 l!2.50 

Zone C* lll. 50 lll. 75 #2~00 #2.00 #2.25 #2.50 112.75 

No of pages -
up to: 

Cost to U.K. #1.50 jl2.00 #2.75 #2.25 

Cost to Europe #2.00 112.50 #3.00 jl3.25 #4.00 
Cost elsewhere: 

Zone A* l!2.50 jl3 .oo jl4.00 !14.25 jl5.25 

Zone B* jl2.75 #3.25 l!4.50 jl4.75 !16.00 

Zone C* j!2.75 ll3.50 #4.50 #5.00 #6.25 

*Systemicists are to be found throughout Europe - EC and non-EC - and in 
the following 
request: 

U.K. Postal 

A 

Egypt 
Iraq 
Israel 

Jordan 
Kuwait 

Zones; rates for others will 

B 

Canada 
China 
Ghana 

Nigeria 
Pakistan 

Oman Singapore 
Sudan South Africa 
Southern Africa 
u.s. A. 

be quoted on 

c 

Australia 
Japan 
New Zealand 

Papua New Guinea~ 
Solomon Islands ' 

If your articles are not listed in any of the Systemic Archi 
and you want them to be, send a copy of the article/s to 
Martin Davies as soon as possible. 



' 

Cheques should be made out to "University of Stirling", and made payable in 
pounds sterling as specified, so that amounts received are net of conversion 
charges. 

6. The sequence in each entry is: 
Author(s)/Editor(s): title, [number of sheets); (place of interim or final 

publication, in which case the place of interim •publication' may have been 
oral); (date copy received for Archive); [.(jescriptor number, if any.J. 

11n.d. 11 = 'no date'; "n.p." a 'no place'. 

- 0 - 0 - 0 -

Item 
Number Details 

[5.1) Archive Lists 1-4: [5) 

[5.2) Akindele, F, M Berry, C Butler, R Carter, T Gibson, H Hillier, D 
Noel, R Riley (Eds.): Occasional Papers in Linguistics (2 vola), 
(Nottingham: 1987), Vol. 1, [68), Vol. 2, [68); July, 1988; 

[5.3) Aurer, P: "Some ll'ays to Count Morae: Prokosch's Law, Streitberg•s Law, 
Pfalz's law and other rhythmic regularities", [17); "Koritextualisierung 
durch Rhythmus und Intonation" Project , Fachgruppwissenschaft 
Arbeitspapier Nr 6, University of Constance, December, 1988; January, 
1989; 

[5.4) Backlund, I: "To Sum Up. Initial Infinitives as Cues to the Reader", 
[17); Paper given at ISC-16, Helsinki, July, 1989. [11), July, 1989; 
(August, 1989); 

[5.5) Borgenstierna, M: "On '.Sequencing' and 'Foregrounding': Analysis of 
early Old English Texts." Paper given at ISC-16, Helsinki, July, 1989. 
[11), July, 1989; 

[5.6) Bregazzi, J: "Strategies of Linguistic Irony in the works of John 
Webster", [11); paper given at ISC-16, Helsinki, July, 1989, (July, 1989); 

[5.7) Christie, F: "Language and learning: making explicit what's involved", 
[7); paper given at the Thirteenth Conference of the Australian reading 
Association, Sydney, July, 1967; (November, 1987); 

[5.8) Cloran, C: "Negotiating new contexts in conversation" [13); in 
Akindele et al. 
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[5.9] R. Cockroft: "Rhetoric and Coherence" [6]; Mini-International 
Systemic Congress, Nottingham, July 1989; (26.8.89); 

[5.10] Couper-Kuhlen, E: "Contextualising Discourse: The Prosody of interactive 
repair", [18]; Fachgruppe Sprachwissenschaft, Universitat Konstanz, 
Arbeitspapier Nr. 9, .June 1989, [27); (July, 1989); 

[5.10] Couper.-Kuhlen, E: "Speech rhythm at turn transitions: its functioning in 
everyday conversation, Part I." Fachgruppe Sprachwissenschaft, Universitat 
Konstanz, Arbeitspapier Nr. 5, March 1989, [27]; (July, 1989); 

[5.11] Danes, F: Review- Harro Stammerjohann ed., "Tem~-Remain Itialiano I 
Theme-Rheme in Italian I Thema-Rhema im Italienischen"; Tubingen: Gunter 
Narr, 1986. 

[5.12) H Drury: Handouts for paper given at ISC-16, Helsinki, June 1989 [6]; 
(June, 1989); 

[5.13) J 0 Ellis: "The Definite Article in Translation Between English and 
Twi" [4); Ann. Univ. Abidjan, Serie H (Linguistique), Fascicule hors serie; 
(September, 1989); 

[5.14] J 0 Ellis: "The Grammatical Status of Initial Mutation" [5]; off:-print 
from Volume III of "LOCHLANN: A Review of Celtic Studies", Oslo, 1965, 
Universitetsforlaget, 'based on [paper] read to the Second International 
Congress of Celtic Studies, Cardiff, 1963"; (September, 1988); 

[5.15) J 0 Ellis: "Identification and Grammatical Structure in Akan and 
Yelsh" [3]; offprint, np., n.d., (September 1989); 

[5.16) J 0 Ellis: "Linguistics in a Multicultural Society", An Inaugural 
Lecture delivered on 16th April, 1970 at the University of Ghana, Legon 
[7); (September, 1988); 

[5.17) J 0 Ellis: "On Contextual Meaning" [6); 
Firth", Bazell, Catford, Halliday, and Lyons 
(September, 1988); 

from "In Memory of J R 
(eds.), Longman 1966); 

[5.18] J 0 Ellis: "Some Dimensions of Being in John, Chapter 1 (A 'Transfer' 
Presentation of Descriptive Comparison)"· [5]; "Journal of African 
Languages", Vol. 10, Part 3, 1971; (September, 1989); 

[5.19] El-Menoufy, A: "Intonation and Meaning in Spontaneous Discourse" [15]; 
in Akindele et al.; 

[5.20] Enkvist, N E: "Anticipation and Disappointment: An Experiment in 
Protocolled Reading of Auden's Gare du Midi", to appear in Les Hickey 
(ed.); Studies in PragmastylistiCS; -r :-[7); (6th September, 1989); 
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[5.21) Enkvist, N E: "Connexity, Interpretability, Universes of Discourse, 
and Text 1lorlds", from "Proceedings of Nobel Symposium 65", de Gruyter, 
1989. [8]; (6th September, 1989); 

[5.22) . Enkvist, N E: "Discourse Strategies anmd Discourse Types", paper given 
at ISC-16, Helsinki, June, 1989. [11); (6th September, 1989); 

[5.23) Enkvist, N E: "Estilistic.a, linguistic.a del Texto y Composic.ion", 
translation of "Stylistic.s, text linguistics and composition" (see 
below: [5.36), [6); (6th September, 1989); 

(5.24) Enkvist, N E: "From Text to Interpretability: A Contribution to 
' the Discussion of Basic. Terms in Text Linguistics", from 1l Heydric.h, 

F Neubauer, J S Petofi & E Sozer (eds): Connexity and Coherence: 
Analysis of ~and Discourse, de Gruyter,1989. [3Tl (6th September,1989); 

[5.25) Enkvist, N E: "Interpretability, Text Strategies and Text Types", from 
S 1lyler (ed.): Lin~uistik und literarisc.her Text I Linguistique et texte 
lit teraire: Ac. tes u c.olloQUe organisO§ ~ar l.a CILA avec. la c.ollalloratroii 
ae-Ia GAL et-rtECoie des Hautes Etudes c.onomi~,~idi~ues et 
soc.IileB'de-St.-Gali;-sf.-Gall, 21-22 mars 198 , Num~ sp c.ial-au 
Bulletin CILA, Organe de 1a Commission interuniversitaire suisse de 
linguistique applique, 48, Neuc.hatel, oc.tobre 1988, [11); (September, 
1989); 

[5.26) Enkvist, N E: "Linearization, Text Type and Parameter 1leighting," from 
Jacob L Mey (ed.): ~Festschrift for~ Sgall, 1986, [5); (6th September, 
1989); . . . . 

[5.27) Enkvist, N E: "More about the textual functions of the Old English 
adverbial 'tha'"• from Dieter Kastovsky & Aleksander Szwedek (eds.): 
Linguistics across Historical and Geographical Boundaries, Vol. 1: 
Lin~uistic. Tgeory and Historic.ar-Linguistic.s, Mouton, New Y~ ~86, [3); 
(6t Septem er, 1~); . 

[5.28) Enkvist, N E: "On the Interpretability of Texts in General and of 
Literary Texts in Particular", to appear in Papers from the First Symbosium 
on Literary Pragmatics, Abo 1988, ed. by Roger Sell~];-{6~ptem er, 
~89); ---

[5.29) Enkvist, N E: Report; "XIV Internationale Linguistenkongress, Berlin, 
1987"; from "der Ginkgo Baum: Germanistsc.hes Jahrbuc.h fur Nordeuropa", 
sec.hste Folge. [1); (6th September,1989); 

[5.30) Enkvist,'N E: Review- "Theo d'Haen (Ed.): Linguistics and the 
~of literature." From "Studia Linguistic.a 42 (1), 1988,[1]; 
(Otli. September, 1989); 

[5.31) Enkvist, N E: Review - "Verner ·Neumann und Barbel Tec.tmeier 
(Hrsg.): Bedeutungen und Ideen in Sprac.he und Texten." From Der 
Ginkgo ~: GermanistiSc.nes-lanrbuch fur NOrdeuropa, Achte Folge. 
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[1]; (6th September, 1989); 

[5.32] Enkvist, N E: "Seven Problems in the Study of Coherence and 
Interpretability", to appear in U M Connor & AM Johns (eds.): 

Research and Pedagogical Perspectives, [7]; (6th September, 

[5.33] Enkvist, N E: "Styles as parameters in text strategy", from llillie van 
Peer (ed.): Styles as Parameters in text strategy, London: Routledge, ·1989. 
[7]; (6th September-, 1989); ---

[5.34] Enkvist, N E: "Styles as Strategies" paper from same source as next 
item. [2]; (September, 1989); 

[5.35] Enkvist, N E: "Styles as Strategies in Text Modelling", Plenarvortrage, 
Kongressbeitrage der 17, Jahrestagung der Gesellschaft fur Angewandte 
Linguistik, GAL.e.v. (Hrsg. von llolfgang Kuhlwein und Bernd Spillner [4]; 
(6th September, 1989); 

[5.36] Enkvist, N E: "Stylistics, text linguistics· and composition", 
introduction to special issue of "Text", edited by N E Enkvist; 
Volume 5-4 (1985), [4]; (6th September, 1989); 

[5.37] Enkvist, N E: "Styli'stics, Text Linguistics and Text Strategies", 
keynote address read at opening session of the Symposium on Stylistics and 
Literary Text at Bar-Ilan University, Ramat Gan, Israel, on January 31, 
1988, [6]; (6th September, 1989); · 

[5.38] Enkvist, N E: "Text Linguistics for the Applier: An Orientation", from 
Ulla Connor & R B Kaplan (Eds.): llriting Across Langua,es: Analysis of L2 
Text, Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-'liesley, 1987, [6 ; (6th Septem'Der; 
I9if9); 

[5.39] Enkvist, N E: "Textstrategier I Tal Och I Skrift", from Sphinx, Arsbok 
Vuosikirja, 1987, Serie B Sarja Foredrag och uppsatser I Esitelmat ja 
kirjoitukset (Yearbook 1987 of the Finnish Society of Sciences and Letters) 
[4]; (6th September, 1989); 

[5.40] Fawcett, R P: "The English Personal Pronouns: An Exercise in Linguistic 
Theory", [9]; from Benson, Cummings and Greaves: Linfuistics in a Systemic 
Perspective, Amsterdam: J Benjamins, 1988; (August, 989); --

[5.41] Fawcett, R P: "The Form of a Minimal Procedural Grammar: i.e. a 
Grammar for Natural Language Interaction with a Computer", [4]; from Ilah 
Fleming: The Thirteenth LACUS Forum, 1986, LACUS, Lake Bluff, Illinois, 
n.d.; (DeCeiiiber, 1988); ---- --

[5.42] Fawcett, R P: "A Generative Grammar for Local Discourse Structure", 
[5]; from Taylor; Neel & Bouwhuis (Eds.): The Structure of Multimodal 
Discourse, Amsterdam: North Holland (in press); (August,-r989); 



'' ) Fawcett, R P: "Language As A Resource", [11); from "The Australian 
, Review of Applied Linguistics", Vol. 7, No. 1, June 1984; (December, 1988) 

,44) Fawcett, R P: "Language generation as choice in social interaction", 
[6]; from Michael Zock and Gerard Sabah (Eds.): Advances in Natural 
Lan ua e Generation: An Interdisciplinary Perspective, Vol: 2, ch. 2; 
August, 1989); _, 

[5.45) Fawcett, R P: "An Overview of Cognitive Systemic Functional 
Linguistics", [21); n.p., n.d., (December, 1988); 

[5.46) Fawcett, R P: "Re-Expression tests for Participant roles in, English", 
[5); paper to 15-ISY, E. Lansing, 1988; (August, 1989); 

[5.47) Fawcett, R P: "Towards a systemic flowchart model for discourse 
analysis", [8]; from Fawcett and Young (Eds.): New Develo}ments in Systemic 
Linguistics, ~.~: Theory and Application; (August, 1989 ; -

[5.48) Fawcett, R P: "Yhat Makes a "Good" System Network Good? - Four Pairs of 
Concepts for Such Evaluations", [7); from Benson & Greaves: Systemic 
Functional Perspectives~ Discourse, Norwood, N. J.: Ablex; August, 1989); 

[5.49) Fawcett, R P: "Yhy Ye Communicate: Towards a Model of the Socio
Psychological Purposes of Language and Other Semiotic Systems", [12); n.p., 
n.d., December, 1988); 

[5.50) Fawcett, R P, and M M Taylor: "A Generative Grammar for Local Discourse 
Structure", [5); FromM M Taylor, F Neel and D G Bouwhuis (Eds.): The 
Structure of Multimodal Dialogue, Elsevier: North Holland, 1989; (August, 
1989); ' -

[5.51) Fries, P H: "Lexicogrammatical patterns and the interpretation of 
texts" (draft, May, 1987), [8); (n.p., n.d.); (Autumn, 1988); 

[5.52) Fries, PH: "Patterns of Information in Initial Position in English", 
handout for paper given at the Nottingham Mini-International Systemic 
Congress, July 1989; (July, 1989); 

[5.53) Fries, PH: "Towards a componential approach to text", [8); paper 
given at the International Congress of Applied Linguistics, Sydney, August, 
1987; (September, 1987); 

[5.541 P H Fries: "Towards a Discussion of the Flow of Information in Text" 
(4]; handout for paper given at ISC-16, Helsinki, June 1989 and the 
Nottingham Mini-International Systemic Congress, July 1989; (July, 1989); 

[5.55) Fries, PH: "Patterns of Information in initial position in English", 
[13); to appear in PH Fries &'M Gregory (Eds.), Discourse in Society: 
Functional Perspectives, Norwood, N.J.: Ablex; dated 14th February, 1987; 
received August, 1988; 
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[5.56] Fries, P H: Review - "The Deakin University Press Language Education 
Series", [2]; "to appear in IIORD", dated March, 1987, received August, 
1988; 

[5.57] Fries, P H: Towards a Discussion of the Ordering of Adjectives in the 
English Noun Phrase", [3]; from Language in Global Perspective, Papers in 
Honour of the 50th Anniversary of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, 
1935-1985, Compiled and Edited by B F Elson (1986); received August, 
1988); 

[5.58] Gotteri, N: "llhen is a system network not a system network" [6]; in 
Akindele et al.; 

[5.59] Halliday, M A K: "It's a fixed word order language is English", [7]; 
from "I.T.L Review of Applied Linguistics", 1985, vol. 67-8, pp. 91-116; 
(September, 1989); 

[5.60] Halliday, M A K: "Linguistics in Teacher Education" [4]; n.p., n.d.; 
(28. i.80) I 

[5.61] Halliday, M A K: "One Child's protolanguage" [13]; Paper dated 1977, 
"to appear in Margaret Bullowa (ed.), Before Speech, CUP. 

[5.62] Halliday, MA K, updated C Matthiessen: "Select Bibliography of 
Systemic Linguistics"; [ 10], July 1989); 

[5.63] Halliday, M A K: "Some Thoughts on Language in the Middle School 
Years" [4]; ("English in Australia", No. 42, November 1977); (25.1.80); 

[5.64] Harris, S: "Court Discourse as genre: some problems and issues" [20]; 
in Akindele at al. 

[5.65] Hasan, R: "Lending and Borrowing: From Grammar To Lexis" [4]; 
Festschrift in Honour of Arthur Delbridge, "Beitrage zur Phonetik und 
Linguistik 48 (1985), pp. 57-67; (23.8.87); 

[5.66] Hillier, H: "Success and Unsuccess in action instigation: a framework 
for describing 'success' in the natural speech of children aged 7 - 1211 , 

paper given to ISC-16, Helsinki, 1989, [6]; 14.viii.89; 

[5.67] Hoey, M: Handout for paper given at ISC-16, Helsinki, June 1989, 
together with prints of the Overhead Projector Slides used [30]; [June 
1989] 

[5.68] Huisman, R: "Systemic Theory and Poetry: the direction of explanation", 
[7]; paper given at 14-ISII, Sydney, August, 1987; (April, 1988); 

[5.69] Huisman, R: "llho Speaks and for llhom? The Search for Subjectivity in 
Browning's poetry"; Journal of the Australasian Universities Language 
and Literature Association, No. 71, May 1989. [12], August, 1989 



1 Huisman, R: "The Three Tellings of Beowulf's Fight with Grendel's 
Mother" [17]; from "Leeds Studies in English", 20 (1989); (27th September, 
1989); 

.71) Jordan, M P: "Relational Propositions within the Clause" [6]; "to appear 
in 13th LACUS Forum"; (August, 1988); 

[5.72) Lovejoy, K B, & D M Lance: "A Model for the Analysis of Cohesion and 
Information management in Published Yriting in Three Disciplines", [15]; 
paper given at 15-ISY, E Lansing, August, 1988; (November, 1988); 

[5.73] Lowe, I: "Sentence initial elements in English and their discourse 
function", [ 11]; in Akindele et al. 

[5.74] Machauf, Land J Rosenhouse: "Some Stylistic Aspects of Technical 
English", ,171; paper given at USC-16, Helsinki, June 1989; (July, 1989); 

[5.75] Malcolm, K: "Alternative approaches to casual conversation in linguistic 
description" [14]; in Akindele et al. 

[5.76] Mann, Y C & C M I M Matthiessen: "Rhetorical Structure Theory: an 
Introduction and Discussion of Multifunctionality in Discourse Structure." 
Handout for paper given at ISC-14, Sydney, 1987. [4]. August, 1987 

[5.77] Matthiessen, C: "Lexicogrammatical Choice in Text Generation", paper 
presented at the Fourth International Yorkshop on Language Generation, 
July, 1988, [44]; (19th September, 1989); 

[5.78] Mock, C C: "Variation and phonological features", [16]; paper given 
at ISC-14, Sydney, 1987, (August, 1987); 

[5.79) Nwogu, KandT Bloor: "Thematic Progression in Professional and Popular 
Medical Texts", [8];·paper given at ISC-16, Helsinki, June, 1989, and 
The Mini-International Systemic Congress, Nottingham, July 1989; (July, 
1989); 

[5.80] Ravelli, L J: "A Dynamic Perspective on Systemic Functional Grammar: 
Getting the Perspective Right"; paper given to ISC-16, Helsinki, July, 
1989, [7]; (July, 1989); 

[5.81] Stainton, C: Handout for paper at Nottingham Mini-International 
Systemic Conference, August, 1989, (2]; (August, 1989); 

[5.82] Stainton, C: "Interruptions: a marker of social distance?" [13); in 
Akindele et al. 

[5.83] Sydney University Department of Linguistics: List of Yorking Papers in 
Linguistics (no date). Lists and gives details of five Yriting Project 
Reports and four "forthcoming" ones, [2]; 

[5.84] Tench, P: Summary of Ph. D. Thesis - "The Roles of Intonation in English 
Discourse" University of Vales, 1988, [1]; (19th September, 1989); 
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(5.85] Vatnsdal, A 0: "Register analysis: the language of air-traffic 
(12]; in Akindele et al. 

(5.86] Yang, A W: "Marked Word Order in Main Clause Initial Positions", (13]; 
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itll1;ee'nth International Systemic: Congress 
Unluerslty of Helsinki 

Helsinki, Hanasaari, Finland 
June 12-16, 1989 

sections vill be held in Ule Auditorium. A-sessions vill be held in Ule ilig.. 
B-sessions in Ule SJMil.lectJKe ball. C-sessions in Seminar mom I and D-

in Seminar room~ 

12 
Registration 
Opening of Ule Congress . 
Plenary Address: Fn.a.tise.k Danes (Czechoslovakia.) 

·A Functional Conception of Ule System of Sentence 
Structures". l:lW.c;. M.A.K. Ha.lliday 

11:00-11:15 
11:15-12:30 

12:30-13:30 
13:30-14:45 

14:50-15:20 

15:25-15:55 

15:55-16:20 
16:20-16:50 

Break Plenary Address: M. A. 1:. Halliday (Australia) 
"Systemic Directions: Ule Dynamics of a Functional 
Theory".~ Margaret Berry 
Lunch ·· 
Plenary Address: Ruqaiya Hasan (Australia) 
"The Representation of Meaning in Ule Systemic 
Functional Model".~: Barbara Couture 
1. Parallel Session Papers A. Jonath:a.n Fi.a.e: "The Dynamic Construction and Misconstruction 

of Social Interaction" . .Qai.c.: James Benson . · 
B. El.ke Teich: • A Systemic Treatment ortra.nsitivity for Machine 

Translation".~: Erich Steiner · 
C.Uah Flemi.a.&: ·eo~occurring Schemata ill Text Analysis". 

!;lair.: Ruth Brend 
D. Marti.a. Davies: "Theme from'Beovulf to Shakespeare". 
~Linda Rashidi 

2. Parallel Session Papers A. Louise RaveUi: "A Dynamic Perspective on Systemic Grammar: 
getting Ule perspective righL" .~: James Benson 

B. William McGregor: "The Rank Scale Revisited". 
!;lair.: Cate Poynton 

C. Jean Ure: "Beginnings and Endings: a sociolinguistic perspective 
on register and generic structure".~: Ruth Brend 

D. Peter Fries: "Patterns of Information in Initial Position in 
English". !JWJ:: Linda Rashidi 

Coffee 
3. Parallel Session Papers 

A. Jay Lemke: "Textproduction and Dynamic Te:tt Semantics" 
~: Gordon Tucker 

B. Mada Th. Schmitt: "Tho Differentiation of the 'Argumenta.tional 
Model System:• . .Qai.c.: John Bateman 

C. Bernard Mohan: "Theory and Practice in Situation and Text" 
!;lair.: Anne Cranny-Francis 

D. :teYi.a. H. lfyogu & Thomas Bloor: "Thematic Progression 
Pattern and the Structure of Dlscource in Professional and 
Popularised Medical Tuts". ~: Susanna Shore 

lnlernallanal Systemic 
Congress Committee: 
Robin P. Fawcett, Cha1r, (Europe); 
Hllarv Hillier. Treasurer, (Europe); 

16-ISC 1909 Progrom.ma Commillee: 

Elja Ventola, Chair, University of Helsinki 
Nils Erik Enkvlst. Abo Akademl 
Ossllhalalnen, University of Helsinki 
Anna Mauranen, University of Helsinki 
Matti Rlssanen. University of Helsinki 
Karl Sajavaara, University of Jyviiskyla 

Nancy Fries. Membership Secretary, (USA); 
James D. Benson and William S. Greaves.(~; 
Peter H. Fries. !USA); 
James R. Marlin. (Australia) 
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:rse.: '" 
Tuesday 13th: 

9:00-10:1, 

10:15-10:30 
10:30-ll:iS 

ll:iS-13:00 
13:00-14:15 

l-4:20-li:,O 

15:25-15:i5 
15:45-16:15 

16:20-16:50 

Plenary Address: Michael Roey (Great Britain) 
"Coherence and Cohesive Harmony: a. complementary 
perspective".~: Roger Sell · 
Break \ 
Plena.ry Address: Hils Erik En.t.Tist (Finland) 
"Tut Types andTutStrategies". kb.lir.: Frantisek Danes 
Lunc.h 
Plena.ry Address: Ro1er Sell (Finland) 
"Literary Pragmatics and Litera.ry Genre" ,!Jl!ir.: Nils Erik Enkvist 
5. Parallel Session Paper 

A. Jean Bear: "Teaching Writing: Variations on (a) 'Theme'" 
Chair: Helen Drury 

B. Cecile Paris & John Bateman: "Constraining the Deployment 
of Lelicogrammatical Resources According to Knowledge of the 
Hearer: a computationa.l refinement of the theory of rel!ister" 
Chair: Robin Fa.wcett 

C. A1nes Tan1: "Marked Word Order in Discourse: A text-based. study 
In English"-~ Peter Fries 

D . .taren Malcolm: "Dialogu!! and Discourse" .!Jlill:: Micha.el Oioole 

6. Parallel Session Pa.pers 
A. Ann-Charlotte Lindeber1: "Rhetorica.l Patterns in Student 

Writing in EFL ":!dai.t: Helen Drury 
B. James Benson: "Narrow Span Collocations: A Tool for Parsing 

Lexico-Gramma.tica.l Output of Field in a. Natura.! Langua.ge Tnt" 
!dail;. Robin Fa.wcett 

C. Amy Tsui: "The Interpenetration of Language a.S Code and 
Beha.vlour • a Description of Eva.luative Sta.tements". 
~: Peter Fries 

D. femi Akindele: "Dialogue and Discourse in Nigerian Englis 
Prose Fiction". !:!air,: Michael Oioole 

Coffee 
7. Parallel Session Papers 

A. He lea Drury: "The Use of Systemic Linguistics to describe 
Student Summarising Strategies a.t University Level". 
Chair: jean Bear 

B. Robin faYcett: "Idiot Text: some things tha.t a computer program 
can teach us about how a. systemic functional grammar really 
works". Chair: Micha.el Cummings 

C. Peter Ra1a11: "Functloas and Communicative La.nguage 
Teaching". QWr.: Bernard Mohan 

D. Josephine Bre1azzi:" Strategies of Linguistic Irony in Chaucer, 
Webster and Pope". !:JWl:: Tulja. Virtanell 

8. Parallel Session Papers 
A. Gerald Parsons: "Scientific Texts: Cohesion and Coherence". 

!:lair.: jean Bear 
B. Gordon Tuc.ter: "The Computa.tioaa.l Generation of· Adjectival' 

and 'Adverbial' Meaning i.n :. Systemic .Functlona! Grammar~ 
~: Micha.el Cummings 

C. Jan-Eric 11'idell: "Interpretations of the Notion 'La.nguage 
Functions'". Clair.: Bernard Mohan 

D. Brita 11' lrTik: "On Discourse Markers and Narrative Strategies in 
the History of English".~: Tuija Virtanen 
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18:00-19:00 
19:30· 

?. Parallel Session l'apers 
A. Liora Msc.haur & Judli.Jl Rosenhau:o: "Some Stylistic Asp,ci.o of 

Technical English" .J:h.!i.r.: jean Bear 
B. Erich H. Steiner: "Toward a Model of Text Production as Goa.l· 

Directed Actio~".~ Michael Cummings 

cr. Taina Pittao.en-Ioli: "Using Systemic Grammar in the Analysis 
of some Swedish Fictional Texts".~: Tuija Virtanen 

Dinner 
Sauna 

'I' ednesday 14th: 

9:00 ·10:15 

10:15-10:30 
10:30-11 :~5 

11:~5-13:00 
13:00-14:15 

14:20-14:50 

1 ~:55-15:25 

15:25-15:~5 
15:~5-.16:15 

Plenary Address: james Marlin (Australia) 
"Life as a Noun: Arresting the Universe in Science and 
Humanities" .l:JWr.: Michael Hoey 
Break 
Plenary Address: Marsaret Berry (Great Britain) 
"Thematic Options and Success in Writing".~: Ruqaiya Hasan 
Lunch 
Plenary Address: Barbara Couture (United Slates) 
"Touting Recidivist Linguistics: A Reflection on 
Functional Theories of Writing". Qalr; James Martin 
10. Parallel Session Papers 

A. Ilm Brian Lovejoy: "Information Management, Context •. and 
Sentence Structure". !dair,: Gillian Francis 

B. Eirlan Davies: Minimal E1changes in English Discourse" 
Q!IDr.: Louise Ravelli 

C. Michael Cumminss: "Features and Functions in the Old 
. English Nominal Group.~ Matti Rissanen 

D. Ruth Brend: "(Non)Cohesion in Modern Poetry''. 
~ llah Fleming 

II. Parallel Session Papers 
A. 'l'illiam McGregor & Marietta Elliott: "When is a 'Text' not a 

Text" . .lJlait; Ann-Charlotte Lindeberg . 
B. Hilary Hillier: '"Success' and 'unsuccess' in action instiqation: 

form and function in the natural speech of children aged 7-12" 
Q!IDr.: Louise Rave IIi 

C. Linda Rashidi: "The Dari Noun Phrase".~ Matti Rissanen 
D. julia Lavid: "Semantic Options in Transitivity System: an 

Example of Textual Analysis".~ llah Fleming 
Coffee 
IZ. Parallel Session Papers 

A. Anneliese Iramer-Dahl: "A Mixed Genre: from case report to 
case story. Part 1: Metafunctlons". ~Ann-Charlotte Llndeberg 

B. lnsegerd Backlund: "lnitia.llnfinitive Clauses as Structural 
Markers in Written English". !JW[: Heino Lliv 

C. Susanna Shore: "The Subject in Finnish from a Systemic· 
Functional Point of View". ~Jonathan Fine 

D. Mariann Borsenstierna: "Aspectua.l Markers in Discourse: 
Comparative Analysis of Old English and Contemporary English 
Texts" . ..QWl:: Brita Wdrvilt 

16:20-16:50 13. Parallel Session Papers 
A. Gillian Frances: "A Mixed Genre: from case report to case story. 

Part II: Genre and Ideology", !Jl!.l.!:: Ann-Charlotte Lindeberg 
B. Frances Christie:" First and Second Order Registers in 

Education" . .!:Mit: Heino Liiv 
C. YoYell Y. Aziz: "Identifying Theme in Standard Arabic Texts" 

QWr.: Jonathan Fine 
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J.SC.: 1& 
16:,0-17:00 
17:00-17:30 

D. Martiaa Bjortfuad &: Tuija Virtaaea :"Variation in · · 
Narrative Structure: A Simple Text vs. an Innovative Wort 
~: Brita W 4rvilt 

Breat 
14. Parallel Session Papers 

A. Jaaet Gilbert: "A Close-Up Loot at The Acquisition ofTwo 
Patterns that Predominate in Written English: The Relative 
Clause and Nomlnallzatlon". ~:Gillian Francis 

B. Fredrit UlChielJD.: "Intentional Ambiguity- the Multifarious 
Com..unicative Levels Employed in Japanese-Western Business 

18:00-19:00 
19:30-

Negotiations" Chair: Ossi Ihalainen _ 
C . .Rachel Giora: "Cognitive Aspects of the Joke".~: Jay Lem.te Dinner 

Annual Meeting 

Thursday llllt: 

9:00-9:30 

ll:~H2:4' 
12:~HH' 

1,:00 

17:30·18:30 

19:00-

16. Parallel Session Paoers 

~. Bu Zhuaaslia: "Developments of Systemics in China". 
~:Martin Davies 

B Beiao LilT: "Language Synergetics". tlWJ:: Ossi Ihalainen 
Evaluation of Papers 
1. Parallel Workshops 

A. Jay Lemte & Paul Thibault: "Voices and Values: 
· Interpersonal Meaning in Discourse" 

B. Erich Steiaer: "P. inciples & Questions in Transitivity" .. 
C. Alison Tate & Jaaet Yhite:" 'Informal Meetings· ·Do They 

Have a Definable Generic Structure" 
D. Hicltael O'Toole: "A Systemic-Functional Semiotics for Visual . Arts" 

E. RoseJD.ary Buis.111aa: "Language in Poetry" 

Lunch 
2. Parallel Workshops 

· continue 

A bus to Espoo: a city reception plus a guided city 
tour. At the end of the tour the bus will take us to Helsinki University. 
A Rector's reception at the university. Address: Main building, Fabianinkatu 33. 

Congress Dinner in the Restaurant Katajano.tan Kasino. 
Address: Laivastokalu I. Helsinki 16 

Friday l6tlt: 
8 :30-10:00 3. Parallel Workshops 

A.llalt Fie mini: "A Stratlficational Approach to Text Analysis" 
B . .Robia FaYcett & Gordo a Tucter: "Exploring a Systemic 

Functional Grammar" 

10:00-11:30 
II :30·12:00 
11:30-12:30 
12:30-13:30 

13:30 

C. Cate Poyatoa & Aaae Craaay-Fraacis: "Language, Ideology and Gender" 

a ~et~r Fries: A~ informal discussi~n on ''Theme" 

B. Michael Cummiass: "I.aterprating System Networks on the 
Microcomputer".llBI This workshop will take place at the 
university. Address: Hallitus.tatu 8. Administrative bulldi.ag 

(Halllntorakennus), 2nd floor, Seminar room 8. Transportation 
from Hanasaart to the university will be arranged. 

4. Parallel Workshops conti.aue 
Evaluation of workshops. Auditorium 
Closing of the Congress. Auditorium 
Lunch can be bought at Hanasaari. It is llJ11 included in the 
accommodation fee. 
Bus to Leningrad leaves from Hanasaari 
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essions of the Sixteenth International Systemic Congress 

Computational Papers at the Sixteenth 
International Systemic Congress 

Universitaet des Saarlandes 
D-6600 Saarbruecken 
FRG 

In the following we shall try to give a short overview of the 8 
computational papers and workshops .which were given at the 16th Systemic 
Congress in Helsinki 1989. I shall take the opportunity of adding a few 
general remarks at the end. 

@Teich, Elke. A systemic treatment of transitivity for machine 
translation. 

Elke Teich reported on the importation of aspects of a Systemic 
approach to Transitivity into the EEC's multi-lingual machine translation 
project EUROTRA. One aspect of that importation is the use of Transitivy 
features and roles in transfer from source language to target language. A 
second aspect is the· treatment, within a Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG) 
based approach, of phenomena such as reflexives and reciprocals, phrasal 
and prepositional verbs, raising and control phenomena. The talk 
emphasized both the insightfulness of specific SFG ideas for multi-lingual 
machine translation and the need to develop details of representation for 
the phenomena under discussion more explicitly than up to now. 

@Paris, Cecile and Bateman, John. Constraining the deployment of 
lexicogrammatical resources according to knowledge of the hearer1 a 
computational refinement of the theory of register. 

Paris and Bateman described an approach in the course of which they 
investigated the application of the Systemic notion of "register" to the 
task of 'tailoring' automatically generated texts to the levels and kinds 
of expertise of the intended readers of those texts. A sufficiently 
developed theory of register, they pointed out, would be a valuable and 
theoretically motivated tool for computation. For such an endeavour to 
achieve maximal success, they claimed, available formulations of register 
theory would have to be adapted 'to the particular task at hand, in 
particular, the degree of systematicity and explicitness would have to be 
increased. Their particular implementation of an aspect of register theory 
focused on the 1ogical metafunction of the lexicogrammar. Yithin that 
implementation,'they made use of a new mechanism controlling choices in 
register and leading to partial control of the dependency structure of 
texts generated. Paris' and Bateman's paper was another insightful example 
of how work in text generation can lead to progress in research both for 
computation and for linguistics. This kind of a two way influence should 
be a characteristic feature of any careful application of linguistic 
theories to any field, computational linguistics in particular. 
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@Benson, James. Narrow span collocations: a tool for parsing 
lexico-grammatical output of field in a natural language text. 

James Benson reported on a project using an analysi's of "collocat 
with the help of the CLOC program in an attempt to find particular 
configurations of choices made from the lexicogrammar in a particular type 
of text (The Joy of Bridge). The interest in this project may be seen as 
deriving from at least the following two sources: It illustrates how the 
particular functional structures of Nominal Groups and Clauses used in a 
text are one way of looking into some of the semantic properties of a 
certain type of text. Furthermore, and on a more general level, 
collocational analyses may have an important role to play in those areas of 
computational linguistics which remain inaccessible to a purely 
"grammatical" treatment , for example in those cases where particular 
syntagms are not fully.determinable through the grammar. Work of the type 
illustrated by Benson receives additional current interest through the 
extensive use made of the notion of "collocations" in recent lexicographic 
work such as that of John Sinclair and colleagues. 

@Fawcett, Robin. Idiot text: some things that a comRuter program can 
teach us about how a systemic functional grammar really works. 

Faw.cett described· in his talk the structure and content of GENESYS, 
the generating system of COMMUNAL, as well as the outlines of the project 
as a whole. His focus was, in particular, on the role of language as 
opposed to the role of "knowledge", and on the particular characteristics 
of generation as opposed to parsing, thus successfully giving a conceptual 
profile of his and his group's work in comparison to other work in 
computational linguistics. One of the theoretically interesting aspects of 
his presentation in particular was a fresh perspective on the degree of 
interdependence between networks from different functional components, e.g. 
Transitivity and Theme. Fawcett thus successfully illustrated how any 
application of linguistic theory, and in this case it is application in a 
specific computational context, should be conducted in such a way as to 
provide feedback to the theory itself. For many of us, Robin's talk 
acquired a special interest through the fact that he is one of the very few 
Systemicists apart from Michael Halliday, and, indeed, one of the very few 
linguists, who have developed a fairly comprehensive model. ·This fact· in 
itself offers a good chance of not losing sight of .the overall architecture 
of one's system in the details of implementation. 

@Tucker, Gordon. The computational generation of "adjectival" and 
"adverbial" meaning in a systemic functional grammar. 

Tucker gave another report on work going on in COMMUNAL (cf. 
Fawcett). We have already commented on the general interest in the work 
going on in and around COMMUNAL, so that we shall refrain from repeating 
ourselves here. Tucker's paper had additional intrinsic.interest by ' 
concentrating on an area which is generally underdeveloped both in Systemic 
Linguistics and in other linguistic theories. Computational treatments of 
adjectival and adverbial meanings are even more sketchy than normal 
lingustic treatments. So, Tucker gave an insightful talk on an important 
area for linguistics and for language generation, where it seems to be ,, 
important that there can be interest in such a talk for both parties. 



Erich. 'llorkshop: Principles and Questions in Transitivity. 

us warn the NET'IlORK reader that here the author of the current 
is discussing his own 'llORKSBOP - so expect subjective statements!. 

workshop mainly used the background of Machine Translation, and of 
vity" within that area, to propose certain principles for the 

ignment of Participant Roles to verbs and sentences, I furthermore 
talked about possible treatments of some types of "raising" and "control" 
constructions ("seem", "stop", "see", etc. as verbs with their non-finite 
complements), attempting to relate the questions raised to explicit lexical 
items, grammatical rules, and represe~tations~ The main points of the 
workshop could be summarized in the following way: 

- Systemic Linguistics in its functional orientation has a lot to offer for 
Machine Translation; · 

- In order to create an impact in MT, certain rules and representations 
expressing generalizations of Systemic Linguistics must be made more 
explicit; 

- For the treatment of certain phenomena (Control, Raising, Modality, 
Causative Constructions, "Long Distance Dependencies", etc), it may be 
important to become more aware of what other schools are doing (GB, GPSG, 
LFG, etc), not with the aim of copying results from them, but with the aim 
of relating one'S own specifically Systemic approaches to the approaches of 
others in such a way as to make comparison possible for the linguistic 
community as a whole, 

Participants worked on the task of writing lexicon entries and brought up a 
whole range of- interesting points from that exercise. The resulting 
discussion to me appeared to be quite controversial, but very rewarding 
most of the time. 

@Cummings, Michael. 'llorkshop: Interpreting system networks on the 
microcomputer. 

Michael Cummings in this workshop introduced participants to his tool 
for writing system networks and generating selection expressions· from them 
with the help of his SYSPRO, developed over the past couple of years and 
reported on in previous workshops. Cummings' program is an essential tool 
for anyone working with Systemic Linguistics in a computational context. 
More so, it should become an everyday tool for linguists working in 
non-computational fields as well, because the program is a tool which gives 
us an opportunity to check the validity of the networks that we write no 
matter what context they are for. In SYSPRO, Systemic Linguistics now has 
a tool which makes writing of networks more controllable and thus 
ultimately should. become a part of'a "Systemic 'llorkbench". It has' 
theoretical.implications as well, because developing it has created a.· 
heightened awareness of the formal properties of system networks as data 
structures among Systemic linguists, and even if this had been its only 
effects, the work would have been worth it. It is to be hoped that 
Cummings will continue his efforts to make SYSPRO more widely available 
within the Systemic community! 
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@Fawcett, Robin and Tucker, Gordon. Yorkshop: Exploring a Systemic 
Functional Grammar. 

Fawcett and Tucker in this workshop used GENESYS to introduce 
participants to some of the workings of a computer model of language plus 
some of the interesting issues raised by implementing a complex model of 
language. Step by step generation using a remote login to Cardiff was the 
way chosen to achive these goals. As in practically all of the 
computational papers and workshops, the emphasis was as much on introducing 
systems as such as on exploring the theoretical significance of the 
particular system under consideration. 

Finally, I would like to take the opportunity to make a few general 
and personal remarks on the role of computational work in the context of 
the development of our theory: 

Over the last couple of years, computational work has established ·a 
certain tradition in Systemic developments. On the whole, it occurs to me 
that within Systemic Linguistics, the mutual roles of computational and 
more classically philological work are more balanced than in some other 
contemporary schools. Systemic Linguistics has so far never given in to 
the danger of becoming dominated·by computational work, nor has it, on the 
other hand, closed itself off to the contact. This state of affairs is, in 
my personal view, very healthy for a linguistic theory in these days. 
Still, I sometimes seem to detect traces of the seemingly contradictory 
dangers of both overrating and underrating the importance of computational 
work, both of which may in fact co-occur on the basis of the same 
fundamental misconception, which could be summarized as something like 
"Computational work is 'formal' per se•. Then, depending on whether one 

·values "formal" methods or whether one doesn't, one of the following two 
tendencies occurs: 

On the underrating side, some of us do not appear to give· what to me 
is the proper weight to the need for explicitness created in computational 
work and, indeed, in any kind of work, provided it is taken seriously. 
Systemicists sometimes display a neglect of questions of data structures 
used in representations of texts, and of rules for generating these 
representations. Given a certain quality of work, though, a high degree of 
explicitness becomes very desirable, and in this I was particularly 
impressed by work as in Kasper 1987 or in Patten's 1988 formal model of 

. Systemic grammar, but also by McGregor's paper at the Helsinki workshop, as 
well as by other work of that type. I do think that computational work, 
alongside with other work, if it is taken seriously, helps us to develop a 
higher degree of explicitness, which is also necessary if we want to argue 
in a meaningful way with colleagues from GB, LFG, GPSG, and related 
frameworks. 

On the overrating side, it sometimes occurs to me as if the mere fact 
of doing computational work was occasionally considered to be a sign of 
quality. People on that side think that "formal" methods are inherently 
valuable, and they may think that computational work is always "formal". 
In my opinion, computational work, if it is done without theoretical 
consideration, gives a wrong impression of clarity. The mere fact that 
something runs on a machine doesn't mean anything. Yith present day 
hardware and software, it is quite possible to get something to run which 



shortsighted and linguistically poor. In particular, 
mo<Je~.s are implemented which have never been formalized in a 
sense. I feel that one has to demand of computational 

ons that they take seriously the theory which they implement, and 
thus make formalisms their tools, not their mas.ters. Poor 

applications have at best no beneficial,effect for the 
and at worst they prevent us from doing what we should do best: 

1qu11 ~~ into the function and structure of natural language. 

To round this up: In my thinking, EXPLICITNESS is something to be 
highly valued as a goal both in scientific method and in everyday life. 
The need for it in linguistics should be recognized, whether or not one has 
computational applications in mind. FORMALIZATION is something which is 
only possible and which is only appropriate after one has reached, ina 
certain area, a certain degree of explicitness. It is a valuable tool, 
provided one has carefully developed pre-formal notions first, .and if the 
formalism itself adds to clarity by allowing~to ask further questions or to 
push ideas to their logical consequences. A formalism in that sense may be 
a certain type of feature logic (Kasper), or a formal proof, say, within 
set theory. A formalism exists independently of any programming language, 
and what it takes is·essentially a certain degree of explicitness of ideas 
plus pencil and paper. 

Viewing computational applications of (parts of) the theory against a 
perspective such as the one indicated here is, hopefully, one of the .ways 
of developing a reasonable perspective on them. And because computational 
applications will be with us for a long time - and I hope, without ever 
dominating the development of the theory to the exclusion of other 
applications- I think it is very necessary to develop. such a perspective. 

Finally: My deepest thanks to the organizers in Helsinki for 
organizing a truely delightful workshop for us. I shall never forget the 
midnight walks, drinks, and conversations of Hanasaari, which, of course, 
were not the main thing at the workshop, but an essential ingredient. 

References: 

Kasper, R.T. 1987. Feature structures: a logical theory with application 
to linguistic analysis. University of Michigan PhD thesis. 

Patten, T. 1988. Systemic text generation as problem solving. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press. 
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The sixteenth International Systemic Con{ress was the 
first one to be held in a European country ou Slde of 
Britain. With numerous participants from Europe and 
representatives from Africa and Asia, it marked the growing 
international spread of systemic grammar outside of the 
English-speaking world. Of course, by now systemic grammar 
has been.on the road for close to forty years. Looked at 
historically, it is fascinating to see how systemic
functional grammar, since its programmatic beginnings in the 
early sixties, has gradually and consistently fUlfilled all 
its promises - and much more. Numerous complementary 
proposals for a multi-functional clause grammar have been 
developed, pathfinding work on discourse, dealing with the 
texture and structure of text, has been accomplished, 
frameworks for systematically relating these linguistic 
'facts' to context, social structure, culture and ideology 
have been elaborated and a very distinctive view of the 
child's language development has been put forward. 
Meanwhile, this core of linguistic description has sparked 
off a very substantial body of applied work in various 
doma~ns such as educational theory and practice, stylistics, 
semiotics, critique of ideology, text generation and parsing 
by computer. After an expansion of this breadth, one might 
well ask: where are we going now? The annual systemic 
congress can be expected to be the best place to find out. 

As usual, it brought together people from the most 
varied backgrounds, who, still, share enough to appreciate 
each other's work. Systemicists tend not.to engage in 
unfruitful polemics, where everything is rejected only to 
start off again with something ·totally embryonic for which 
total origin~lity can be claimed, but they do reflect 
critically on central theoretical concepts and descriptive 
categories and try to push forward our general understanding 
of language and the descriptions we have. The cluster of 
papers on theme and discourse at the congress (Bear, Fries, 
Berry, M. Davies, Nwogu) illustrates such a collective 
exploratory effort; some definitive clarifications of the 
relevance of theme to discourse (and of discourse to theme) 
can be expected to flow from it. Similarly, the research on 
genre and generic structure which is currently being carried 
out in various places (cf Gill & Kramer-Dahl, Lindebergh, · 
Ure, Drury, Martin, Berry) should lead to a breakthrough. 

This general characteristic of innovation based on · 
continuity typified most of the contributions made at the 
congress in the domains of theory, description and 
applicatioi). 

On the theoretical plane, there were papers about such 
topics as a statificational approach to text analysis 
(Fleming), the interaction between functional levels of 
language (Pirkko), statistical probabilities within the 
grammar (Halliday), a computer-implemented concepticn of 
register (Paris & Bateman), semantic networks (Hasan), and 
the dynamic perspective on language (Ravalli, Lemke, Fine). 

In the way of "straight" descriptive papers, we had 
expositions on, inter alia, transitivity. (Danel, Steiner), 
the adjectival and adverbial group (Tucker), the -analysis of 
exchanges (E. Davies), collocation and grammatical structure 
(Benson), cohesion and coherence (Hoey). Particularly 
welcome were systemic descriptions of languages other than 
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English such as Dari (Rashid~), Arabic (Aziz) and Finnish 
(Shore). Jim Martin's paper, which compared a pedagogic science 
and history text, was a good example of the eye-opening 
insights which creative application of systemic-functional 
grammar can yield: a very clear picture was given of the 
lexicogrammatical syndromes accounting for 'technicality' in 
the scierice text ~nd 'abstraction' in the history text. 

Similarly, Robin Fawcett's COMMUNAL text-generating 
computer programme offers an impressive illustration of 
systemic linguistics at work: its utterance-generating part 
involves a unified lexicogrammar with modular metafunctions, 
many of whose networks have been explicitated upto a very 
high degree of delicacy. 

Many participants remarked that this congress was 
continually intellectually stimulating. With notions such as 
meta-redundancy, grammatical metaphor and the dynamic versus 
synoptic perspective new horizons are felt to come within 
our reach. Some of the newcomers were also pleasantly 
surprised by the generous and very open exchange of ideas. 
As one participant put it: "People really share their ideas 
here; they're not afraid someone might pinch them." 

By way of conclusion, it may be worth noting that some 
of our long-held basic convictions about language - ones not 
necessarily subscribed to in other contemporary ways of 
thinking about language - were confirmed again at the 
congress. Thus, for systemicists the ineffable categories of 
a grammar constitute a culturally and socially re-coded 
interpretation of the world, but this does not allow us to 
say anything simplistic or universal about •the structure of 
the mind'. Systemicists also hold that the .relation between 
grammar and semantics is non-arbitrary, that .the semantics 
have to be understood in functional terms, and that the 
context of situation has a systematic impact on the 
lexicogrammar. Finally, systemicists believe that language 
basically "works"- it is "functional", and the 
understanding of its functioning entails social 
responsibility of some kind. 

Kristin Davidse 
Katholieke University 
Leuven 
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The 16th International Systemic Congress 
University of Uelsinki 

Uanasaari, Finland, June 12-16, 1989 

Coming immediately after the Jyvaskyla Summer School ot·Linguistics, the 

16th Congress continued to explore the potential and the problems of the 

systemic approach to languago. The Congress was held at Hanasaari, a 

beautiful but somewhat inaccessible peninsular Just outside Helsinki. It 

was organized "with loving care" <as Robin Fawcett put it) by a team headed 

by Eija Ventola. Over 120 participants listened to plenaries given by a 

highly distinguished set of speakers: Dane~, Halliday, Hasan, Hoey, Enqvist, 

Sell, Martin, Berry and Couture. There were over 50 papers, and 10 

WOJ'kshops. Topics covered included computer applications of text production 

models, e.g. for automatic translation; the dynamics of text processing; 

studies of text type, register and genre; literary pragmatics; cohesion, 

theme and information structure; writing skills; language and ideology; the 

extension of systemic theory to the visual arts; and much more besides. 

A number of common. themes and problems seemed to emerge from both 

plenaries and papers. One was the lack of adequate time for debate: one 

wonders whether future conferences might be more generous with the time 

slots allotted for discussion after plenaries and papers, and perhaps also 

allow an opportunity for a shared debate on some major issues, for instance 

started off by an invited panel representing obviously different points of 

view. This might mean increasing the number of parallel papers, but one 

might also consider using poster papers as well. Workshop format might 
also be made more dialogic. 

}!any of the most interesting theoretical issues that emerged, from both 

plenaries and individual papers, revolved round the difficulty of analysing 

language use as a process. ln part, this means incorporating probabilities 

into the grammar, and perhaps doing away with strictly binary notions such 

as grammatical vs. ungrammatical. It also seems to imply opening up 

ling·uistics to include insights from decision theory, in an attempt to 

formulate the strategies language users resort to in real-.time 

communication. One consequence of such a shift of focus might be a gain in 

the prima facie psychological plausibility of models at grammar. 



Related to this issue is the prescriptive one: many papers were 

concerned with improving writing skills, and there were several suggestions 

as to the kinds of linguistic features which contribute to the evaluation of 

a piece of writing. One difficulty here is the process of evaluation itself, 

with which the linguistic analysis is correlated. Judgements of how 

successful an act of communication is seem often to depend on nan-syntactic 

factors such as originality, creativity, human interest, irony, etc; none of 

these are easy to define in themselves, but one might assume ~they would 

have just as much influence on the way the message gets through to the 

addressee as e.g. degree of cohesion or type of thematization. Native 

speaker evaluation would .seem to be a fruitful area for future research: one 

format might be to start with the kind of research in errot· analys~s that 

focuses on the communicative effect of errors, and extend it to discourse 

evaluation. Another difficulty concerns the tendency to assume that 

correlations equal causes: i.e. that a given text is evaluated, say, low 

because certain linguistic features have been found in it. This may of 

course be the case, but it does not logically follow that it must be. 

Together with the focus on language as a dynamic system, both 

descriptively and prescriptively, there arises the fundamental problem of 

metalanguage. We are used to labelling units - particles and fields - in 

linguistic analysis; but our resources for differentiating between different 

types of process - language as wave - seem much slimmer. 

One way of evaluating a conference of this kind might be in terms of 

the number of new "cohesive" links that were set up between people and 

ideas. Personally, I found myself rapidly enmeshed in a highly stimulating 

network of people and ideas, and look forward to examining various nodes a 

little nore closely in the future. 

Andrew Chesterman 

Department of English 

University of Helsinki 
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Past. meet.ings; The Tent.h Finnish Summer Schoo! of'. Li 
f'eat.ured S:ystemic Linguistics the summer of' !9B9 in <J:y 
Finland, June 5-9, Michael Hattida:y and Christian Matthiessen 
on ''Lexica-grammar", Ruqai:ya Hasan spoke on "Sociolinguistics 
s:ystemic-f'unctionat linguistics". <James Martin spoke 

0 "Conversational structure: negotiating meaning through dialogue"; 
"Participant identif'ication: ref'erence as semantic choice."; 
"ConJunction: the logic of' English text"; and "Lexica! relations: the 
compan:y words keep", Michael Hoe:y spoke on "Cutturatt:y popular 
patterns of' text organization and their correlation with genres"; 
and "Patterns of' lexica! cohesion in non-narrative text: a new 
interpretation of' the contribution of' cohesion to coherence", These 
presentations were given f'rom <June 5-S. On <June 9th the f'ottowing 
workshops were give.n: Michael Ha!!ida:y and Christian Matthiessen: 
"Lexica-grammar in S:ystemic-Functionat theor:y"; Ruqai:ya Hasan: 
"Sociolinguistics in S:ystemic-Functional theor:y"; Helen Drur:y: 
"Academic writing at the tertiar:y !eve!"; Michael Hoe:y: "The 
interactivit:y and hierarchicalit:y of' text''; Peter Fries: "Word order, 
theme and f'ocus of' inf'ormation in a written text"; Bernard Mohan: 
"Second-language learning: a cont.ent based approach"; Wl!!iam 
Greaves: "Ha!!ida:y's description of' intonation and questions of' 
S;ystemic phonolog:y"; and Martin Davies: ''Theme and inf'ormation 
s:ystems in the creation of' texts", Approximatel:y 140 people attended 
the Summer School and it was a great success due t.o the hard 

work of' the organizer, l<ari SaJavaara, and his staf'f'; 
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Going t.o Scot.tand soon? Helpf'ul addresses: Headquarters Of'f'ice f'or 
Scotrail: Scotrail House, 58 Port. Dundas Road, Glasgow, G4 OHG, 
Scotland, Great Britian, National Trust f'or Scotland (membership 15 
pounds per :year), 5 Charlotte Square, Edinburgh, EH2 4DU, Scotland, 
Great Britain. (recommended books: autde flo over fQQ properties, 
and t;;a~·dens in Trust), Scottish Tourist Board, 23 Ravelston Terrace, 
Edinburgh, EH4 3EU, Great Britian. (recommended books: :ruu:r things 
to see in Scotland, and Scotland bed and breakfast), British Tourist 
Authorit:y, Thames Tower, Black's Road, London W6 9EL, Great Britain. 
(recommended book: BT A CONNE,Y0£0 Country Hotels, t;;uesthouses 
and Resta·urants, 1990), Scottish Tourist fnf'ormation Center, Broad Street, Stirling, Scotland, 

fnf'ormation on the running of' NETWORI<: In the f'uture please send 
at! material f'or publication to <James D. Benson, English Department, 
Glendon Cottege, York Universit:y, 2275 Ba:yview Avenue, Toronto, M_4N · 
3M6, Ontario, Canada, Please send at! reviews and archive material 
to Martin Davies, English Studies, The Universit:y of' Stirling, Stirling, 
Fl<9 4LA, Scotland, Great Britain. Please send aU problems about 
subscriptions and mailing to Peter H. Fries, Box 310, ll'lt, Pleasant, 
MI. USA, 4BB04, The price of' NETWORI< is $5 surf'ace mail and $10 
f'or airmail. If' :you haven't subscribed and wish to, please send the 
mone:y to Nan Fries, Managing Editor, NETWORI<, Box 310, Mt. Pleasant, 
Ml, USA, 48804, The deadline f'or the next issue Is Februar:y I, 1990, 
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June 5-9, 1989 

Summer School of Linguistics 

Theme: SYSTE!UC LINGUISTICS 

University of Jyvaskyla, Finland 

A view from the receiving end 

Saturday, June 10, Helsinki. Home again, after a very full week indeed - 22 

hours of lectures plus two 3-hour workshops crammed into five days. I now 

know a great deal more about systemic linguistics than I did, and it has 

been stimulating to hear and meet people who combine professionalism with 

an infectious enthusiasm. Michael Halliday and Christian llatthiessen spok•3 

on lexica-grammar in systemic-functional theory, Ruqaija Hasan on 

sociolinguistics in systemic-functional theory, James.Martin on discourse 

semantics, Michael Hoey on patterns of text organization and cohesion. 

Workshops were led by Halliday and Matthiessen, Hasan, and Hoey; and also 

by Helen Drury on academic writing, Peter Fries on word order, theme and 

information structure, Bernard Mohan on second-language learning, William 

Greaves on intonation and phonology, Martin Davies on theme and 

information systems, and Jean Ure on lexical density. Each evening o,ffered 

a social programme, culminating in a cruise on one of Finland's thousands 

of lakes. 

Academically I found the week fascinating; pedagogically, however, there 

were a number of problems. The f.ollowing comments illustrate something of 

what it felt like to be a student again <a most salutary experience in 

itself - should be recommended to all university teachers once in. a whileD. 

The aim of the summer school was to provide an intensive introduction 

to systemic grammar. The first problem, then, was an audience that was 

very heterogeneous as regards its experience of this grammar: $Ome knew 

next to nothing, ;others were already using it in their own research. It 

was clearly difficult for the speakers to know at what level. to operate. 

Suggestion: in future, send out in advance a minimum required reading list, 

or an introductory summary of the theory, in order to ensure a shared 

baseline of knowledge. 

Lectures are known to be not a very efficient way of bringing about a 

learning experience, especially when their length greatly exceeds the 



average adult concentration span. <A common comment: "the last half hour 

just went over my head.") Four 90-minute lectures per day is simply too 

much of this form of teaching. One learns best not by being talked to, but 

by doing. Suggestion: reduce the number of lectures. Let there be a series 

of parall~l workshops after each lecture, taking up ths same topic and 

allowing us to apply it and explore it further ourselves, e.g. in groupwork 

or group discussion. One format might be to end a lecture with a series of 

questions or problems or a set of data, then allow an hour's break during 

which we could discuss or think (!) e.g. over coffee, then follow this With 

a workshop or discussion in smaller groups. Each day could consist of two 

such three-stage processes: lecture - response - groupwork. 

There often seemed to be some doubt as to whether the setting was more 

like a conference than a summer school: the sociolinguistics lectures were 

more in the nature of a long research .report; and Hoey's lectures, though 

intriguing and entertaining in themselves, seemed less centrally related to 
systemics itself. 

Most of the audience were language teachers of one kind or another; it 

might therefore have been better to focus less on abstract theoretical 

orientations and more on practical applications. Lectures often seemed to 

go into too much delicacy in non-central places: cf. e.g. the time given to 

terminological variants, statistical analysis - trying to cram the details 
of a whole course into a single lecture? 

The programme contained several different topics per day, with the same 

topics continuing the next day. It might have been pedagogically clearer ., 
to devote one day to one topic: e.g. day one - introduction to lexica

grammar; day two - discourse analysis and textlinguistics in systemic 

theory; day three - sociolinguistic applications; day four - pedagogical 

applications; day five - phonology and intonation; or the like. I found the 

programme we were offered rather confusing in this respect. 

In spite of these drawbacks, though, the week was a rewarding ·one. I 

foresee many systemic shoots sprouting in Finnish linguistics research in 
the future! 

Andrew Chesterman 

Depa1·tment of English, Univere.ity of Helsinki. 
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MINI INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMIC CONGRESS 

Department of English stu?ies, 

University of Nottingham 

July 24-25, 1989 

discovered at the recent International Systemic Congress in 
number of systemicists were to be in the Nottingham 

end of July. Th~s seemed an excellent opportunity for a 
~·~-:~:~~:~~::~::? of our own. (Lexical query: can ·you have a 
'~ or does mini-congress equal workshop?) 

The theme of the meeting will be THEME • 

Monday July 24 

Fries (USA) 

'Patterns of Information in Initial 
Position in English' 

Coffee 

Kevin Nwo9u (Nigeria) and Thomas Bloor 
(Great Br~tain) 

'Thematic Progression Pattern and the 
Structure of Discourse in Professional 
Popularised Medical Texts'. 

Gerald Parsons (Great Britain) 

'Thematic Progression in Scientific 
Texts' 

Lunch. (This will be available in the 
University's Portland Building) 

Louise Ravalli (Australia) 

'A Dynamic Perspective on Systemic 
Grammar; Getting the Perspective Right' 

Tea 

Rosemary Huisman (Australia) 

'Theme in Poetry' 

Martin Davies (Great Britain) 

'Theme from Beowulf to Shakespeare' 

Robert Cockcroft (Great Britain) 

'Rhetoric and Coherence' 

Buffet supper in university staff Club 

Tuesday July 25 

Peter Fries (US~) 

'Towards a Discussion of the Flow of 
Information in Text' 

Coffee 

caroline Stalnton (Great Britain) 

and 'Towards a Thematic F·ramework for 
Investigating Success in Writing' (1) 

Margaret Berry (Great Britain) 

'Towards a Thematic Framework for 
Investigating Success in Writing' (2) 

Lunch (In the Portland Building) 

Hilary Hillier gave a paper to fill 
in for a speaker who could not 
attend. Title not available at 
this time. 

General Discussion (to be ~ha~red by 
Dr. c.s. Butler (Great Br~ta~n)) 

congress closes. 

orscani-ae4 by: 
Miss. H.M. Berry, 
Department of English Studies, 
The university of Nottingham, 
University Park, 
NOTTINGHAM, 
NG7 2RD 



The two-day mini-congress held at the Uni?ersity of Nottingham gave 
those of us who were unfortunate enough to 1r.iss the Helsinb meeting a 
welcome opportunity to hear, sometim~s in an updated form, s0:ne of the 
papers on theme which had been presented at the main congress. It also 
provided a smaller forum in which matters specifically related to theme 
could be discussed at rather greater· length than had been possible in 
the crowded Helsinki programme. The programme consisted of 11 papers and a concluding discussion session. 

The first of two papers by Peter Fries, o~ 'Patterns of information in 
initial position in English', began by considering Halliday's defini
tion of theme, and giving examples of different types of themes. A 
number of hypotheses were then set up, concerning the relationship 
between method of development, topic, the expression of particular 
points, and thematic positioning in the English clause. Consideration 
of these hypotheses in relation to texts gave rise to principles for 
deciding which information in a 'T-unit• should be them~tic, the 
general idea being that the them~ of a T-unit provides a framework 
><ithin which the rheme of that unit can be interpreted. The operation 
of this pt·incip!e involves providing information 1.1hich is required in 
order to interpret the main message, and may also require the cancella
tion of assumptions established in the previous context, the prevention 
of temporal or locational misinterpretation, and the highlighting of 
points of elaboration. Fries's conclusion was that theme, seen as an 
element of structure of the independent conjoinable clause comple:~. has 
a meaningful orienting function, and is chosen on a principled, nonrandom basis by f.a·iters . 

Kevin Nwogu's paper on 'Thematic proryressio~ pattern and th~ st~ucture 
of discourse in professional and pep~: larised medica.! te;.;ts' !·eported on 
comparisons of professional medica! journals and popularised newspaper 
and maga:ine accounts of the same s•.tbject matter, ttsing a Danes
inspired Functional Sentence Perspective approach to t~ematic ?r0gres
sion. It was found that although simple linear and constant them?.tic 
progression types 1.1ere found in all types of text examined, cerived 
thematic progression occurred only in the resea!··ch articles. lntet·est
ing differences between the various sections of articles were also t·eported. 

The contribution by Gerald Parsons l-Ias also co::cerned ~:ith U:e:natic 
progression, this time in scientific te~:ts. He outlined analyses of 
descriptive scientific texts produced by native and non-nati•;e writers 
of English. l1easures based on taking the initial constituent as theme 
in a Danes-st:r!e analysis t;ere fot:nd to show s.ignificant correlation 
With informants• ratings of the coherence of the te;.;ts, ><hereas 
measures based on taking the grammatical S'.lbject as theme did not give 
rise to statistically significant correlations. 

Louise Ravelli's.paper on 'A dynamic 
getting the perspective right' was 
concerned with the main tooic of the 
has been too little emphasis on 
li~guistics and, more specifically, 

perspective on systemic grammar: 
one of two papers not specifically 
congress. She argued that there 
matters of perspective in systemic 
~~at a dynamic perspective could 



tably be taken in the grammar itself, where such ~n approach has. 
.'·,

00
t so far found favour. The main characteristics of a dynamic 

.•approach highlighted in the paper are: prospective viewing; a focus on 
dependency rather than on consistuency; syntagma.tic definition of 
environments for syntactic choice; moment-by-moment generation of 
structure; a probabilistic orientB.tion: operation in text and in 
context; and the need to know what has occurred so far, in order to 
specify the potential for what may come after. 

There followed three presentations concerned with theme in literary 
texts. Ro~emary Huisman examined the significance of thematic 
patterning in poems by Harry, At·~ood, Lehmann and Dobson. 11artin 
Davies then looked at the development of theme in litera.rr .language 
from Old English to Donne. ~obert Cockcroft, as a literary scholar 
with a particular interest in t"hetodc, threw .do'.m a number of exacting 
challenges fot" systemic linguistics, wondering whether the models we 
operate with could offer a more enlightening account of the rhetorical 
devices available to writers than that of the traditional rhe~orician. 
Uore specifically, we were invited to ponder, using a text from !larlowe 
as a locus, whether a Hallidayan theme-rheme analysis could account for 
"the coherence of effective persua.sion" without reinventing the terms 

of rhetoric. 

The second day of the congress began with a further paper from Peter 
Fries, 'Towards a discussion of the flow of information in a text'. 
Starting from a consideration of the distinct, but related, categories 
of themejrheme and given;new information, Fries investigated the 
hypothesis that the 'N-rheme' (last clause-level constituent) is the 
unmarked culmination of new information, and so should correlate 11ith 
the goals of the clause, clause complex, text segment and whole text, 
whereas the theme, being the •orienter' for the clause,· should not 
correlate with these goals, even 1.1hen punctuated as a separate unit. 

Caroline Sta.inton then presented the :i:-st of two papers concet·ned with 
a project based in the Department of English studies at the l'ni•,ersity 
of Nottingham, in which a the,natic framewor~. is being used ':.o inves
tigate the prob!~m of what makes a text a sttccessful insta~ce of a 
genre. After reviewing previous work on the relationship between theme 
and genre, stainton put forward a general hypothesis to the effect that 
a successful instance of a genre will exhibit =. different :requency of 
the various theme types from an ~nsuccessful one. She ~ent on to 
outline further hypotheses relating thematic choices to success for the 
genre of the article. In general, the hypotheses appeared to be borne 
out in small-scale initi.al analyses. 

The second paper on the Nottingham project, presented by 11argaret 
Berry, examined the relationship between thematic choice an1 degr·ee o~ 
success in relation to the writing t?.sl<., in four te:~ts written by 
children. The texts, describing the children's home town, were 
evaluated by informants in relation to two types of writing task: for 
incorporation in a guide book published by a motoring association, and 
in a travel brochure. The distinction between interactional and 
informational themes, and further distinctions within these main 
categories, proved to be relevant to success in the two types of 
writing. The paper then went on to explor·e the tn~~ "f •.h~matic 
choice which appeared to be relevant to success in the two genres, and 
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the strategies for choosing between options. 

The paper by Hilary Hillier was also ccn::erned >~ith st·.ccess in 
communication, though not specifically in :-elation to thematic c~oices. 
She outlined a series of criteria for the evaluation.of the success of 
an utterance, and illustrated :.tsse criteria by ref~rence :.o 3.ction
instigating utterances in chil~1·en' s spo~.en inten.ction. 

In the space remaining to me, ! shall attempt a critical evaluation of 
the mini-congress, based on points I made during the final diocussion session. 

I should say first of all t~at all of the papers ue heard at the 
congress offered much food for thought, a.nd presented material '"hich 
>~as valuable in its oun right. !n general, the standard of presenta
tion was high. I do, however, feel that our two days of papers and 
discussion raised some imoortant isst\es about which I have considerable 
reservations. I should ·emphasise that the following · represents a 
personal view, which uould probably not be shared by many of the participants. 

Let me begin t.rith a i::o~ple of points :-elating specifically tc the main 
topic of the congress theme. Fi:-stly, it was no'::icea.ble that 
although a number of approaches t? the analysis of thematic structure 
and choice, principally those deriving from the work of Halliday, Dan.,.s 
and Fries, were discussed dttring the congress, Qnly in parts of one or 
two papers >~ere the relative merits of these models a focus of 
attention. Secondly (and ::ather disconcertingly) I,. as a li::q,tist with 
a.n interest in systemic !T!"dels, but one who does not consider himself 
e;:pert in the area of theme, found that ! emerged from the 'congress 
still asking the question '\ihat is theme?' The ~<ork of Fries does seem 
to be attempting to p:-~·:ide less metap!:~eric~! defin:!. t!ons t~an t!::ose 
offered by H~.lliday. And yet there s'::il! appears to be no truly 
ope:-ationalisable definition >~hi::h c~n be ap;ol!.ec! ac:-css languages. 
This last point !J:-ings me to sore n.ther more gene:·al matte:·s !'elating to systemiC m0dels. 

!t seems t" :ne that systemic lingcois'ics is still ·;o:·
0
· f\:·01!? .~nglo

cent:·ic, and that this (tc use a;·_p·opl'iate ly $ ystemic-soun~i•·,q terms) 
prevents t~e r9al!sation of its ful! potentia!. Tt·ue, c!e:~crip:icns of 
languages other than Eng I ish ho.ve ?.f'peared, irtc: .. ~as i:l> ly so over ':he 
last fet< years. :'Out the :~.ct !'e!".>.ins '::hat those 11ho ar~ gene:·ally 
regarded as centrally involved in the systemic enterr:-ise ~<ot·k a.l most 
exclusively on English, and this orientation >~as '.'e:'i' ob•:iot!s bdeed in 
the papers given at the m!ni-cong:·es~. Thi~ pdnt is, ! feel, 
particularly' important when ue are talking about tf.~me: as lhlliday has. 
stated, theme is realised by initial positioning in the English clause, 
but is not .defined by this positicning. As ! said above, :.:e need a 
uorkable definition of theme ~<hich allo"'s Its to opet·ate relbcly with 
the notion in la!lgttages of >~idely differing types. 

A second bias ~<tticb emerged ve:-y d~ar!y ~<as to"at·d~ a.n in~et·est in the 
applications of theoretical constntcts rather ':han tc•<a::ds t~e 
constructs themselves. There i ~, c•f course. '" ~ many read~r s ~·ill 
protest, an important :-elations!:'li~ between the bo: ap~li~ation of a 
theoretical construct can pt·ovide ~'.'i<lence for or against the V£-.1 idity 



t construct (for ;~rticular purpcses, ~t le~5t). ~~t t~ere i~. : 
an unfotatunate tende~1c:· :::r tlie the:l!:"et.:.c3.l implicatiGne to get 

among the •..zelter of st•.t-:l.ies, v~ry interes"':iD{; :tnd valua!Jle i.n 
""'"""'"' ves, 11hich apply systemic 7.beQt·ising to particular problems. 

A further poir.t r-elates to tt:.e dynamic, process-criented cr:e~taf:.ior. 
'..~hid~ uas par-!-.i.cula::-ly tevident in the paper by Ravelli ar!d also t.o sol!e 
extent in tho~e 1:-y Frie~. While agreeir.g tha.t systemic l~~1guistics 
needs +.o involve itself \-:ith the dynamics of sentence and te:{t. 
construction, I fear that attempts to do this may proceed in isolation 
from the J.a.rge and importa.nt bod1' of work by ps1·cholinguists. Halliday 
has always declared himself to be less interested in language as a 
psychological phenomenon than in sociolinguistic approaches. '3:1t it 
seems to me that if 11e are to taY.e seriously the challenge cf e";>lain
ing how language users actualise the potential offet·ed by their 
language(s), ~e must inevitably be drawn into psycholinguistics. This 
is not, of course, an original observation: Robin Fa11cett has for many 
years stressed the importance of cognitive factors in any adequa-!-.e 
model of langua.ge and language use, and Did. Hudson, in the days vhen 
he was a systemicist, also paid lip service, at least, to the impor
tance of psycho linguistic evidence. The problem is par':icularl)' 
sharply focused in the central q:Jes+.icn of •..:hether- system ne.t~orY.s 
'merely' represent contrasts available in the language potent.5.a.l, or
are intended to model the ~hoices o.ctnally made by lang"a·;~ us en. 
This question .has never, to my f:no<Jledge, been adequately discus,ed, 
let alone unequivocally ans·•ered. 

The la.clt of attention to psycho 1 inguistics I mentioned above is, 
unfortunately, just one aspect of t.that ·t :;err:eive as a ~ider- problem. 
lis I have documented in some detail elsewhet·e, systemicists ha.ve tended 
to be rather isolationist i~ their approach to othe!." models. The~e are 
undeniably interesting and important points of contact betue·en systemic 
models and other functional ~rammars, and also bet~een the cork of 
systemicists 'ifld that of pro.gm.;ttician~. And yet we have be~n slow to 
talk to our _colleagues in other t~aditions, and to take account of 
+.heir ucrl!. in oc.r oun re:,e-:1.::-ch. The situation is, 1 t~Iinl'., !:~proving 
(as witness, fo~ instar.c~?, t.h~ •.z!despre3.d in:e!"'est in Pr-·~9u~-base1 
f'...tnctional apr-ror.u::hes t.o t~x+#ua:_ ~:l#vc+#ure) but ~":ill has ::~. lor.g t:a~· 
to go. In relation to the mi!1i-t:·)ngr-ess, ! thr.::'..tghi: that, f·)~· ~:·:?.:r.ple, 
Louise Ravelli's uort vould bt3nef!t ft·:;rl'. ez:J.min~~.i.on o! t:h~J l~rge bod;· 
of t.zork on dyna?.'iC approaches ir:. r;':mputational l:.nj'.tistic': I cr-itic3.1 
+.heo1·y

1 

etc.; that !!3.rgaret. Berr~(~ p.:tper ~r:-'.tl1 h:t·~·e been J?:~:·: <;t~·onger 
if reference h'3::! been made t., ~:crk en t·-::tic co:1tinuity by Givon and 
others, and to uod·. on referent. t:.r3.cking t>;· compt~tat ional 1 ing'Ji :~s; 
and th.:.t it '.:as a great pitj" th3.t t~~ detailed attent!on ~aid to 
mattet·s of topic, focus/ etr:. I in Simon UH'. 1

$ Functional GJ:ammar ~!aS 
totally iS'ncred. 

I should lilt.e to ma.ke tt;o fina.l points -:e•.;ardir.g the stat.us of 
categories in the models discu!~~d a~ tl1e mir11-~ongress. Fir£tly, I 
~J3.3 delighted ~o fin1 Peter Fries r;lai~t!.ng t!1at becaus~ t!·:<: purposes 
for which ~Jri ters use thematic de'.·ice-s ar 17 m1..1! tip 1 e and cften fu: :~·, 
-;:ys~em net~cr-ks a~e probably p,-;+-. suitabl~ fe:r modelling th<?..n. !r!es, 
rightly in roy viet.~, sees ~hematic r.h ice in t.e!-P.1CJ of pr!n:::.f'l'=s or 
st:-ateg:i.es l:hich are net of :-~. }·. nd which le~ds itst?lf to t:~e neat 
oppcsi tions of ::!ystems. This is t:rec sel~i +-.he pain": made by le~ch, and 
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el3.borated by me, in re·;~rd to Ho.llido.y's c!aim that choices ins 
function and theme selec~ion are part of the (grammatical) semantics. 
The possibilities for ,;hat is in first position in an English clau~e 
can, of course, sensibly be fcormalised in terms of systems; the 
underlying 'meanings', on the other hand, c=.nnot. and are, :n my view, 
best regarded as extt·agrammatica:, pragmatic ccnstructs (and no less important for that!) 

!1:; final final point relates to the i,;s~te of how the mc1~ls of theotatic 
and other aspects of ling~istic ''t·9anis2.ticn discusse(j at the congress 
fit into an overal! vie11 of ~:h.at lang',lage is 1 ike, ~.:hat categories are 
permissible in accounting for linguistic phenomena, and what the status 
of these categories is. For scme participants, this ~as seen as an 
issue ~:ith llhich they were not, and need nGt be, concerned. l<.rd yet 
it seems to me that an ans"er t·· ,,::,,!; ·•uestions is indispensable if t!:e 
term 'systemic linguistics' is to have any real meaning, an1 if the 
studies re~orted at this and other systemic congresses are to be seen 
as anrthing other than very loosely an-:l inexplicit!;- :·elated. 
Admittedly the congress \las primarily about theme, but it ''as ·3.lso a 
systemic congress, and it ~:as often diffiC\tlt to see 11hat ~he papers 
had in common which would justi!:r their incliJsion under the systemic bannet·. 

One vie~: f:-om the floor was that srstemic ling'.!istics, :~r that 
paL·ticipant at least, was about models of. te:·:t. Even if •.!,i~ is so, 
the problem of deciding on the status of categories rem3.ins. As 
Halliday himself has stressed, a good model of te):t mu£~ be firmly 
grounded in a '"''del of gra,mar; 0ne would therefore h<'Pe t:ut the t\lo 
interdependent and inter-peneh·ating aspe~t,; 11ould relate. to one another
in a coherent and consistent way, e~pecially if they maJ.:e use of the 
same categories. Bt!t even the category 0f sy~tem seems not to he a 
fi em anchor point: the system net\lot·l-:s presented in tlarqar-et ~en·y' s 
oaner, for instance, are ven· t·evealin'l. but they at·e ven· di.fferent 
indeed from those for transit::.~·ity, maod; t!:eme, etc., "~ich ha'le been 
proposed by Halliday and othen and which themselves co""~ in su~h 
! uxuriant and beui !dering variety. Can a s;·s~em t·ept·esent d:<:>ices in 
anything a': all '-'hich can b" deeJPed ':~ h'l?e so:-!"e relev.,_,,r,. to ''"'"'e 
aspect of linguistic ?·~tterning as broadly ccnceived? Tbe a:~s,.•e:· may 
be 'yes', but the question needs addressing, and e':;•lcri!1y i.~ sc,e 
depth, if ':he Ce.':egot-y of system is to retain the centra! ity impliee:! by 
the naine 'systemic ll~<\1llistics' and by ~he title of the min.'.-ccnsn·ess. 
I came away askin;; myself not only 'W'~at is therr:e?• but also 'what is systemic linguistics?' 

Ch:·is Butler, Department of Linguistics. University of l/')ttinyha;n 
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Occasional Papers ~ Syste•lc Linguistics ls a relatively lnfor•al 
journal which al•s to provide an outlet for welters worklnq within a 
systemic framework, and for those who share the Interests of systemic 
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Occasional Papers in Systemic: Linguistics 

I am pleased to report that Q,p,s,L, is making steady progress. Volumes 
1 and 2 have proved to be very successful and are selling well, We have 
now reprinted, so new orders are welcome! 

We encountered a bit of a hitch with Volume 3, The top copy was lost in 
the post between Antwerp and Nottingham, and we are therefore having to 
assemble a new top copy suitable for photocopying, This is now in 
progress, and Volume 3 - to indude papers by Margaret Berry, Eirian 
Davies, Yon Maley, Anne-Marie Simon-Vandenbergen and Ronald Geluykens -
should be unveiled in the near future, 

Material for Volume 4 is currently being assembled. 

Papers for future volumes may be sent to either: 

Margaret Berry 
Department of English Studies 
University of Nottingham 
Nottingham NG7 2RD 

or 

Dirk Noel 
TEW 
University of Antwerp 
Prinsstraat 13 
B2000 Antwerp 
Belgium Submilled by: 

Hilary Hillier 
Department of English Studies 
University of Nottingham 
September 1989 
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late Editors• Tanya Gallagher, McGill University Thomas Toon, The University of Michigan 

David Bloome, The UniversitY of Massachusetts 

, PUblisher• Ablex Publishing Corporation, Norwood, NJ 

·Editorial Board: Gillian Brown Tony Burgess 

.. 

James Collins 
Jenny Cook-Gumperz 
Joseph Danks 
Carole Edelsky 
Joshua Fishman 
Judith Green 
John Gumperz 
James Heap 
Shirley Heath 
Karla Holloway 
Gladys Knott 
Jay Lemke 
Margaret MacLure 
Roger Shuy · Judith So sken 
Ida Stockman 
Ml chae I Stubbs 
Deborah Tannen 
Fay Vauahn-Cooke 
Louise Wilkinson 

Over: the last 25 years, lln~lstlc perspectives on educational processes have 
become Increasing y Important. Whether the setting Is a classroom, a street 
corner, a conference room, a staff meeting, a parent and child at home, a peer 
play group, or another formal or Informal setting( educational processes occur 
through language. The language may be oral or wr tten~ verbal or nonverbal, 
occur at a face-to-face level, or at broader levels. ~egardless, to 
understand how educational processes work requires a linguistic perspective. 

Subscriptions are available from Ablex Publishing Corporation, 355 Chestnut 
St., Norwood, NJ 07648. <As of Au~st 1 1989, subscription rates were u.s. 
$27.50 for personal subscriptions, u.s. i65.00 for Institutional/library 
subscriptions; for subscriptions outside the U.S. and Canada, please ado 
$12.00 for pos~age and handling>. 

Do_you know of any 'friend1Y journa1s'? P1ease send the 
information to the Editors of NETWORK as soon as possib1e. 
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I NETYORK NEYS l 
EIRIAN DAVIES writes that she is currently engaged in the development and 
testing of a formal model of semantics and pragmatics of English sentence types. 
Her recent publications are as follows: 

1988a. 'On different possibilities in the syntax of English'. In James D. 
Benson, Michael J. Cummings and Yilliam S. Greaves (eds.). Linguistics in a 
Systemic Perspective. Amsterdam: Benjamins, 155-184. 

1988b. 'English Questions•. In E. Steiner and R. Veltman (eds.). Pragmatics, 
Discourse and Text. Londonr Pinter, 28-45. 

1989. 'Sentence Types in English Discourse•. Occasional Papers in Systemic 
Linguistics, vol. 3, University of Nottingham. 

forthcoming. Pragmatics and English Discourse. London: Macmillan. 

Address: Department of English, Royal Holloway and Bedford New College, Egham 
Hill, Egham, Surrey TY200EX, U.K. . 

LOUISE RAVELLI writes that she is working on her doctoral thesis 
'A dynamic perspective on systemic functional grammar•, that in 1988 
'Grammatical metaphor: an initial analysis' appeared in 
Steiner and Veltman (eds.) Pragmatics, Discourse and Text (Pinter), and that in 
1990 she'll be job hunting. [Ed. Send offers to:] 

Address: Louise Ravelli, English Language Research, University of 
Birmingham, Birmingham B152TT, U.K. 

ZUANGLIN HU presented his paper 'A semantic-functional approach to word order 
in Chinese' at the International Conference on Texts and Language Research in 
Xian, China, in March 1989. Yith co-authors Zhu Tongseu and Zhang Delu, he 
is writing 'Systemic-Functional Grammar•, forthcoming with Hunan Educational 
Publishers. Hu is also working on 'A systemic description of the mood system 
in Chinese' with co-author Thies Li Shajin, and a textbook on Literary 
Stylistics, among other projects. 

Address: Department of English, Peking University, Beijing 100871
1 

China 

MICHAEL O'TOOLE writes: 'I am currently completing a book on the Systemic
Functional semiotic model for analysing visual art forms which I am adapting 
from Halliday's linguistic model. The book should appear in late 1990/early 
1991. A further volume, Explorations in the Semiotics of Art, in which I 
am editing ·further analyses using this model written by my colleagues and 
students should appear about one year later •••• I would be glad to make 
contact with anyone interested in semiotic applications of the systemic model 
to any of the arts.• Contact will be facilitated by O'Toole's sabbatical 
leave, from July - Dec. 1990. Apart from absences occasioned by the ISC17 at 
Stirling and the International Semiotics Institute in Finland in July, as well 
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the Poetics and Linguistics Association in Amsterdam and the Neo-Formalist 
~~ 1oc~.c in Oxford in September, he can mainly be found at the University of 
Vales, where he will be with Robin Fawcett, and the University of Leuven, in 
Belgium. Recent publications include: 

1988a. Functions of Style. David Birch and Michael O'Toole (eds.). London: 
Frances Pinter. 

1988b. 'Henry Reed, and what follows the "Naming of Parts'". In Birch and 
O'Toole (eds.). 

1989. 'Semiotic systems in painting and poetry'; In M. Falchikov, C. Poke and 
R. Russell (eds.). A Festschrift for Dennis Yard. Nottingham: Astra Press. 

In press a. 'A systemic semiotics of art'. In P. Fries and M. Gregory (eds.). 
Discourse in society: functional perspectives. Norwood, NJ: Ablex. 

In press b. 'A semiotics of painting and architecture'. Semiotica. 

Following the Helsinki Congress, ROSEMARY HUISMAN has been engaged in 
antiquarian pursuits in the Bodleian in Oxford, before finishing up her leave 
by returning to Sydney in October. She writes: 'I am continuing work on 
language in poetry, including - as discussed in a paper at the Nottingham 
Mini-Congress in July- theme in modern poetry'. Recent publications: 

1989a. 'The three tellings of Beowulf's fight with Grendel's mother'. Leeds 
Studies in English, new series XX. 

1989b. 'Yho speaks for whom? The search for subjectivity in Browning's poetry'. 
AUMLA 71, 64-87. 

Address: Department of English, University of Sydney, Sydney, N.S.Y. 2006, 
Australia. 

CHRIS BUTLER is undoubtedly looking forward to a study leave for the 1990 
summer term. In the meantime he is working on a comparison of SFG and Dik's 
Functional Grammar, and an analysis of computerised corpora of modern spoken 
Spanish and English. Butler's recent publications include: 

1988a. 'Politeness and the semantics of modalised directives in English', In 
J. D. Benson, M. Cummings, andY. s. Greaves (eds.). Linguistics in a 
Systemic Perspective. Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 119-53. 

1988b. 'Pragmatics and systemic linguistics'. Journal of Pragmatics 12, 83-102. 

1988c. 'Systemic linguistics, semantics and pragmatics'. In E. H. Steiner and 
R. Veltman (eds.). Pragmatics, Discourse and Text. London:. Frances Pinter, 
13-27. 

1989a. 'Language and literature: theory and practice. A tribute to Yalter 
Grauberg'. Nottingham Linguistic Circular special issue. Co-edited with 
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J. M. Channell and R. A. Cardwell. 

1989b. 'Researching politeness in a second language. Co-authored with J. M. 
Channell, in 1989a, 1-16. 

1989c. 'Systemic linguistics: unity, diversityand change'. Vord 40/1-2, 1-35. 

forthcoming a. 'The interpersonal function of language. In v. Prakasam (ed.), 
Encyclopaedic Dictionary of Linguistic Terminology (sponsored by the UGC). 

forthcoming b. 'Linguistics and computation'. InN. E. Collinge (ed.), 
'.Encyclopaedia of Linguistics. London: Croom Helm. 

forthcoming c. 'Grammatical structure: a systemic functional perspective, vol. 
2 of Meaning and choice in language: studies for Michael Halliday. Norwood, 
NJ: Ablex (co-edited with M. Berry and R. P. Fawcett). 

forthcoming d. 'On the concept of an interpersonal metafunction in English. 
In forthcoming c. 

forthcoming e. 'QUalifications in science: modal meanings in scientific 
writing. In 11. Nash '(ed.). Vriting for academic purposes. Beverly Hills, 
London and New Delhi: Sage Publications. 

forthcoming f. 'A review of statistical techniques in the 
linguistic data. In D. Coleman and B. Levandowska (eds.). 
language studies. Lodz: University of Lodz Press. 

analysis of 
Statistics for 

forthcoming g. 
techniques and 
Statistics for 

'Statistics for linguists: some case studies to illustrate 
their applicability. In D. Coleman and B. Levandowska (eds.). 
language studies. Lodz: University of Lodz Press. 

forthcoming h. 'Scale and category grammar. In The encyclopaedia of language 
and linguistics. Pergamon Press and Aberdeen University Press. 

forthcoming i. 'Systemic grammar in applied language studies. In The 
encyclopaedia of language and linguistics. Pergamon Press and Aberdeen 
University Press. 

Address: Department of Linguistics, University of Nottingham, University Park, 
Nottingham NG7 2RD,,U.K. 

EDUARD HOVY writes in a reflective mood: 'The Computational Linguistics world 
is in a sad state 'today, as was brought home to one again recently while I 
spent 2 months at the IBM NL Research Centre in Stuttgart, Germany. Over and 
over I heard the opinion that, while Systemic Linguistics is an interesting 
endeavour, its lack of rigorous formalisation (and, of course, the rather 
idiosyncratic terms used) make it inappropriate as a mainstream contender in 
their (computational) terms. This is a pity, since the computational Mafia 
contols a lot of research money and we could with their help (or even interest) 
make our research environments a lot more comfortable. But there is some hope, 
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in the new developments on a process-oriented view of· Systemic 
In this respect there is quite a lot to be learned from computation, 

anyone interested can read much of their work with profit'. Hovy is 
cu:rrE!ntly engaged in 'planning out by computer, coherent paragraphs (and 
hopefully longer texts) using Mann and Thompson's RST and larger more structured 
objects (similar, in spirit, to Hasan's GSPs)'. Current publications: 

1988a. 'Planning coherent multisentential text'. American Association of 
Computational Linguistics Conference. 

1988b. The Penman Primes, User Guide, and Manual. (with the Penman Group.) 

1989a. 'Some open issues in the planning of paragraphs'. European Vorkshop 
on Text Generation. 

1989b. 'Focusing your RST' (with K. McCoy). 11th Conference of Cognitive 
Science Society. 

Address: Information Sciences Institute, 4676 Admiralty Vay, Marina del 
Rey, CA 90292-6695, U.S.A. . 

PAUL TENCH, ex-UIIIST now University of Vales, Cardiff,. successfully defended a 
thesis entitled 'The roles of intonation in English discourse for PhD. in 
January 1988. The thesis is written within the general framework of Halliday's 
description of English intonation, but takes into account many more recent 
developments, including 'discourse intonation' (Brazil et al) and the work of 
Ladd, Liebermann, Brown and Cruttenden. Copies are available from P. Tench, · 
School of English Studies, Journalism and Philosophy, University of Vales 
College of Cardiff, P.O. Box 94, Cardiff, Vales, CF1 3XE for £12.50. Cheques 
should be made out to 'University of Vales College of Cardiff'. 

INGEGERD BACKLUND is engaged in testing the hypothesis that the structural 
anlysis used to reveal hierachical structure in spoken and written monologue 
can also be used to analyse hierarchical relations in conversation. She 
writes: 'the hypothesis will be tested on various types of conversation and 
I will try to identify possible verbal signals of structural relations'. 
Recent publications are as follows: 

1988. 'Grounds for prominence. On hierarchies and grounding in English 
expository text'. Studia Neophilologica 60: 37-61. 

1989a. 'On hierarchies and prominence in English expository speech as compared 
with expository writing'. Papers from the Eleventh Scandinavian Conference 
of Linguistics, vol. 2: 310-32, Jussi Niemi (ed.). Jouesuu Studies in 
Languages 15. 

1989b. 'Cues to the audience. On some structural markers in English 
monologue'. Instead of flowers: papers in honour of Mats Ryden. Umea Studies 
in the Humanities 90: 29-39. 
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"A D' 1 sc~urse-based Approach to the Assessment of Readabi 1 i ty" 
by Les11e ~· Olsen and Rod Johnson appeared in Linguistics 
and Educat1on, Volume 1, Number 3, 1989. 

Christine C. Pappas, Universi~y of Illinois at Chicago 
(Department of Education), won an NCTE Research award 
for her project, 'The Ontogenesis of the Registers 
of Written Language: Young Children's Sense of the 
Story and Information Book Genres''. 

end of ne.+work news 

Join the NETYORK Network 

The ALRYG (Applied Linguistics Research Yorking Group) at 
Glendon College in Toronto has an up-to-date list of the e-mail 
addresses of Systemicists. If you would like to be included, 
send your address to GL250012@YUVENUS.BITNET. You will be added 
to the list and sent a copy by return mail. If you would like to 
use this very useful form of communication, but aren't sure how 
to do it, don't be afraid to be persistent with your computer 
experts. 

Job 

Assistant Professor, tenure track, in General Linguistics 
with emphasis in ESL, reading, sociolinguistics, second 
language acquisition and/or English grammar. PhD required/ 
publications preferred. Position begins in the fall of 1990 
and requires commitment to teaching composition. Apply 
and send resume by November 22, 1989, to Francis Molson, 
Chair, English Department, Central Michigan University, 
Mt. Pleasant, MI, USA, 48859. CMU is an AA/EO institution. 

Please send any change of address to Peter H. Fries, 
Box 310, Mt. Pleasant, MI, USA, 48804 

YOUR NETWORK NEWS SHEET IS DUE FEBRUARY 1, 1990. 
Please send it to James D. Benson soon. 
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University Press has this year produced a revised version of the B.Ed 
on children's writing development. The oiiginal version, punblished in 

came out under the title Children Writing. The revised version, 
ubllisl:ted this year, is called Wiiting in Schools. The first two sections of the 

:v<Jwc::st: Study Guide written by Frances Christie and Joan Rothery, offer 
introductory accounts of the systemic functional grammar and· of a range of 
genres for teachin~ wrtting in schools. 

The Course Reader has readings by Jim Martin on Technical!tv and abstraction 
: language for the creation of specialised texts, and a reading by Janet White, 
The writing on the wall : beginning or end of a girl's career. There is also an 
interesting report on a large study involving genre-based approaches to the 
teaching of genres in secondary history and science teaching. It is written by 
Jo McNamara of the Catholic Education Office Melbourne. One other excellent 
reading is worthy of mention; a paper by Pam Gilbert of James Cook 
University, Townsville, called Stoning the romance : girls as resistant readers 
and writers. Like Janet White's paper, this one makes a good cohtiibution to 
the study of issues of sexism and gender in English language program. 

Copies of the Writing in Schools Study Guide and Reader may be ordered by 
. writing to the Deakin University Press, Geelong Victoiia Australia, 3217. The 
Study Guide costs $27.50 Aus. and the Reader is $22.50 Aus. Additional 
postage and handling will be charged. 

Good news on another matter. The Deakin monograph seiies on Language in 
Education at last have international distiibution. Oxford University Press is 
now selling these in all parts of the world outside of Australia. Since numbers 
of people have complained of difficulties in purchasing these volumes from 
Australia, it is good to be able to report on their more ready avallabllity. 

One other matter - Ian Reid, Professor of English Literature at Deakin 
University has brought out a little volume on The Place of Genre in Learning: 
Current Debates. This includes Australian contributors such as Frances 
Christie, Jim Martin. Joan Rothery, Gunther Kress, Ken Watson, Wayne 
Sawyer, Ann Freedman and Bill Green. John Dixon ofthe UK has also 
contributed. For people interested to catch up on "genre debates" Australian 
style, this is a useful little volume. Deakin University Press is selling the book 
at $10.95 Aus. Postage and handling costs also apply. 



!UPCOMING EVENTS I 
Please send notices of upcoming events to the Editors of NETWORK. 

Two Events to Mark the Opening of the International Year 
of Literacy et Deakin University. 

The Inaugural Australien Systemics Network Conference 
on Literacy in Social Processes, 18th -21st January, 
1990. ., 

A Summer School for Teachers on the Systemic Functional 
Grammer, 21st-25th January, 1990. 

An ln~ernational Systemics Conference is held in a different part of 
the world each year. For some time the growing number of 
systemicists in Australia have wanted to hold their own annual 
conference. Deakin Will be the host University in 1990. The theme 
for the Conference has been chosen both because it reflects the 
concerns of the International Year of Literacy and because it 
reflects the fact that systemicists have a particular preoccupation 
With language in social processes. They therefore expect to make a 
useful contribution to the development of new perspectives on the 
nature of literacy. In fact, systemicists have many and varied 
research interests in language, so the potential range of papers 
offered at the Conference wlll no doubt address a range of other 
issues to do with language as well. 

Plenary speakers will include a number of well known systemic 
linguists in Australia, as well as other well known linguists who 
work in different but usefully related traditions of linguistic 
research. The speakers will include: 

Michael Halliday 
Michael Clyne 
David Butt 
Christi an Matthi essen 

Clare Painter 
A II an Luke 
Terry Threadgold 
Ruqaiya Hasan 

As well as the plenary papers, the program will involve a number of 
concurrently run sessions of 45 minute papers, and on the final day 
there will be a series of workshops. 

The Summer School for teachers on the Systemic Functional 
Grammar is designed to meet the needs of a growing body of 
teachers who heve expressed interest in finding out more about an 
approach to gremmar Which focuses on text end upon the 
exploration of language as e meaning system. The Summer School 
Will be taught by a number of l'inguists and educetional linguists 
Who include: 
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Jim Martin 
Clare Painter 
Christlen Metthiessen 
Michael Hellidey 
David Butt 

Frances Christie 
Joen Rothery 
John Cerr 
Geoff Williams 
Helen Drury. 

The program for the Summer School will eim to teach participants 
en introduction to the study of lenguege in terms of the systemic 

, functional gremmer. While some lectures. will be used, students 
will elsa work in smell groups, being tutored on the gremmer, end 
learning ways to apply whet they learn to ectuel texts, both spoken 
end written. It is of course open to people to attend both the 
lnugurel Conference end the Summer School if they wish to do so, 
though the two activities will be designed differently. The Summer 
School in particular will be designed for people with no prior 
knowledge of the Systemic Functional Grammer. 

Members of the Organising Committee for the Conference end the 
Summer School ere: , 

Frances Christie- Deakin University 
J.R. Martin- Sydney University 
Anne Crenny-Frencis- University of Wollongong 
David Butt- Mecquerie University 
Geoff Willi ems- Sydney University 
Clare Painter- Sydney University 
Willi em McGregor- Le Trobe University. 

Some information about the setting for both the Conference end 
Summer School. 

Perticipents will be eccommodeted in e comforteble residential 
college et Deekin University, which lies on the outskirts of the 
rurel city of Geelong. Perticipents trevelling from interstete will 
need to teke the Gull bus from Melbourne Airport to travel to 
Geelong. Hence when booking flights they should esk the airline to 
check the Gull timetable end give them flights that match the bus 
service. There ere quite frequent buses throughout the dey. Once you 
heve reached the Gull bus terminal in Geelong, you will need to teke 
e short texi ride to the Deekin Residentiel College. 

Fecilities on campus ere good. There ere tennis end squash courts, e 
weight room end e seune, end there is plenty of space for those who 
like to jog. A swimming pool is only three kilometres ewey. There 
is e brench of the ANZ Benk on cempus, e smell shop erid e students' 
cafeteria. 



The summer months in Gee long can be very ·pleasant. You are 
advised however, that there can often be a cold snap, so you should. 
bring a change of warm clothing. In the event of any sudden cold 
weather, each residential room has good heating facilities. 

Conference participants wi1J be fully catered for, while Summar 
School participants will receive breakfast and dinner·as well as 
morning and afternoon teas. The cafeteria will be available for 
them to buy their own lunches. On the two accompanying sheets you 
are asked to fill in your registration details. 

A CALL FOR PAPERS. 

Interested persons are invited to submit abstracts for papers for 
the Conference no later than 30th Seotember I 989 to: 

Dr. William McGregor 
Department of Linguistics 
LaTrobe University 
Bundoora, Victoria, 3083. 

When preparing an abstract, please follow the following simple 
steps: 

I) Use A4 paper; 
2) Create reasonable margins; 
3)Type the information, starting with your name, 
then your institution, followed by the title and 
a resume of what you intend to argue. 



Mail this form to: Ms Frances Christie 
School of Education 
Deakin University 
Geelong, Victoria 3217. 

Please make cheques payable to: First Australien systemics 
Conference/Summer School. (Payments in Australian dollars 
please) 
Write in the right hand column the amount owed and total up please: 
1) Conference registration: $150.00 
Full time Student rate $75.00 
(Conference registration must 

be paid in full when mailing this form) $ __ _ 
2) Accommodation $78.00 
($26 x 3 nights) 
(For those requiring accommodation & meals 
a deposit of $40.00 is required) $ ___ _ 
3) Catering:* 
Breakfast in units 
($5 X 3) $15.00 $ __ _ 
Lunches 
($9 X 4) 
Dinners 

$36.00 

($13 X 2) $26.00 
4 Conference dinner (includes drinks) 
(This must be paid for when $25.00 
mailing this form) 
Morning and afternoon teas 
($2x6) $12.00 
(For those requiring catering only 
a deposit of &40.00 is required) 

TOTAL TO BE PAID BY YOU 
DEPOSIT PAID WHEN MAILING THIS FORM 

$ __ _ 

$~...;.._-

$ __ _ 

$ __ _ 

$ __ _ 

$ __ _ 
$ __ _ 

* Note: Any Conference participants requiring vegetarian food, 
please state briefly the nature of your food requirements: 



Workshops et the lnugurel S!Jstemic Linguistics Conference ere set 
out here. Pleese list first, second end third preferences on this 
form end meil beck with the registration form. 

Workshoo Leeders Order of choice 
I Gremmer Christi en Met thi essen 

Chris Nesbitt 

2 Conversetionel 
structure J.R. Mertln 

Suzenne Eggins 

3 Semiotics Gunther Kress 

4 Sementic 
veri et ion 

5 Lenguege 

Anne Crenny-Frencis 

Ruqei ye He sen 
Cermel Cloren 

development Micheel Hellidey 
Clere Peinter 

5) Educetionel 
llnguistics Joen Rothery 

Peter Knepp 

7 Clessroom 
interection Frences Christie 

Linde Gerot 



il this form to: Ms Frences Christie 
School of Education 
Geelong, Victoria, 3217. 

Pleese meke cheques peyeble to: First Austrellen Systemics 
Conference/Summer School. (AUSTRALIAN DOLLARS PLEASE) 
Write emount owed In right hend column end total it up please: 

1 Summer School registration fee $250.00 $ __ _ 
(This fee must be peid In full when 
meiling this form) · 

2 Accommodation 
($26 X 4) $104.00 $ __ _ 
(A deposit of $40.00 is required) 

3 Ceteri ng* 
Breakfasts in units 
($5 x4) $ 20.00 $ __ _ 
Dinners 
($13 X 3) $ 39.00 $ __ _ 
4 Conference dinner (includes drinks)$ 17.00 $ __ _ 
(This must be peid for when mailing 
this form) 

TOTAL TO BE PAID BV YOU 
DEPOSIT PAID WHEN.MAILING THIS FORM $ __ _ 

*NOTE: Those requiring vegetarian meels should write a brief note 
about their needs: 
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L BOOK NEWS J 
Routledge (1989 catelog) now distributes Edward Arnold in the USA 

Literary Stylistics and Critical Linguistics 

The Interface Series 

Series Edlled by Ron Carter 
"A linguiSI <luf 1o !he poe1ic l'unc:tion of . 
IDngllll~C and a Utcnry scholat lndiiTerelll 10 
llncuist"' problrm1and unconvtrsant wllb 
lingui•tlr met~. are o:qually nasrant 
at~«hlonllllll ... - Roman Jaltobson 

This llatcmcinl, made over !~Wnty.fin ycari 
~go Is 1111 leu rel.cvftnl tflllay, Qnd "Oapan~ 
anachtoniJJM" !till abound. Routledge, 
worlclng in ~:onjuncl!on wllh the Poell~ anc1 
Unaulst~ At.MK:iatioll. (PAt..\) alld Its 

(hainnan, Ron Caner, lw dc.veklpcd the 
INTERFACE wifs to cuminc topics tithe 
"ln1erfi(C" of-lansuas.c ~tudl~ and llruuy 
critk:l,nt and In so doing build brldscs 
bctw~n theM u.dltlonally dlvlo;led d~l· 
pllnes. 

"thcr~ry tlnsui!lic~ Is 11lnnly eMabli~llcd 
intcrdi$CtpllniU)' /leld ... Tho INTBRFAC8 
Krics offen IC!IIienlt and tctc:hcQ 1 rid! 

Fo11hcominf1 

range or new and revnlin[l pt"~llvu on 
both IA!IiliOnaland contemporary litrrvy 
toplct.''- Ro&w Fowler, Uni"""i1y or 
Base An11111 

"On the planes or lhrOI')', <le5C:ripllon and 
clwroom pncllcc, this Krln will do much 
10 suppm and cnb:lll« W<Jfk 11 tbc lnterfac:e 
of l~ngualjc and lllcniUre" -M.A.K. 
Halliday, Sydney Ullivcnll)' 

Language, Literature and Critical Practice 
DaYid Bh-ch 
CuniC111[111flll)', pltllll"'Phie:tl, euiiUral. 
potitkal ~~~~~ ~ociulttJ:!ieol inthrcll(c~ h~YC hlld 
a cruci~l lmp:t"t un the w~y in whi~h we 
•f'PIU:tch nn~ ttmt~r-•tand ~~~~~. 1-llnJitrnJ:r, 
l.fffMfllrt ami Crltita//1md{tt tl~lllint:~ 
!he nmjur ~un<~'<jtt~no;c~ of cl>c:<e inllucnccs 
un ~~~cuwl an~ly.<i~ and the rule of lan{!uap 
wilhin it. ami pmvicle~ an overview nf 
tkvclupnwnl~ in lan~;ua¥-c-«nlcred critidsm 
in the IWI!ntl~th ~cntury. 

U~inr: a witk·nrn~in!l- variety of lcK!~. the 
autiMtr n:vi~w~ and cvatual•~ an equally 
widc·ranl!liOI!I v;ricty uf ll'f'I\/Xbc- 10 textual 

(onHnent:ory.lntrtlllu~lnlllltc reall~r to the 
fund~n111ntal di,tin~tinn bctwctn "ac:wal" 
a11<1 "vinual" word.• in ~•iti•·~l pra~tkc and 
tl>c:ori~~ of lnni!Ua~c. and clucldatins tbc 
~riti"~ny intP<>fl~nt p~ti~ or h"w tc•ts 
mean. 

David Oln:h Is at Mun.lol:h Univenity, 
AttltOdia. 

Rnurlcds.e 1\f"il t'IH9 2.~6 pp 
!1·4fS.II)Ill-4 NA)I20 S39.9~1Cimh 

0-41.5·0294t-4 #AJI24 $1.l.\ISIP1p« 
(C~t~t. dJJl.fJO;['bSIII.SIJI 

An Introduction to 
Functional Grammar 
M.A.K. Halliday 
Edw~rd Amuld 19115 420 f'P 

.0.7DI·6~65·M #A2!146 Sl9.9)1P~rcr 
/NCR/ 

Learning How to Mean 
hploro11/ons in the Development of 
tangu~ge 

M •. A,K. Halliday 

Etlw~n.l Armdll 19711 2.~1'1 PI' 0.7tli·62S'I·7 
#Al%4 Sll.'l$11'-d~r [NCKI 

Language as a Sodal 
Semiotic 
M.A.K. Halliday 

E<lw¥d Arnuhl 19711 H6 pp 
Q.71JI·62$9·7 #Al958 $21.95/Popor 
/NCR/ 

Studies In Dlsc:ourse 
Analysis 
Edited by Martin Montgomery 
.1nd M.1lcolm Coulthard 

RKP 1'181 220 pp 
0.71110·0.~111·5 #03tu! SU.95!P.Jper 
f('.,,., ph lli.IU/ 

r----------------------------------------------
~ Order Form Plrast cut oul this ordrr form. tndou in 1111 tnvt/opr 11nd mAil. 

RoUiledge, Ch1pman 1nd Hall, Inc. • 29 West 35th Street• New York, NY 10001·2291 
Customer Service U.S. {2121244·6412 

Wt 1tqut<l atllndtvklual ordtn bt p,..p&ld. Mus. ln<lu&t r.l\lpplnl rh111n 1- toblt b. low) ond lun. 
lloppHublt. 
Tilln '"' whkli wt hoYt no Crnadlon rl&ht• will bt lndk11rd wllh "NCR." lftd. co~Yfls.l,, tiltH lor.whlch wt 
h~••"" U.S. riahtowrtl bt huliuttd b1 -xUSA.'' A -c.-btlott a prkt n~tiM th•t tht prkt lo 'PP'""molt. 

~'o':~~~: :;',':~:~: ,';:!':l:l ,t:Cf~~~~·!~~~~ttan by ch«k "tNdlt cu•. Tht C111adt~n doUu prk• t1 

0 PIUMMnd lilt !ht lolll-kll booko. 
0 1 han lncludrd m1 chtck or mont1 ordtr lor lht full amount dllt. ma&t oullo 

-Roullrdlt• Chapmanalld H111.1nc." 
0 Cha,.omycndtl cordt 0 MootorCard 0 VISA 0 Amtric•n bpNM 0 Dlnt(t Club 

CloCI ......... '""lrltt lot C'l't6t oord ...... , hO.OCI U.S., IU.OCI CAN. I 
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~-~ 
Slll\llltn 
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.,.,, Tlllt 
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uch l!lltna. 
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htbook 

U.S.A. u.s. SI.7J 
Con Mil CANS1.91 
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Sub tout 
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LANGUAGE TOPICS 
··' 

'. 

ESSAYS IN HONOUR OF 

HALLIDAY 

:;NJAMINS PUBLISHING COMPANY 

~ 
~t:iAAMSTEROAM ·Holland· Tel. 020 738156 ·Telex 15798 

19130 ·USA· Tel.21q564·6379 ·Telex 4972813 

LANGUAGE TOPICS 

An international collection of papers by 
colleagues, students and admirers of 

Professor Michael Halliday 
to honour him on his retirement 

Ecfitecf 6y 

ROSS STEELE aruf TERRY THREAD GOLD 

The papers in these volumes have been produced by colleagues, students 
and admirers of Michael Halliday. They reflect the main themes in Michael 
Halliday's work but do not necessarily start from an acceptance of his posi
tion. Volume I covers such topics as the Prague and London schools of lin· 
guistics, language development, general semiotics and language change 
and language in different cultural contexts. Volume II deals with the function
ing of language at the lexica-grammatical, phonological and discourse levels 
and with extensions of Halliday's exploration of language as social semiotic. 
Included are an intentiew wjth Michael Halliday and a comprehensive bib· 
liography of his works. Both-volumes demonstrate the enormous range and 

depth of Michael Halliday's writing and influence. 

2 volumes 1170 pages, Clothbound Price Hfl. 400,-/$ 160.00 
Date of publication: October 1987 
ISBN 1-55619-028-X/90 272 2042 5 (set) 

1-55619--029·8190 272 2043 3 (Vol. I) /1·55619-030-1190 272 2044 1 (Vol. II) 
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Halliday was born in Leeds, England, in 1925. He took.his B.A. at London Univer

Sity in Chinese ·language and literature, then studied linguistics as a graduate student, first 
in China (Peking University and Ungnan University, Canton) and then at Cambridge, 
where he received his Ph.D. in 1955. 

After holding appointments at Cambridge and Edinburgh he went to University Col
lege London in 1963, as Director of the Communication Re~earch Centre. There he 
directed two research projects, one in the Linguistic Properties of Scientific English and 
the other.in Linguistics and l;nglish Teaching: the latter produced Breakthrough to Liter
acy for lower primary and Langu~ge ;n Use for secondary schools. In 1965 he was 
appointed concurrently Professor of General Linguistics, with responsibility for building 
up a new department in this subject He remained at University College London until the 
end of 1970. From 1973 to 1975 he was Professor of Linguistics at the University of 
Illinois, Chicago Circle. At the beginning ol1976 he became Professor in the Department 
of Linguistics at the University of Sydney, and was Head of this department for the first ten 
years of its existence. 

He taught on the Linguistic Society of America's summer Linguistic Institutes in 1964 
(Indiana), 1966 (University of California, LoS Angeles) and 1973 (Michigan), and was 
elected to honorary membership of ~he Society in 1g78. He has held visiting professor
ships at Yale. Brown, the University of California, IrVine and the University of Nairobi; and 
in 1972-1973 was a Fellow of the Center for Advanced Study in !he Behavioral Sciences 
at Stanford, California. In 1986 he was the Lee Kwan Yu visiting scholar at the University 
of Singapore. In 1969 he was awarded an honorary-doctorate at the University of Nancy, 
France, and in 1'981 he received the David H. Russell Award for Distinguished Research 
in the Teaching of English from the National Council of Teachers of English {U.S.A.). 

His current research interests are the serriantics and grammar of modern English; 
language development in early childhood; text linguistics and register· variation; educa
tional applications of linguistics; and artificial intelligence, in which he is associated with 
the 'Penman' project at the Information Sciences Institute, University of Southern Califor
nia. 

About the editors 

Ross Steele is Associate Professor in Fre-nch .at the University of Sydney, foundation 
president of the Applied linguistics Association of Australia and vice-president of the 
International Association of Applied Linguistics. He is author of bookS on language teach
ing methodology and French civilisation. Terry Threadgold is Senior Lecturer in Early 
English literature and Language at the University of Sydney. She has written on lan
guage and ideology, semiotic theory and systemic-functional stylistics. She is co-author 
of textboOks on grammar and applied linguistics- Grammar; Us Nature and Terminology 
(1g83) and Inside Language (1g85)- and edited and introduced Semiotic.q-fdeology
Language (1g86) with E. Grosz, Gunther Kress aRd·Michae1_Halliday. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

VOLUME 1 

Introduction: Ross Steele 

Comprehensive bibliography of books and articles by M.A.K. Halliday. 

1. Starting Points 

FrantiSek DaneS (Czechoslovak Academy of Scit!nces): Sentence patterns and predicate clas
ses. 

Jan Firbas (University of Brno): On two starting points of communication. 
Petr Sgafl (Charles UniversUy, Czechoslovakia): The position of Czech linguistics in theme-focus 

research. 

EugenieJ.A. Henderson (UniversityofLondon):J.R. Firth in retrospect: a view from the eighties. 
John L.M. Trim (Centre for Information on Language Teaching and Research, London): Daniel 

Jones· "classicar model of pronunciation training: an applied linguistic revaluation. 
Peter Strevens (Wolfson College, Cambridge): The Linguistic Sciences and Language Teaching 

revisited. 

2. language Development 
Michael Clyne (Monash University}: MDonl you get bored speaking only English?"'- Expressions 

of metalinguistic awareness in a bilingual child. 
Jerome C. Harste (Indiana University): Toward practical theory: Halliday applied. 
Katherine Nelson and Elena Levy( City University of New York): Development of referential cohe

sion in a child·s monologues. 
Christine C. Pappas (University of Kentucky): Exploring proto-reading. 
John Regan (Claremont Graduate Schoof. CaMom;a), Zhao Shuming and Xiao-Litlg Hong (Nanl

ing University, P.R. C.): Before speaking: across cultures. 
Colwyn Trevarthen (University of Edff!burgh}: Sharing makes sense: intersubjectivity and the 

making of an infant's meaning. 
Gordon Wells (Ontario Institute for Studies Education) and Mary Gutfreund (University of Bristol): 

The development of conversation. 

3. Sign, Context and Change 
Kenneth L. Pike (Summer Institute of Linguistics, Dallas): Today 
Thomas A. Sebeok (Indiana University): In hoc signa vinces: sign design. 
R.J. Handscombe (York University, Toronto): George Herbert·s Love Ill and its many mansions. 
Braj B. Kachru (University of Illinois, Urbana): The past and prejudice: toward de-mythologizing 

the English canon. 
Angus Mcintosh (Gayre Institute for Medieval English and Scottish Dialectology. University of 

· Edinburgh}): Writing systems and-language change in English.· 
Adam Makkai (University of Illinois, Chicago): On the major diseases of linguistics with some 

suggested cures and antidotes. · 
Jacob L. Mey (Odense University): "Breaking the Seal of Time~:1he pragmatics of poetics. 
Peter Newmark (University of Surrey): The use of systemic linguistics in translation analysis and 

criticism. 

Bernard Peltier (Universite de Paris- Sorbonne): Le graphemique et l'iconique dans le message. 
Andrew Schiller (University of Illinois, Chicago): Order and entropy in natural language. 
W.C. Watt (University of California): Sign and signifex. 
Colin Yallop (Macquarie University): The practice and theory of translation. 

4. language Around the World 
Bernard Comrie (University of Southern California}: Gramm3tical relations, semantic roles and 

topic-comment structure in a New Guinea Highland language: Harway. 
Yamuna Kachru (University of Illinois, Urbana): Toward a bilingual dictionary of idioms: Hindi

English. 
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Joan Maw (University of London): Mind your language: conscious and unconscious structuring in 

Swahili. 
Seiji Shibata (Naruto Kyoiku National University): Place-name study in Japan. 
Shivendra K. Vefma (Centra/Institute of English and Foreign Languages. Hyderabad): Teaching 

English as a second language in India: focus on objectives. 
John Platt (Monash University): Communicative functions Of particles in Singapore English. 
Michael Walsh (University of Sydney): The impersonal verb construction in Australian languages. 
Stephen A. Wurm (Australian National University): Semantics and wortd view in languages of the 

Santa Cruz Archipelago, Solomon Islands. 

References 

VOLUME2 

1. The Design of Language 
Jean Aitchison (London Schoof of Economics): ReproductiVe furniture and extinguished profes· 

sors. 
D.J. A/let1on (University of Basel): English intensifiers and their idiosyncrasies. 
John A. Anderson (University of Edinburgh): The tradition of structural analogy. 
Michael Cummings (York University. Toronto): Syspro: a computerized method lor writing system 

networks and deriving selection expressions. 
Arthur Delbridge (Macquarie University): Cultural. situational and modal labels in dictionaries of 

English. Wolfgang U. Dressler (University of Vienna): Morphological islands: constraint or preference? 

Jeffrey 0. Ellis (Edinburgh): Some Mdia-categories". 
Adrienne Lehrer (University of Arizona): English quantifiers from noun sources. 
Samuel R. Levin (City University of New York): Two types of semantic widening and their relation 

to metaphor. 
James P. ThOrne (University of Edinburgh}: The indefinite article and the numeral one. 

2. Text and Discourse 
James D. Benson and WilliamS. Greaves (York University, Toronto): A comparison of process 

types in Poe and Melville. 
David Brazr1 (University of Binningham}: Intonation and the grammar of speech. 
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Language Discourse 
of Current Research 

This volume presents up..£o-date research on 
second language discourse. Particular attention is 
given to the development of writing, memory and 
interaction. The studies in this book are not 
restricted to any particular realm of se<:ond 
language learning and teaching, but cover both 
theory and applied concerns, experimental 
studies and theoretical frameworks, teaching and 
evaluation in the classroom, and both writing 
and speaking. The studies clearly are concerned 
with the interaction of factors in second language 
acquisition and use. Combinations of social 
situation, speaker characteristics, task 
characteristics and psycholinguistic factors are 

CONTENTS: The Place of Discourse in Second 
Language Study, Jona1han Fine. The Bulge: A 
Theory of Speech Behavior and Social Distance, 
Nessa Wolfson. Variations in Classroom 
Interaction as a Function or Perception Pauern 
and Task, Teresa Pica and Catherine Doughty. 
What Kind of Flower is That? An Alternative 
Model for Discussing Lessons, John Faf!selow. A 
Sociolinguistic Paradigm for Bilingual 
Proficiency Assessment, Helen .8. Slaughter. 
Evaluation of Minority Student Writing in First 

VOLUME XXVI 

considered simultaneously to understand the 
process of second language acquisition and use. 
The commitment of the authors to multifaceted 
approaches to second language discourse avoids 
simplistic findings and concommitant theories 
based on single variables. · 

Readers will have available current original 
research on a range of issues in the!' development 
of discourse spannihg preschool children, 
elementary and high school students, through 
university to older adults. The range of 
approaches is wide, linguistically and cognitively 
informed, and detailed enough to be useful to 
researchers and educational practitioners. 

and Second languages, Mid1ael Canale, 
Normand Frenelle, and Monique Belanger. 
Second Language Comprehension Processes: 
Theories and Methods, Yuval Wolf and Joel 
Walters. Integration or First Language Material 
in Second Language Comprehension, Joel 
Wolters and Yul•al Wolf. Author Index. Subject 
Index. 

1998/208 pages 
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Systemic Functional 
Approaches To Discourse 
Selected Papers from the 12th International Systemic Workshop 

edited by James 0. Benson and WilliamS. Greaves, both, York University 

This volume, like the previous Systemic 
Perspectives on Discourse, Volumes I and 2 
(Ablex, 1985), offers an overview of current 
work in systemic linguistics of particular 
relevance to the study of discourse. The volume 
opens with Fawcett's proposed criteria for 
evaluating system networks, the fundamental 
formalism of systemic linguistics. The chapters 
wjlich follow illustrate the range of discourse 
topics in which Systemicists are interested. The 
remaining chapters in the volume show how the 
study of discourse stimulates the development of 
systemic linguistics as an analytic tool. The 
volume concludes wilh three chapters with an 
historical dimension. 
CONTENTS: What Makes a "Good" System 
Network Good-Four Pairs of Concepts for 
Such Evaluations, Robin P. Faw<.·eu. Di~courses 
in Connict: Heteroglossia and Text Semantics, 
Jay L. Lemke. The logical Relations in 
Exchanges, Eija Vemola. Casual Conversation: 
A Messnp.e Focused Register, Koren Malcolm. 
LE CAMP: Discourse in a Bilingual Setting, 
James D. Benson, WilliamS. Greaves and Junine 
&.:lrulz. Dominance in Sikaritai Narrative, David 

L. Martin and Ivan Lowe. Functional Co· 
occurrence Restrictions in the Fairy Tale, Linda 
Rashidi. Representational Issues in Systemic 
Functiomll Grammar, Christian Mollhiessen. 
Systemic Grammar and Functional Unification 
Grammar, Robert Kasper. Toward a Systemic 
Anthropology, B.N. Colby. language as a Form 
of Goal·Directed Action: The Analyses of a 
Moral Dilemma, Eri<.'h H. Steiner. Hypotactic 
Recursive Systems in English: Toward a 
FunctionaJ Interpretation, James R. Mtfrtin. The 
Thematization of Propositional Arguments, Fred 
Bowers. Some Advances in Clause Relational 
Theory, Mk'hael P. Jordon. Systemic Insights 
into Phonological Universals, Carol C. Mock. 
Systemic Linguistics and Literary History: A 
Proposal, Gordon Fulton. The Realization of 
Old English Behatan, Eugene Green. How to 
Analyze Polysemous Words Using Firthian Prin· 
ciples, C:D. Jeffery. Author Index. Subject 
Index. • 
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LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT: LEARNING
LANGUAGE, LEARNING CULTURE 

Meaning and Choice in Language: 

Studies for Michael Halliday TABLE oF coNTENTs 

Ruqaiya Hasan 

Macquarie University 
Sydney, Australia 

• edited by 

J.R. Martin 

Sydney University 
Syndey, Australia 
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ADVANCES IN DISCOURSE PROCESSES 

Roy 0. Freedle, Editor 
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Introduction 1 

1. Learning Language: A functional view of la.nguagc 
development 18 

Oaire Painter 

2. The Object of Language 66 
David G. Butt 

3. Learning Through Language: The social construction of 
gender 111 

Cannel Cloran 

4. Language Development in Education 152 
Frances Christie 

5. Learning About Language 199 
joan Rothery 

6. Systemicai-Functional Ungustics and its Application to the TESOL 
curriculum 257 

janet jones, Sandra Collin, Helen Drury, & Dorothy Economou 

7. The Programme in Unguistics and English T caching. Universicy Col
lege London. 1964-1971 329 

john Pearce, Geoffrey Thornton, & Dm>id Mackay 
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Development 
Learning Culture 

Hasan, Macquarie University and James R. Martin, Sydney University 

the first to explore the 
functional theories of lan.guage 

for understanding what is involved 
how to mean. The volume develops 

the seminal work of Halliday in Learning How 
to Mean and explores his idea that learning one's 
mother tongue involves learning language, 

. learning through language, and learning about 

language. It contains articles which address the 
Question of language development from these 
three perspectives. The volume thus represents a 
thoroughly functional account of issues 
significant to any examination of language 
development. interpreting the term development 
widely rather than in the narrow ways typical of 
the formal approaches to language learning. 
Accordi(lgly, development is presented not as 
something which is completed by an early age but 
as a continuing process. The volume begins with 
learning the first language at home, describes 
hOw the learning or language and or culture are 
closely related pursuits, and goes on to examine 
the question or language development from the 
same functional perspective in the school 
environment, both for first and second language 
learners. 

Such an account of language learning presents 
a more coherent picture or what children can do 
and actually do with their language. Approaching 
language as a resource for meaning, the chapters 
make contributions to the readers' understanding 
in two ways: they clearly indicate the ena~ling 
power of language in the life or an individual and 
the individual's community; at the same time 

VOLUME XXXVII 

they also indicate the implications or such an 
·approach to the teaching of language. The 
volume argues that educatiOnal theory and 
practice need to be aware or the social 
perspective in language development. 
CONTENTS; Introduction. Learning Language, 
A Functional View of Language Development, 
Claire Paimer. The Object of Language, David 
G. Bull. Learning Through Language: The 
Social Construction of Gender, Carmel Claron. 
Language Development in Education, Frances 
Christie. Learning About Language, Joan 
Rothery. Systemic Functional Linguistics and Its 
Applications to the TESOL Curriculum, Janet 
Jones, Sandra Go/lin, Helen Drury and Dorothy 
Economou. The Program in Linguistics and 
English Teaching, University College london 
1964·1971, David Mackay. Jolm Pearce and 
Geoffrey Tllomton. Bibliography. Author Index. 
Subject Index. 
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Pragmatics, Discourse and Text 
Some Systemic Approaches 

Erich H. Steiner, !AI EUROTRA-D and University of Saarland, and Robert Veltman, 
University of Kent at Canterbury 

This volume reports on recent progress in the linguistics and pragmatics. Part Two explores 
application of systemic linguistics to discourse systemic concepts in the field of thematic 
analysis and text structure. It thus subsumes structure and information structure of the clause. 
work from the fields or analysis of literary texts, Part Three explores the discourse analysis 
the theory or context and ·genre, and pragmatics dimensions or texts. The final section illustrates 
in so far as it relates to text structure. Part One how the apparent opposition between interaction 

~.::il.::l"::'.::"c:•:::•e::'..:'::h:.•::.i"::.':::er::•::c::.ti.::o::n..:b::•.:.tw.:.ee.:..::.n.:.s::y_:st:.:e.:.m.:.i_c ___ .;__an_d_c_o::.g:_ni_ti_o_n in the orientation of systemicis~ 

towards semantics is beginning to break down. 
CONTENTS: Introduction, Erich H. Steiner and 
Robert Veltman. MEETING THE CHAL· 
LENGE OF PRAGMATICS. Systemic Linguis
tics, Semantics and Pragmatics, C.S. Butler. 
English Questions: A Significance Generating 
Device, E. C. Davies. EXPLORATIONS IN 
THEMATIC STRUCTURE AND 
INFORMATION STRUCTURE. Thematic 
Fronting with and without Pronominal 
Reinforcement: The Meaning and Distribution of 
"Left Dislocated" and "Topicalized" Structures 
in Discourse, Dcmid Kies. Functional Sentence 
Perspective in the Context of Systemic 
Functional Grammar, M.P. Williams. 
Thematization in Legislative Language: The 
Observation of Bentham and Coode in Relation 
to the FG Definition of Theme, F. Bowers. 

INSIGHTS FROM DISCOURSE ANALYSIS. 
The Structure of Family Conversation in Yoruba 
English, Femi Akindele. From lllocution to 
Syntactic and Prosodic Realization in Making 
Requests, G. Tm·ker. THE TEXT AS A 
PRODUCT OF INTERACTION AND 
COGNITION. Grammatical Metaphor: An 
lnitial_Analysis, L.J. Ravelli. Cohesion in · 
Spoken Arabic Texts, Yowell Y. Aziz. Text 
Structure and Text Semantics, Jay L. Lemke. 
Cognitive Processes in Context: A Systemic 
Approach to Problems in Oral languape Use, 
Jonathon Fine. Bibliography. Author Index. 
Subject Index. 
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VOLUME XV and XVI 

Systemic 
Perspectives On 

-Discourse 
edited by James D. Bensen, and William 
S. Greaves, both, York University 

On!'r 1he last decade the principle forum for the 
dcvc:lopmem of systemic theory has been a series 
of \\Or~shops. The Nimh lmernarionaJ Systemic 
Workshop was important in bringing the leading 
praclitioners of systemiC linguistics IOgether wirh 
the leaders of Olher major schools. The 

lhooreti~al and applied developments in systemic 
linguistics represented in these lwo companion 
Volumes make an important comribulion to the 
undcrs1anding of discourse. 

,(.,, 

"' 

Selected Theoretical Papers 
(Volume XV) 

CONTENTs: Systemic Background, M.A.K. 
Halliday. Meaning, Context and Text: Fifty 
Years afrer Malinowski, Ruqaiya Hasan. A 
Demons1ra1ion of the Nigel Te:n Genera1ion 
Computer Program, William C. Mann and 
Christian M.I.M. Malthiessen. An lntroduclion 
10 lhe-Nigel Tex1 Genera!ion Grammar, H'illiam 
C. Mann. The SySiemic Framework in Texr 
Gener~uion: Nigel, Christian M.I.M. 
Mauhiessen. Towards ·communicalion' 
Linguisrics: A Framework, Michael Gregory, 
Explanation in English and Korafe, Cynrhia 
J.M. Fa", ll•on Lowe, and Cor/ U1tireheod. 
How to Recognize Systems, Joseph E. Grimes. 
Working wi1h Transitivily: System Networks in 
Semanric-Grammalical {)(scriplions, Erit·h 
Steiner. Comparison and Intensification: An 
Jdeal but Problemalic Domain for Sysremic
FuncrionaJ Theory, Robert Veltman. Discourse 
Sys1ems and Strucrures and rheir Place wirhin an 
Overall Sr5temic Model, Christopher S. Bm!er. 
On Types of Meaningfulness in Discourse, £irian 
C. Da•·ies. Process and Tex1: Two Aspecrs of 
Human &miosis, J.R. Martin. Ideology, 
lmertextualiry, and rhe Norion of Regisrer, J.L. 
Lenike. How Does a Srory Mean Whar it Does? 

Sele!=ted Applied Papers 
(Volume XVI) 

CONTENTS: Negotiation and Meaning: 
Revisiting the •comex1 of Situation'. R. W. 
Baile,v. Texr &:ructure and Graphic Design; The 
Visible Design, Stephen A. Bernhardt. Judicial 
SysJemics: Function and Structure in Slarurory 
lmerpretation, Fred Bowers. Prolegomena to a 
Comparative Study of Revolutionary and 

Traditional Texts in Guatemala, B.N. Colby. A 

Systemic Nelwork for Analyzing Writing 
Quality, Barbaro Courure. A PROLOG Parser
Generator for 'Systemic Analysis of Old English 
Nominal Groups, Michael Cummings and AI 
Regina. What do Surfa<;e Markers Mean? 

Towards a Triangulalion of Social, Cognitive, 
and Linguistic Factors, Jonathan Fine. 
lmegrative Work: An Explorarion in What 

Mak~ Reading Comprehension Test Questions 
Easy or Difficult to Answer, Linda Gerot. 
ldea1ional, JmerversonaJ, and Tex1ua1 

Macrofunctions Applied ro lexicomet:ric Work 

on French Business Correspondence, A.A. Lyne. 
Communication linguistics: A Sample Analysis, 
A'aren Malcolm. The Semanric Field of 

Homicide, Yon Maley. The Cohesive Harmony 
and Cohesive Densiry of Children's Oral and 
Wriuen Stories, Christine C. Pappas, A 
Comparison of rhe Production of Surgical 

Repons by Native and Nonnative Speaking 
Surgeons, Catherine Peuinori. Complexity of 
Realily in Lawrence D~rreU 's The Alexandria 
Quartet. Lindo S. Rashidi. What Surface~ 
Slructure Parsing Can TelJ Us abou1 Style, A PaniaJ Answer, Peter H. Fries. Non-Themalic 

Re-emry: An lnrroduction 10 and Ex1ension of 
!he Sysrem of NominaJ Group Reference /Subsri
lulion in Eveo·day English Use, M.P . .Jordon. 
•Rest' and •open Transi1ion' in rhe Systemic 
Phonology of English, J.C. Catford. A Systemic 
P~onology of Isthmus Zaporec Prosodies, Carol 
C. Mo,·k. On rhe Signalling of Comp/ere 
Thoughrs, James Monaghan. Aurhor Index. 
Subject Index. 

Donald Ross. Jr. Funcrional Types of &:ientific 
Prose, E.L. Smith,Jr. Discourse Strucrure: 

· Sotial Oass Differences in Answers 10 Questions, 
Geoffrey J. Turner. Some Applications of 
Syslemic Grammar lo TEFL, or Whatever 

Became of Register Analysis, Daa•id J. Young. 
Author Index. Subjec~ Index. 
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VOLUME X 

Developmental 
Issues In Discourse 
edited by Jonathan Fine, Tel-Aviv 
University, and Roy 0. Freedle, 
Educational Testing Service 

The COntributions in this volume look at 
discourse development from a variety of ap

proaches. Some examine the relationship berween 
nonlinguistic and linguistic factors while others 
have a more specifically cognitive focus on 
developmerv:. The research contained in lhe 

volume suppons the notion that development is 
nor the proOua of a single variable or skill, bur 
rather is the simultaneous development of many 
linguistic, cognitive, and social abilities. 

Many of the. COntriburions focus upon issues of 
current imerest-Writing, merhodology, informa
tion processing, and social factors. Four chapters 
concern memory or representation, three concern 
writing, three- concern interaction, and two are 
concerned with teaching. 

Readers will have available in one volume 
original and timdy research on a range of issues 
in rhe development of discourse spanning 

preschool children, elementary and high school 
studenrs, through university ro older adults. The 
range of approaches is wide,Jinguisrically and 
cognirively informed, and sufficiently del ailed ro 

Martin. Quesrion-answering: A Method for 
Exploring the On-line Construction of Prose 
Represemations, Arthur C. Graesser, Scou P. 
Robertson, and Leslie F. C!ark .. -Mode of RecaU 
in Children's Comprehension of Social Events, 
Nicole Dinrenfass. Links: A Teaching Approach 

lo DeveJopmemaJ ~rogress in Children's Reading 
Comprehension and Meta-comprehension, DOn 
Holmes Nix. An lmeracJional Approach to rhe 
Development of Discourse, Roy 0 . .Freedle and 
Jonathan Rne. Meaning and Choice in Wriring 
about Literature, Mary Ann Eiler. The Develop
mem of Text Production, LF.M. St::imo. ·The 

Use of Difectives as Indication of Starus among 
Preschool Children, Barbara .Kirsh. Learning iJ 
Memory from Te:n Across Jhe Adul 
Bonnie J.F. Meyei and G. Eli::abeth 

1983/326 pp. 
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COMMUNICATION IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

Edited by Robin P. Fawcett, Computational linguistics Unit, University·of 
Wales College of Cardiff and Erich H. Steiner, IAI EUROTRA-0 and University 
of the Saarland . 

London WC2E 90S 
Telephone: 01-240 9233 
Telex: 912881 CWUKTX-G All: PIN 
Fax: 01-379 5553 

Artificial lntelllg_ence !All is a central aspect of Fifth Generation computing, and it is 
now increasingly recognized that a particul<~rly important element of AI is 
communication. This new series address(!s current issues, emphasizing generation as 
well as comprehension in AI communication. It covers communication oi three types: 
at the human-computer interface; in computer-computer communication that simulates 
human inle1action; and in the u~e of computers for f!lachine translation to assist human· 
human communication. The series also gives a place to research that clltcnds beyond 
language to consider other systems of communication lhilt humans employ, sucti as 
pointing, and even, in due course, facial expression, body posture, etc. 

•North America 
Titles marked with an • are dlstfibuted In 
North America under the Pinter Imprint by 
Columbia University Press, 136 South 
Broadway, Irvington, New York 10533, 
USA. Tilles not marked In this way are co• 
published in the United States by US 
publishers under their own lmprinl. Details 
concerninll individual titles can be obtained 
from Pinter Publishers. 

Text Generation and 
Systemic-Functional 
Linguistics: 
Experiences from English and 
Japanese 
Chris/ian M. I. M. Matthlessen and Joho 
A. Bateman, Information Sciences 
Institute, University of Southe_rn 
California 

Conteim: Introduction • P1rt It Syrtemk: 
Un&uiulu and led Generation: Motiv1Uon' and 
hrlc Concepti • Designong a te~l grner~lor · Basic 
concep1s in SV!Iemlc lheory · The development of 
1e~1 generarion in relation 10 sv\lemic tinguistict · 
Part lh S~1temic llncuisticl 1nd le~t G~ner•tion: 

Advances in Natural 
Language Generation 
An Interdisciplinary Perspective 
Two Volumes 
Edited by Michuel Zock and Gerard 
SiJbah, UMSilangues Naturelles, France 
These two volumes provide a collection 
of essav.s which deal with the problem of 
natural language generaUon: that is, how 
to simulate by computer the 
determination, organization and 
~xpression of thoughts In oral or written 
torm. Compared to sentence or text· 
analysis lparsinRI lillie work has been 
done in this Oela and these papers will be 
of correspondingly great importance is 
developing it furtlier. 
Natural language generation is a complex 
task requiring different kinds of expertise 
(for e:-:ample, linguistics, Psychology, 
Computer Science). These two volumes 
aim to 01vofd the problt!mS l!ncountercd 
by automatic translation projects in the 
p<~st by opening the debate and 
Integrating specralists from a variety of 
discrplines. The contributors to these 
volu(lles bring a diversity of perspectives 
to address the problems of natural 
language generation and to suggest 
solullons. 

Te!lt generation Is a rapidly growing field 
and this book aims to mal<e research in 
natural languaae processing and 
systemic-func11onallinguistrcs 
accessible. It presents a detailed account 
of two implemented computational 
systems that embody important aspects of 
systemic theory. The authors describe 
how these systems were based UP.On 
theory and also the problems ana 
refinements that computational 
implementation motivated, Finally, the 
refinements are again interpreted 1n terms 
of theory to complete the cycle of theory 
implementation, application and further 
development. 

Two Syrteml ·.The development oi compuMlionat 
IY!Iemic approache1 · Compulalionat sr!lemic 
te~icosrammar- ba1ic model · Two eurnples of 
conslfucrive attounts for genetation · Part Ill: Up 
to ind Beyond the Llmlll of the Baric Framework · 
Ml'lafunctional refinements · srr~tat e~ren1oons: 
contut a1 seen from le~icog•ammar · Part IV: 
future Direcllons for Computatlout Syltemic· 
funttiOnill Unguittiu • Pa<alteti1m · Oyn~mitm • 
Conte~tualirm: reg11ter and te~l generation • 
Conclusions. 

Volume 1 
Content1: Part t: Slllt of the -'rt · langua" 
gentr~lion and t~pl~n~tion- K. Mco\:eown & 
8. Swo~t1ou1 • Part II: Ungulrllc ApproachH: In 
defence of il p.irtlcul.lr theorv·formallrm • c~n il 
•parrlng llrammar" be used for naMa\ t~nguage 
generation! The negative uample oflfC-
R. Block • Tile applica1ion of uniflcalion lor 
syntactic gentr~rion in German- H. Horacek • 
Concemrng the logical component or a nalural 
language generator-S. Oik • Part ttl: 
tmptementatlonat lnues • Two approacktt to 
na1urat language generation- G. A.dorni · The 
produc.tion of spoken dialosue- G. Hovshton & 
M. Pe~NOII • Nalutal language geMratlon /tom 
pta/'ll- C. Mellirh ·An approach lor crnting 
1\fuc\Ured te~t- N. Simonin • Part !Vr 
Psychotogiuttnues · Aulomatlc 01nd executive 
processing in $emaniiC and wntactlc planning: a 
dual process model of speech ptoductlon- T. 
H01rley ·lnct~m~ental production of rel~ntialnoun• 
phraset by human speakers-
H .. SchriefttJ & T. Pet:hm•nn ·Part Vt tduc.tltonat 
-'ppllutlont · Nalural tansuages are tle~ible toolr: 
thal't \¥hal m&kH th~m~ hard to e~plain, to leatn 
and 10 u~-M. Zrxk • tndt>t. 

~~rd:.:~~ ~~~f:J,,s, £17.50 

Volume 2 
Contentr: Part 1: Lln&ulttlc Apptoathelt In d~lence 
of" particular lhtory-lormalitm · A ph<ate• 
suuctuu• grammar wilh diKontinuous gt~mmar
H. Bunt · hnguage gen~ralion as choic.e in social 
lnterac1ion- R. P. F•wcelt • Pn1 th 
tmplementaUomli/IIUH • A luicalty ditl<ibuted 
word ordering component- D. P~tlsi & A.. GlorSi • 
lhe genetation of subse-quen! 1eferrin& e~ore11ionr 
rr rtructured dlscour~- R. 0~/e • Cieneratlng 
referring plu.:~u:s in a dynamic environment-
H. Novil · The genetatlon ty1\em oflh~ SEMSYN 
project: towardr a tatk-independenl generator lor 
German- 0. Rosner· Natural language 
generation: one individual imptementer"t 
experience- T. L. Kwee • Part 1111 Psychological 
Issues · Oi!Cour~ planning and production: an 
outline of the proce11 and ~me va~iabtes -
v. ZJmmvner · The ~!feet of the macro·<Onlr<lt of 
informalion on Ike temporal characleriltit\ of te~l 
production- A.. Pin/~1 & F. F~rioli • Put IVt 
(ducatk.lnat Appl!cllions · Building a sentence 

t~n:~~t~~'::~~~c;i~ ~~~~~~~~; .. ; -~~:::.ker, 

~:du~: ~~tr:Jc:9S 3 £17.50 

~%:.!~: J~tr:t~n " u1.so 

From Syntax to Semantics 
Insights from Machine Translation 
Edited by £. H. Steiner, P. Schmidt and 
C. Zcli'nsl<y· Wibbell, IAI EUROTRA·D 
and University of the Saarland, West 
Germany 
Mac;hine translation is a cenllal aspe'ct of 
research in artificial intelligence. This 
book presents the main elements of the 
theory and Implementation of a system 
for the automatic analysis of Gerntan. 
This work has been carried out within the 
EUROTRA·D team, the German 
Language Group of the muhi-lingual 
maclline translation proiect EUROTRA. 
The issues raised include syntilx, 
semantics, analy$is and generation, and 
lexical transfer. While the authors 
emphasize that theY. represent the 
spec/nc dP.proach of EUROTRA-0, rather 
!han speaking_ for the whole EUROTRA 
project, the iCieas discussed should be 
relevant to the analysis cOmponent of any 
computatlonallanguase understanding 
system. including those outside the 
machine translation framework. 
Contenll: lntrorlurtion -/ohann H~/ler, Pdvl 
Schntidr. Errrh Sttintt, Elkt rr_K"h .1nrl CcrrnrliJ 
Zclin!~I'·Wibbtlt • P~rtl: "coh~rcnl tytttm
theory and lmplemtnlallon • A t1·ntaclic 
desctiptlon of,, f•agii'W!nt of Germ..ro in the 
EUROTRA l"mework- Piul Schmid/ • The 

de1-etopmem of tke (UROTRA-6 svstem of • 
Semanuc ReiJtiOns- (tich Srtiner. U11vla Edelt. 
Bitllll Roth Jnd /vrfd IVioltr· ririe/en · From 
co~nolove jl,r~mm.u lo the generalron o( •em.tnlic 
rnletpretation in mJchu~e rransiJioon - Cumei•J 
Z<•lin_<h·WJbbell· Pari II: Stmlnllc Relalionl in an 
MT environm~n1 · ~mantic Rel~tions in rn lfG and 
in fUROTRA-0: a compari~n- lrich Siemer· 
GenerJiong Germ~n irom Sem~nli( ReiJiiunt: 
Semantic Relatronr a1 an iopul 10 1he S£MSYN 
genet a lor- Ulrich Heid, Oiam.u Rd)ner and Bit[f'/ 
Rolh • Part 1\11 from ~urce l~ngu~gr to largft 
lansua&e _. ;u~clt of lt1nder · .Trdn~l~r \lr~tegoe\ 
in £UROTRA-O -- PJvl Schm•dl • Srmanlo( 
RebllnM in tURQTRA·O 1nd svntactrc functions in 
LFG: a compJri~n in 1M cnnlht of le.ic~l trJmfer 
in mJchi~e rrJn\lalion- UrcviJ Ecktt1 tnd Ulrich 
Neid · Till!' ttan\(er of quantifiers in a noultrlingual 
machine lranslalinn l•llem.,... Cornelia Zelin4c~· 
l'l'lbbelr · Part IV1 hplor~tlonl · A (onstructive 
\'ersion of CPSCi lot m~chrne tr~n\IJiion- Chrr<la 
H,IIJenRhrld ,md Steph.m 8v$Cm~nn · lfG and 1ke 
CJ\T-fotm.llilm- PJvl Schmid/· Bibhograpky • 
1ndt'-
Ocltlber 1988 lH pi~H 
hardback o 86t87 960 0 £19.50 
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PINTER PUBLISHERS 

OPEN LINGUISTICS SERIES 

The Series is edited by Robin P. Fawcett, Computational linguistics Unit, 
University of Wales College of Cardiff. 
The Open Lingui5tics Series is 'open' in two senses. first. it provides an open forum for 
works associated with any school of linguistics or with none. The series is open to all 
approaches. The second sense in which the series is 'open' is that it encourages works 
til at ope;n out 'core' linguistics in various ways:. to er:'compass dist;our~e. and th~ 
descriptron of natural texts: to explore the relatmnshtps between hngur&ttcs and rts 
neighOouring disciplines such as psychology, artificial intelligence, and cultural and 
literary stt,Jdies; and to apply it in fields such as education and language pathology. 
Robin P. F.1wcett 

Pragmatics, Discourse and 
Text. 
Some Systemic Approaches 
Edited by Erich H. Steiner, IAI 
EUROTRA-0 and University of the 
Saarland and Roben Veltman, University 
of Kent at Canterbury 
This book reports on recent prosress in 
the application of systemic Jingutstics to 
discourse analysis and text structure. It 
thus subsumes work from the fields of the 
analysis of literary texts, the theory of 
context and genre and pragmatics in so 
far as it relates to text structure. 
Part 1 illustrates the interaction between 
systemic linguistics and pragmatics. Part 
2 explores systemic concepts in the field 
of thematic structure and information 
structure of the clause. Part 3 explores the 
discourse anal'isis dimensions of texts. 
Finally, Part 4 tflustrates how the 
apparent ol?position between 
'interaction and 'cognition' in the 
orientation of systemrcists towards 
'semantics' is be~inning to break down. 

Functions of Style 
Edited by David Birch and Michael 
O'Toole, Murdoch University 
Contnltt foreword- M. A. K. Ho~flido~y • 
l~troduction- M. O'Too~ Jnd 0. Birch • H~ry 
Ri!ed and wh.at folio~ the 'Namina of Par15'
M, O'Toot. • Poe1ry on scifntllic dltcourse-
M. A. K. H.r.ffid.r.y • the analysts of one paem
Ruqo~i~·• Haun • randomness, order .r.nd latent 
panemlng of tut- Oo~vid Bun· Or.r.m~. 'stvlt', 
!lage- Sus.~n M~~ ~nd Robin M~fro~ • · 

New Developments in 
Systemic Linguistics 
Volume 1: Theory and Description 
Edited by M. A. K. Halliday, University of 
Sydney and Robin P. Fawcett, University 
of Wales College of Cardiff 
Volume 1 illustrates recent and current 
work in the theory and description of 
languages, includrng chapters that 
discuss theotetlcal issuenuch as the 
criteria for Including features in system 
networks, the numiier of levels needed in 
an adequate: model of language, and the 
status of 'meta'.functions', Other chapters 
explore the relationship between 
discourse structure and social roles, and 
between discourse and soclo-semantlc 
networks. Three chapters deal with major 
studies of areas of grammar in the 
experiential meta-function, including a 
crttique of current work in the area of 
interpersonal meta·f~mction. Finally there 
are two papers on daughter-dependency 
grammar, and a ~aper rn sv.stem 
phrino!ogy- .a ~rtherto neglected area of 
systemrc lrngursttcs. 
Conlrnttt Volume 1: M. M. 8llty • C.,<;. Buller· 
/. 0. Elli1 · R. P. F.Jwt:etr • M. Clf'I/OfY · R. H.r.filn • 
R. A. Hudson • /. R. Millin · V. Pr8bJ.Jm • 
/. r8gfichl • C./. Tumer • 0. /. YounJ. 

l,'!'rd~:: ~~~f&J'll6 9 na.so • 

Now avaifi'lbfe in pJperback 
fdit~ bv Paul Chilton 

hn~uag~ and the NIKI~ar Alml Oeb.lt~ 
Nuk~~p~ak Todav 
I hi• boo\ e•nlo•n rhe •olirlnn•hip btMHn ''"lUI It 1nd 
lhe po!~in of tho nuclur ~1m1 deb11f in the conte>t of 
llnsui•lk •n•l»it. 

"The boo~ II ,...,. >IKCtllful. il ~ dOi(tiprion ol the 
•l'll'lor..:ol <k!vlceo u!ed &oconrrot 1udifnt:t 1Mudet. . II 
rou w•nr models or •herO<~. P'l~•rier. <fi>CQ<trM tn•l· 
»il. semiotics or&ho Llnau•se of kk-ol<>sy which re.-eal 
borh ll">f UM/utfll'll ol SUCh ipptOiCI!n Ind. ;,ptic~ly, 
their potoible p;daQI. rou could h~t<llv Md • mar.- up to 
dlt•~t:cOI.Ifll.· c--~licrn SriJdon 

'lhti<O fSWt"l idd ~ important dimtolkln ro &ho r~orkll 
'"'iylll of polilicil Commvr>ICIIIOn: A,.J("lll l•lltJt)' 
"""'.........., . 

Content1: lnlfoduction • P.r.rt I MHIInJ the 
challn&e of 'pr.r.Jm.r.tlu' Svstemic linguistics, 
semantic1.r.nd pr.r.tJmatlcl- ChtiJioph~r S. Bull~· 
(nglilh question~: • 'sig"~lftcance-g~IM!ratrng 
de\' Ice· fOl buildlnaln contut- Eitlm C. Dav~ • 
Part II hplotations in thematic 11ructur~ .r.nd 
lnforrNUon llructunt Marked thi!mes with and 
without pronomin•lrelnforcem~nt: their meanina 
and di111ibutlon in diKourse- D.r.n~-KiH • 
function.r.l sentence pe<Jp«tlve in lh~ conle~t of 
systemic functional gr.r.mm11- M.P. Willi~m• • 
Thematization In legi1lati~ language: the 
obse~ations of B~tham and Coode in ~elation to 
th~ fC delinilion of theme- Fted~tick Bowm • 
P1rt llllntightl fron'l diKOWM analysll The 
structure of f.r.mily converwtion In Yoruba Enalith 
F~i Alinrkf~ • From illocution to svnt.r.ctk: and 
prosodic realization In making 1equest1- G. 
Tucbr• Part IVThettlloll a product of lnterattlon 
.r.nd cosnillon Gramm.r.lical metJphor: •n Initial 
an~I)'Sl$- L./. Ravtlli • Cohtsion in spohn Ar~bic 
te~tS Yo~WJ/ Y. Ailiil • Textltructure and text 
~oemantiu -J.L. L«r~k~ · Coanmvt PfOCessesln 
context: a svstemic approach to prob!tms in oral 
language use-/onarh.r.n Fin~ Bibliography • lndu. 

October 19ga lS6 Pollts 
h.lirdb.ick 0 86187 986 4 £19.50 

Rrgistrt, power and ~io~-rtT~anrlc chJnae
Notman F.Jircloosh • Te~tual man~11, Gunthrt" 
Krtff • Hatlidav and the "yli1tlcs of creativity
Roben Hodse • hpandins ~oermntlc optionsiOf 
reo~din& bdv Modem Ensl!r.b- Dlvid Biteh • 
Stories of race and gender- Tl!tty rhrudgold • 

~:,w;;:~:u'i:~-!~~~':~=:~.~~ :»o;!,~~l$-
Comprom!ting po~ition1- Mlcho~tl Toofo~n • 
Bibliography • tndt~. 
January 1988 288 Polltf 
h11d1Nck o &611!1791!1 " 127.50 • 

Volume 2: Theory and Application 
Edited by Robin P. Fawcett and David 
Young, University of Wales College of 
Cardiff 
Volume 2 illustrates the concept that 
theories develop most creatively in the 
context of their application. Thrs volume 
covers the areas of applied systemic 
linguistics including: language teaching; 
language and patholoRy; literary 
styiist1cs; socio-linRuisttc variation; 
modelling the production and 
understanding oi language in computers; 
child languaRe development: and the 
study of tdccilogically significant texts 
such as court proceedings. 
Conlfnt11 Foreword • ll)tfoduction • Testlnathe 
Theory • Probabilities in .r. sv1remlc gramm•r: the 
cl~use complex in (nalilh- Chn·J N"bitr and 
C.utnter Plum • The cenl!•lity or Intonation in 
Eilgli1h; an experimental validation of sont.e onpects 
of M. A. k. Hallidav·s theol'f of Intonation in .r. 
C~nadian context -/amn D. B~mon, WilliJm s. 
Cr('J~es and David/. Mtnd!'!John · Descriptive 
Semiotics · lex! analvsl1 In operation~ a multil~vel 
approach- Efia Vet~rolil · ldi.ICatlonat llnauluics · 
Systemic tin~tuillks and the comrilunic.ltive 
svllabu1- RobinMtlrow · Ideological Llnsubtlcs • 
Cour1 dilcour~oe ollllfnle~ some problems and ls1u~ 
- Sandr.r. HartiJ · DIKourst An•lvsls • Towardl a 
1ys1emic llowchan model for discourse !tructure
Robin P. F.r.wr:ell. Anit.r. van d~rMii~ .r.nd C.r.t/1 v.r.n 
Wlswn • Cosnillve Unsulltict • DrK1iblns 
IM~tuage iloiCiivitV- Erich S. Sr~in~r • Lltenry 
Stylilllcs • ld~at!onal meanina and the 'hislential 
FJhric' of a porm- Da1·id Butt· l.r.r~suase 
Patholon • SY;!t~mlc linaul!tiu and languag~ 
pathologv- Nistl Co1teri • lndu. 

~~~~r!:: .. ":~r.l~7 !;1': £28.50. 

·thll boo~ goe<wa. bnond 11>o e~•ll••n,-.si•RII!On•ofpro
nucltll l~ngutge. wh><h ......,. ~mded 10 '"""' hke the n•,... ol bombt: S.nity 
t9BS 260 p.o1n hb o 86187 sao na.oo • 
Octobtr 1988 p.·b 08i!I71JlOU1.9S" 

Edir~d bv 8a1bara Couture 
Funcl!on&l Approuhe11o Wrilln1 
Res~a!Ch Ptt~p«tivts 

'"" O~t'Uil 'ludy ~1\fl!WO prttlii\B ~1. T~U ij dtr'II"IH 
• •r>tCifiC 1nd c~ S<hool of though! in ""hng 
'"''""· S«ondly ir diS<U\'<"1 the.> em~i•ktl •nd tkeoot· 
fll(il IIUI ol rf"!Urch into·thf lvno:t>Oni of t•PO<itOI"\I 
f'/0\t. 

A.,..;lltH JOOp.~l" h:b OU117SUOU7.SO 

The Case for Lexicase 
An Oulline of lexicase Grammatical 
Theory 
Stan(ey Starosld, Department of 
linguistics, University of Hawaii 
Lexicase has been developing since 
about 1971, yet there is hule readily 
available published material on this 
framework. This is the first book to 
J!resent a comprehensive account of the 
tfleory. 
In The CiJse for LexiciJse, Stanley Starosta 
sets out his argument that 'le:o:icase' is 
preferable to other gramm<~tical 
frameworks. It is constrained enough to 
hnve empirical content. simple and • 
explicit enough to be tested, and has 
been applied to enough l<1nguages to 
have plausible claim to universiithy, 
Conltnllr ForrwOfd by Rkh~rd Hudson · Prefact 
a.nd •dnowledgefT!t'nll · Formal propMitt of 
le~i<'ue theory • P~n·le•tcaliJm • Formaliutlon • 
Rolts and relations· Cuelorrns and case marktna· 
Conltfuctlonl ~nd clnloft • Conclu11on · 
Bibliogr~phy · lndn. 

April1981!1 288 pa~ts 
h.ardb.id& 0 8&187 &39 l U9.50 • 

Registers of Written English 
Siluallonal Factors and Linguistic 
Features 
Mohsen Ghadessy, Department of 
English language and literature, 
National University of Singapore 
The languag~ of literature has received 
much critical anention bu"t functional 
varieties of written English have not been 
dealt with adequately -by comparison. 
This edited colfection examines the 
language of several varieties of functional 
English within the-framework of Michael 
Halliday's theory of register. 
Each essay analyses a differe_nt example 
oi wrillen English !e.g. newspapers, 
advertising, iiusiness letters) to illuminate 
many linguistic and discoursal features 
t11at have usually been taken for granted. 
In each analv.sis the relationship tietween 
language and situation is clearly 
emphasised, and numerous examples are 
quoted from a variety of sources. 

Edited by Robin P. faw<en, M. A. 1<. Hallidav, 
S. M. hmb and A. Makht 

Tht Semiotlc1 of Culture .r.nd Llngu.r.1e 
.. thi1 volume don .I [l.lfll ~Mce .•. amply dtmon• 

;,~~~:~t::.~-:J~~';:.; ~::,pucticet to tl!e ·tr.;,l of 

. there I• durlv II\ imPOfltfll pl1c~ lor 1 book of thil 
~;M: r~ S«iolol>eal R"""'w 
Volume 1 - l•nlt.rllf n Sod•l Sttnlotk 
t984 t9f>p.llel lvlt 08618729$9!lt.oo• 
voru...., 2- WIJUI!' •nd ott.H S.mlotlc 5)Uems of 
Cullu,. 
1984 214 p.l&ft Ml 0 81>117 U9 2 Ul.OO • 

Alglrd~s lulien Grelmas 
On Meanina 
G•oirn,u ;, • leidin- lhin~tt in IMIIOI•n. Tilt H~<~Y• in this 

~~:,:;:~~~~~rl~~•~nol:~~n'~ ~~~::~~,!:ls o/ 

1917 22Dp.llft Ml OU1879201 UJ.OO 

l(lhn Earllo~oeph 

floqunce •nd Power 
The Rise of language Standard• and Srandud 
Languase 
Thil book tumines '"indard l•nAua~· to drrt•milll! the 
common l~llu<&•s d•llinJui•hinR •uch lan~u•~tl ~om ·non· 
!!•nd•rd dialecr•· 1"11 in~•BIIet rhr hi!IO<ical IOUICH o1 
'""'eluturn. 
1987 250 P'letr Ml 0 86187 6-12 l uuo 

((filed bv H~ry M. Hoents1w.r.ld and 
lind• F. Wiener · 

Biological Metapllor .r.nd Cladlltlc CI£~Jinc.r.tlon 
An llll~rdi!clpfinary Approach 
This .~l dull wilh 1 ml'r•phor thll It u•ed ,.idoly In 
llf>8u"hn, llfmMI(l(l •nd bioJogy; tho s•owrh ol, lift ., 
I modllf IO< conuu.octon- di•~t~m• th.,...•nt rtlition•hips 
~Hn VlriOUI $'0UPI lnd rOI)O<;rll\8 Chlngtt O(CUIIIn& !0 
m~btn oil hOW' g•O<ol>' o...., lu!">f. 

t<JB7 2(0p.a'" Ml OH1879U2 ns.oo 

Edi!ed bv James Monaghan 
Crammar In the Conttructlon of Tut1 
lht trll<ly ol"'"'"' bn~~rase hu been enh•n.:ed by IIPf 
1nd .-ideo rtca<dlns1 and compu!tf tKhnolosr. This 
•olumt dotnonUt~lfll"- apptiutioru on the i!udy o1 
••nru. Youbttt•rv ind phonnlo,.,. 11om,.,. point ol"""" 
ollktif /IJ'"Ielion In tkt ~loon o1 to•tl. 
tU7 100 p.alfl Ml o Sii8H2711 ns.oo • 

Communication in Court will be of 

~~ar~~~~~~~~~~~~dr;~~i~~~~~~s~~~\i~ss 
to those profC!sSion~tly involved in the 
courtroom itself. 
Contntl= Langu~ge. pmver ~nd control • Th~ 
nature of evidence· Thecour1room as J case study • 
Modts of control: dlrecrivts • Modts of control: 
rhr~ats · Modtsof control: qutstionl · Bibllographv 
·Index. 
M~rch 1989 192 P<J~tf 
lu.rdb.u• 0 86187 6253 .£25,00 

Contentt: Fortward · Introduction- M. Chdd~uy 
• S~ttlon I; Introduction · front page1: le~ls. llvle 
and newsp~per repons- R. CJIIer · The langu~ge 
of wrinen spon~ commentarv- soccer: ~ 
iteKrrption -M. Chddeuy · The IM!(uaa~ of press 
advetlrsing- M. Tooi.Jn · Section 11: lntroduct•on 
Cr~ationilt Writings- D. Houghton· The language 
of religion: a <ociolinguistlc perspective-/. 
Webster· Section Ill: Introduction · Compre11ed 
fngliih -/. SinciMr · form and function in Engli1h 
businen lellel"l: implications for computf!r.bned 
learnmg- M. Ch.JdtfiY & J. WebJ~r · Section IV: 
lnt1oduclion • the r~nguage of wnopses- /. P. 
Thom~ · How to put the preen of a poem together 
-A. M.lkkai · Section V; Introduction • The 
l.r.nauageof phVIic.r.tsciencH-M. A. K. H.r.lfidily • 
lndu. 

October 1988 256 pa~H 
hudb.ck 0 86187 989 9 f29.SO • 

Clare Painrrt 

Into thf Molhtr Tonsue 
Clue Pa!nttf pre~tll ft<e •tudy of • cMd"s dfo\-elopmont 
ofiiR8Uiif /rom nlll(' month• ro rwo ye~r• on •ei1Hon lo M. 
A. K. Hatlid•y"ssvlltmk 11\w'Y ofltngu•ge dfvelopment 

'I enjoyed retding llrt• book. 11 Wll lnl!fu~uve 1nd 
prOVO!;Irl ..... • Qru~ /aiJmll of Spe«h 

"lhii book II rich ln<lo!oelyob<el'ffll. 1n!lghtl"ullr di~<:u•led 
eumpls. many of wMch be.lr on cu11en.t ct1..,s 1n the 
litemu•e· llntw$.• 

"Hi~ly recommended lor <1Uden1< •nd teuhM otg1m. 
m•Hullheoly and l•nsuiBt.· Cholet 
1984 180 p.llft Ml 0 81>111 4f>J) 119.$0. 

Michael R. Perkins 

Modal hprnsion1 ln fnglish 
Tk~ •utho< •dd•K•" tilt ~ri" ,.nst of mod• I ••~r0.,.0111 ::; :;!:~~;:':'.::':~~ ~':":;~~~.nl tl>wty lnd lypology 

"Perlin•" work k 1 u!C.'Iul•r.d irnpon•n1conr11burion to the 
••II lin•uistiC filttllule on modili!v on fn-li 1h . . Ill 
br~•dth ol "O!M'ind ill d&•tli~d •n•l)1i1of d•ti••~nr rypon 
of dlt4 ,..,ke ~ 1 wekomt 1dd•tion lo t~ lllttllvre on 
modal~y.' Jou•NI of l.n811illltl 

"Whit tniltl rkl• ~k uniq"" I• '" btoid ~<:ope: p~1 kin1 
oumono-s ~U thol-e hn-uillic <le\-.cet whol-e tni)OIIunt:IIOn 
•Ito t•P'"' ~11/V.' lirrtulllicl 

~~~;;J:~"" ~le•r •1111 the conttnllhows &ood w...e.' 

1981 200piaot pot! 086187St41 !IO.U 

Kenneth l. Pik~ and helyn G. Pike 
Tnt and Tasmeme 
Thl1 book applis llgrnomk theory to 1he ,,..ty,il of 
f>l~d~ £nglioh tt>ts. 

·Te•t and hsrntme pro•idtt 1 good pltte ol t-W<kn.:e in 
'''"'" ollhe ddim rhal I~K""'m!cs il • •ehdb!.t tool lot 
iniNptetins. 1111 \lrarsJ,Ifo,...~rd 1nd c"i\riv~ m1nn0,, 1ny 
k•nd of IO•t. •nd "'ow• irl • con•incing w•y lhlll•gmemi~• 
"• rle.,ble thro..,. «Ctl"b~ 10 adrul!monl< and npaltte of 
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l REVIEWS' RevieW r4ifor: Martin Davies 

Functions of Stlle, David Birch and Michael O'Toole (eds.). London 
York: Pinter, 988. 

Reviewed by LANCE St. JOHN BUTLER 

At first I thought that these essays, being in the field of linguistic 
stylistics and therefore concerned to suggest new things about language, might 
be liable to misreading by literary stylisticians who would be looking for new 
suggestions concerning literature or discourse as text'. One of the merits of 
this volume, however, is that it questions this distinction. Being a 
thoroughly Hallidayan enterprise it assumes the accuracy of his most impressive 
and characteristic insight, namely the inseparability of language from social 
context. Indeed, the word "Functions" in the title implies just this. Thus, 
although there is some use in retaining in the disctinction between the two 
types of stylistics, it can also be seen as an arbitrary slicing of the 
seamless web of the socio-cultural context. 

The best parts of this book, therefore, are those which tell us both 
about the way language works and the way texts work and the very best parts are 
those which paint with the broadest possible brush and interest themselves in 
writers, readers, text-production, cultural institutions and social context in 
general as well as in the technicalities of deixis, modality, transitivity and 
the text. Thus Halliday himself contributes a suggestive essay on how 
"grammatics" can help iis to understand texts by Darwin and Tennyson that both 
demonstrates a virtuosity of linguistic analysis and draws some conclusions 
about what is revealed when we have seen, for example, what Tennyson is doing 
"with the grammar" of In Memoriam. 

My interest in his essay is not, I think, the deformation professionelle 
of the literary critic for whom insights into Tennyson must ipso facto be of 
greater interest than insights into the dynamics of the clause complex. For I 
found equally interesting the essay by Gunther Kress which takes as its 
examples a brochure advertising a new drug and a passage from a Mills and Boon 
romance. Kress manages the both/and inclusiveness which this stylistics can 
frequently offer and he manages to keep in play the linguistic, the textual and 
the socio-cultural. His essay ends with a simple but easily-neglected 
formulation of this point about the need to retain the widest possible 
perspective: 

1. Texts are always and everywhere enmeshed in the social 
relations of writers and readers, and in their relations with 
social structures. It is that dynamic which gives rise to what we 
call style in text, and it is that dynamic which ensures that 
language is everywhere a part of social life. 

Breadth of this sort is accompanied, in these essays, by a pleasing 
liberalism towards rival theories in the fields of language and literature.· 
Here is no quick rejection of the linguistic insights of, say, New Criticism or 
Formalism or Transformational Grammar. No text (and that includes utterance) 
is excluded from the attention of stylistics, either; all is grist to the 
stylistic mill, and there is a sensitivity to the limits imposed by the 
theoretical basis of any analysis. As Ronald Carter has said "Any description 
is only as good as the model or system of analysis used" and this cautious 
relativism is echoed in much recent writing, including the present volume where 
the editors tell us that even their Hallidayan view "is in a constant state of 
flux" and "whatever 'power' a stylistic process may have is dependent upon the 

·analytical and theoretical models it is based upon". The only limitation on 



model used appears to be that it must, if it is to be part of linguistics, 
~i~~~~::;~eitself with language. This is demonstrated in practice, too, as for 
~ in the essay by Ruqaiya Hasan where perspectives other than the 

··systematic-functional are welcomed and the only caveat made is that we have 
first of all to understand "the wordings of the poet's sayings" - a formulation 
that indicates, in its slightly tortured neologisms, an attempt not to pre-empt 
the definitions of writing, text and so on that are to be used. Hasan also 
usefully adds that mere.paraphrase of the motifs in a text cannot be "taken as 
serious comment on the artist's sayings". 

In these respects stylistics is similar to the recently-emerged school of 
. literary pragmatics; the presumptions made and the questions asked in both 

; · · tendencies being roughly as follows: "Here is a piece of discourse in oral or 
written form, a text. Ye can deal with it grammatically, syntactically, 
lexically; we can contextualise it historically, psycholinguistically, 
sociolinguistically; we can analyze it with regard to its "subsentential" 
components or with regard to its textual dynamics; we can see it as an element 
in the social semiotic, as a structure or as a process, as a series of 
transformations or transactions. Our models can be formal, functional, 
mathematical, marxist. So long as they are first seen as realised in their 
linguistic mode, almost any approach can be taken to texts." 

The result will often be the sort of pragmatic redescription in terms of 
some model or ·theory that should surely now become the method of "cri ticism11 

employed in Englisb:and cognate departments. Certainly there would be a clear 
gain to be had from dissuading English students from locating their activities 
in a misty hinterland vaguely surrounded by such territories as mild 
philosophy, sociology or psychoanalysis and in helping them instead to 
experience the handling of more rigorous models. Application of thes.e models 
should be done in the greatest possible detail to the widest possible range of 
texts (in these respects Functions of St~le is exemplary) while at the same 
time practitioners need to be more clearly aware than they currently are of the 
interdependence between this activity and the social matrix within which texts 
and language (not to mention English departments) live, move, and have their 
being. 

Yhat is so refreshing about these newer applications of linguistics (its 
"widening ••• range of critical, analytical and theoretical interests") is that, 
at their touch, barriers hitherto considered rather difficult to cross seem to 
melt away. Reading other titles in the Pinter Open Linguistics Series and work 
by Roger Fowler, Ronald Carter, Anne Banfield and others, it is at once 
apparent that the barrier of the English Channel, for instance, has been 
successfully crossed: there are considerable similarities between the work of 
Barthes, Greimas or Riffaterre on the one hand and the sort of "Anglo-Saxon" 
work being done in Australia, Britain and the USA by such people as the 
contributors to Functions of St~le on the other. 

Systemic functional linguistics is the model adopted in this volume but 
the contributors show the benign influence of other schools in their work. As 
an unostentatious example we can take the following sentence from Terry 
Threadgold's article; she is describing her purposes in language unthinkable 
without Chomsky and Derrida: 

2. (This article) is also about its own participation in the 
processes by which theoretical and other stories are generated and 
transmitted and changed, and it is about the way all texts 
participate in· the construction of social realities. 

r;c; 
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This pragmatic and holistic or catholic tendency (surely more 
than many a more exclusive approach) far from being the "wise eclecticism" 
castigated by such as John Ellis is in fact based on the currently most 
acceptable theoretical model. David Butt, in the present volume, offers a 
summary that helps to encapsulate what I have in mind here: 

3. Text is text because of its relevance to a context, and 
contexts ar.e themselves constructed by text. 

Butt, like several others in this collection, is quite happy to shift 
from the lexico-grammatical level to higher levels of analysis; 'indeed, this 
could be said to be the purpose of the whole volume, to bring together detail 
and larger picture. Thus Butt asks what a text is and why we can "display" the 
explicate structure of a clause but not of a text; he talks of texts as 
"ensembles" and bears this in mind while at the same time dealing with the 
lexico-grammatical. 

Against the pleasing glasnost of these essays, however, must be set their 
tendency to teeter ort the brink of a jargon close to being impenetrable. Here 
is perhaps the greatest reservation that a non-specialist must have about such 
highly-promising developments in stylistics. I am prepared to accept that a 
good deal of technical vocabulary is essential to a project of this sort but 
there are two objections that should nonetheless be made. The first is that 
where the linguist adopts a full-blown quasi-scientific style he or she runs 
the risk of losing, the audience and achieving much less than might be possible· 
(physician, one might say, heal thyself). Halliday and his followers are 
rather too ready to plunge into algebra and diagram without much of a backward 
glance at those of us still struggling in the tall grass outside. Is it always 
necessary, for instance, to abbreviate terms quite so brutally, often to a 
single letter? And why are some terms explained an<\ others not? The second 
objection is, of course, to those lingui~ts who actually do fall over the edge 
into gobbledygook. They are represented in this volume by Melrose and Melrose 
who receive my award (keenly contested in some quarters of the linguistic 
globe) for the style most suitable for use by Lucky in Waitinf for Godot that I 
have so far read this year. They deserve a special commendat on for their 
efforts towards incomprehensibility because of the truly impenetrable diagram 
they produce (p. 108) whose usefulness (dare I say whose function?) I would 
challenge anyone to demonstrate to me. 

Interestingly, Robert Hodge's essay addresses precisely this question of 
the style of the stylistician. He asks how Halliday thinks and submits some 
sections of the master to analysis with effective results. This kind of self
consciousness and self-critical capacity must surely keep stylistics of this 
sort truly functional and at the leading edge of our thinking about discourse 
of all sorts. · 

University of Stirling 
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Christopher S. Butler. S~stemic Linguistics. Theory and Application. London: 
Batsford Academic, 1985. 59 pp. 

Reviewed by EIRIAN DAVIES 

This book deserves a welcome as the first detailed critical survey of 
work in this area covering the whole of the past twenty five years. Butler's 
account begins with the genesis of Halliday's approach in the work of Firth and 
Malinowski and charts its development from the Scale and Category model of the 
early 1960s through the shift to a greater emphasis on a deep grammar expressed 
principally in terms of systems of paradigmatic relations later in that decade, 
and in the early seventies, to the wider concerns with socio-semantic theory 
and analysis which have been central in much of Halliday's subsequent writing. 
It appeared just before the publication of Halliday's most recent book (1985), 
and does not deal with it. 

Butler's declared aim (viii) is given in the context of noting an 
increasing interest in systemic linguistics: "It is important that work within 
this framework should be made accessible to linguists whose knowledge is 
confined to other approaches •••• There is a need for a book which gives an 
overview of the whole field, describing and comparing the various models put 
·forward by Halliday and others within the systemic tradition. I hope that the 
present book will go some way towards satisfying this need." His intended 
readership is professional linguists and "those students who already have a 
good grasp of the fundamental concepts of linguistics, and have been exposed to 
non-systemic models of language." Problems of delimitation and focus are often 
intractable in establishing the ground of a necessarily restricted survey, and 
it is perhaps unreasonable to carp, but in view of this stated orientation more 
might be made of the compatibilities, which Halliday himself has. been at pains 
to point out, between work in systemic linguistics and that in stratificational 
grammar and Tagmemics. Since much of the current revival of interest. in 
systemic linguistics is taking place in North America in contexts, such as the 
LACUS forum, where it is this relatedness which is an important element in its 
renewed appeal, a greater attention to common concerns and shared beliefs would 
have been relevant. 

Butler discusses Hudson's work on syntax, in some detail, Gregory's work 
on register theory and, to a lesser extent, on Communication linguistics, 
Sinclair's pioneering studies in lexis and discourse analysis, and also the 
work of Fawcett, Berry and Butler himself. Inhis chapter on "Applications" 
(9), he treats briefly of the work of Winograd, Davey, Mann and Mathiesson in 
computer programs for the understanding/generation of text, and also of work in 
stylistics by Halliday, Gregory and Sinclair, together with some coverage of 
the projects in educational linguistics directed by Halliday. at University 
College London between 1964-71, and of some of the work of Bernstein and his 
associates using Halliday's model. Halliday's work on intonation is treated in 
a chapter (7) which also covers lexis·and discourse, and compared there with 
that of Brazil. Chapter 8, "Descriptions of English and other languages" 
includes a discussion of Halliday and Hasan's work on cohesion. 

Critical discussion is reserved principally for the work of Halliday, 
Hudson and, to some extent, Fawcett and Berry. Criticism of Halliday's work by 
non-systemic linguists is cited and evaluated in places, for example, that by 
Matthews, Palmer and Postal concerning the rank scale (29-33), but. more space 
is devoted to debate within systemic linguistics itself (eg chapter 5). Butler 
concurs with Berry's charge against Halliday of a failure to define terms 
adequately (92) and faults his approach in places for a lack of explicitness 
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(eg 93). On the relation between syntax and semantics, he complains of 
unacknowledged shifts ~n Halliday's position between 1970-7, and a lack of 
clarity (79-81). He aligns his own views more with those of Hudson on this 
question, arguing for a "rather narrower view" of what is covered by "meaning" 
(102-3, 107-8, 126-7), one which allows for certain variations in form without 
associated semantic distinctions. This question remains in debate, both within 
systemic linguistics and more widely. When quoting from Leech (126-7) in 
support of the autonomous syntax view, he might, if only to balance the 
picture, have quoted with equal appositeness from Bolinger (1977: ix-x), whose 
robustly held belief that "any word which a language permits to survive must 
make its semantic contribution; and that the same holds for any construction 
that is physically distinct from any other construction" has been extensively 
substantiated in his work over many years. On a point of detail here, Davies' 
1979 version of an approach first presented in 1972 follows Bolinger and 
Halliday in this respect, and cannot be said to •corroborate" Hudson's 1975 
article on questions (188-190). 

The reference to Leech brings to mind the relatively wide area of 
consensus among many linguists in Britain during the 1960's and early 1970s, 
the period when Halliday•s·work was exercising its greatest influence in this 
country. Leech's own early work (1966) made use of a grammatical framework 
highly compatible with the scale and category model, as did Crystal and Davy's 
influential analysis of varieties of style in English (1969). What proved to 
be less widely acceptable and persuasive than Halliday's general philosophical 
position and descriptive insights was the technical apparatus of systemic 
hierarchies and the associated notation and diagrammatic conventions. System 
networks can be seen as a more sophisticated version of the flow chart, and · 
provide a d11vice for ordering sets of conditioned alternatives_. They are 
neutral to purpose of use; and can be employed in either a classifactory or a 
"generative" approach. They are not essential to the presentation of either 
kind of approach. They are also, in themselves, entirely neutral to subject 
matter. As with flow charts it is the "questions asked", the grounds for 
selecting them, what they are asked about, and the criteria for "answering" 
them which are crucial. It is therefore perhaps unfortunate that the term 
"systemic" came to be used for a whole approach to language much wider and 
richer than the name suggests. It is worth noting that Halliday avoids the 
term in the title of his most recent book, on the grounds that systemic 
networks and associated realization statements are only one part of his model 
(and that he was treating the functional aspect separately, as "more directly 
related to the analysis of text"). 

Butler praises Halliday's descriptive insights (192) and claims that 
"systemic linguistics has shown itself to be eminently suitable for application 
to the areas of stylistics, language learning and teaching, and artificial 
intelligence" (212). This is a valid claim, but leads to a query on the 
balance of treatment in this book. More could have been made of applications 
of the systemic model. For example, Dolores Burton's study of Shakespeare's 
Grammatical Style is not even listed in the bibliography. There is a sense in 
which Berry's claim, which Butler re-affirms, that Halliday's recourse to data 
is insufficient seems oddly paralleled in this book by Butler's own reluctance 
to examine existing textual studies within the systemic framework. 

On the whole, this survey will be of more interest to those already well 
versed in systemic linguistics than to many of its intended readership. To the 
former group it will often be stimulating, and perhaps at times fruitfully 
provocative. It may well be that Butler's treatment which, in view of its 
title, has a rather disproportionate emphasis on theory, is a necessary and 
important step in making more public the themes of discussion, and developments 
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in thinking, among those who would regard themselves as working within the 
systemic tradition (although Hudson ceased to do some time ago). But we still 
await a survey and interpretation which will stress and elucidate the 
connections between systemic linguistics and other non-transformational 
genera.tive approaches. It is in this context that its distinctive 
contributions can be most usefully assessed, and any charge of inward
lookingness and isolation most convincingly rebutted. Perhaps a second volume 
will be forthcoming? 
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c. Butler. Computers in Linguistics. Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1985. 

Reviewed by JOHN YILSON. 

In the preface to this book Butler states that " ••• despite the emergence 
of so called expert systems mimicking human decision making processes computers 
are still very stupid beasts ••• " (p. vii). It is clear then that Butler views 
computers with a "calculator" mentality. They are tools which function 
primarily to assist scholars with laborious tasks such as sorting and counting 
large amounts of data. In reaction to this I think it would be uncharitable to 
take the extreme (and opposite) position noted by Gazdar and Mellish (1987: 
226) ,. that simple counting processes (word counts, concordances, indexes) 
" ••• no longer counts as computational linguistics, or even. as an academic 
activity". 

The debate about whether computers display intelligence is a complex one 
(see Turing, 1950; Hofstadter, 1979; Dennett, 1978), and it is one in which 
linguists working within natural language processing are actively involved. 
Yhether we are personally interested in such issues or not the argument is a 
live one. If Butler's work is not to fall foul of the criticism of Gazdar and 
Mellish (1987) then it must be seen in perspective; where core issues of 
natural language processing in artificial intelligence are not germane to his 
central themes. Therefore I see little point in Butler raising intelligence 
issues, as simple asides or otherwise. 

I am not merely making a pedantic point here. It is important to 
recognize that many linguists are now gaining their first experience of 
computers and computation via the theoretical and practical issues of natural 
language processing (covered in Butler in three pages). Consequently, students 
coming across a book called "Computers in Linguistics" might be surprised to 
find it has little to say about natural language processing, or indeed 
linguistic theory in general. 

This is not to say Butler's book should be other than it is, simply that 
its narrow focus should be motivated in some way. The narrow scope of the book 
is reflected not merely in the fact that it has little to say about what Gazdar 
and Mellish (1987) (in a book concerned with introducing recent developments in 
modern linguistic thinking) call "Computational Linguistics", but also in the 
fact that the majority of the book is concerned with a step by step explication 
of one high level computer language called SNOBOL 4. 

Butler organizes the book into two parts. In part one the reader is 
introduced to the very basics: types of computers, hardware/software, the 
processes of input/output, and so on: extremely useful information for the 
novice. Following the introduction to the basics Butler gives an overview of 
linguistic and literary computing and then briefly describes a number of 
package programs (such as the Oxford concordance program) useful for textual 
analysis. The flavour of most of the material here, and throughout the book, 
is literary; but it would not be difficult for readers interested in applying 
computer analysis to other areas to extrapolate beyond the example texts given. 
Although part one is clearly and competently presented, the examples, in some 
cases, seem quite trite, and perhaps some more insight into the interesting 
findings and hypotheses which can be derived from counts might be worthwhile; 
particularly since in part two the reader will be asked to expend a significant 
amount of time learning a programming language which will allow them to carry 
out textual counts. 

In part two, which forms the majority of the text, Butler introduces, and 
works through in some detail, the programming language SNOBOL 4. This 
programming language has been specifically developed for the analysis of texts. 
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Butler argues that while package programmes are useful, in that they can be 
implemented in a fairly straightforward manner (with little knowledge of 
computing required), there is a distinct advantage in being able to make use of 
a high level programming language. Yhen one can construct a program from 
scratch one will be in a greater position of flexibility in terms of the kinds 
of questions one can ask and the kinds of hypotheses one can test. 

Butler recognizes that some effort will be required on the part of the 
reader to learn SNOBOl. 4, yet the fruits of such effort are only really 
revealed. when Butler shows us in the last chapter how he employed a SNOBOl. 4 
program to test specific hypotheses about the early vs the later work of Sylvia 
Plath. Once again I feel some occasional reward or reminder of what is to be 
gained from employing computers would be important; particularly for the 
novice. Once the novice gets past a rather innocuous and interesting part one, 
he finds himself right in the middle of sorting out variables, names, strings 
and other technical phenomena. I'm not convinced that simple information on 
how to count words, vowels, morphemes or whatever, is enough in itself. 

In many ways part two is similar to a manual for the implementation of 
SNOBOL 4. There is certainly nothing wrong with this, and indeed anyone who 
has ever .tried to work through a computer manual will appreciate the quality 
and clarity of Butler's exposition. Nevertheless, manuals are generally 
written to accompany the software, and following part two will be much easier 
if the reader can get access to a computer capable of running SNOBOL 4. In a 
way Butler is sensitive to this pratical difficulty. Consequently, each 
chapter ends with a clearly constructed question section. Here the reader can 
not only test what he has learned from the chapter, but approximate to 
constructing programmes for himself. 

Overall, as an introduction to one specific programming language I think 
this book is well written and excellently organized. As a general introduction 
to the broad dimension of text analysis within Computational Linguistics in 
general I feel it is restricted and narrow. 
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J.C. Catford. A Practical Introduction to Phonetics. Oxford: Clarendon 
1988. 

Reviewed by BOZENA CETNAROYSKA 

A Practical Introduction to Phonetics by J.C. Catford is a self-study book 
addressed primarily to adults who have developed a professional interest in 
language, for instance teachers of languages, students of linguistics, actors 
and speech pathologists. The author helps the readers to acquire deep 
understanding of the nature of speech· sounds and shows how one can obtain 
conscious control over the vocal tract. These two goals are accomplished by a 
series of experiments - mainly exercises in silent speech production - which 
the readers are expected to carry out. Although some of the exercises can be 
found in other guides to phonetics, for example in Elements of General 
Phonetics by D. Abercrombie, An Outline of English Phonetics by D. Jones and A 
Course in Phonetics by P. Ladefoged, Catford's handbook has one remarkable -
advantage. Every sound distinction utilized in English or other languages is 
illustrated in the book under review by an appropriate experiment. 

Discussion of articulatory phonetics takes up a major part of A Practical 
Introduction to Phonetics. The author embarks on a very detailed analysis of 
three functional components of speech, namely the initiation of the flow of 
air, phonation and articulation. He also provides an ample description of co
articulation, sound sequences functioning as single units and articulatory 
characteristics of cardinal vowels. Other topics receive less exhaustive 
treatment. Vowel formants and prosodic features are briefly discussed. The 
concepts of the phoneme, the allophone and the distinctive features are 
introduced. A very short overview of the sound system of English is offered. 
Students of English may find particularly useful Section 10 of Chapter 10, in 
which vowel phonemes of British and American English are contrasted. Some 
allowances are made for dialectal variation within these two types of English. 
Due to the introductory format of the book, a number of phonetic and 
phonological issues are left out of the account, for instance phonostylistics, 
neutralization of phonological contrasts and instrumental analysis of sounds. 

The presentation of the material selected by Catford merits the highest 
praise. The author gradually unfolds the intricacies of speech production. He 
starts with a very general functional description of the vocal tract and with 
simple experiments in removing or adding initiation, articulation and voicing. 
Then he proceeds to identify the subsections of articulators and introduces 
more difficult experiments, such as the production of retroflex sounds, trills 
or implosives. 

A Practical Introduction to Phonetics is provided with an index of terms 
and an excellent summary which takes the form of a glossary of main concepts 
introduced by Catford. The appendix entitled "For Further Reading" directs the 
readers to specific chapters of alternative handbooks of phonetics. 

The book under review certainly fulfils its title's promises: it equips 
the readers with a practical knowledge of phonetics. Just one reservation 
could be expressed here. Catford assumes that cardinal vowels can be learned 
from written description. The student of phonetics would, however, be well 
advised to additionally consult a well-trained phonetician or to listen to 
recordings of cardinal vowels. 

A Practical Introduction to Phonetics can be recommended as an excellent 
resource - one which promotes self-instruction - for appropriate courses in 
linguistics and language-related courses. 

Institute of English 
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Part One, Deakin University course: Language and Learning 

Christie, Frances, Language Education, Deakin University 1985, pp. vi + 49 

Painter, Clare, Learning the Mother Tongue, Deakin University University 1985 
pp.iii +54 

Halliday, M.A.K. and Hasan, R., Language, Context, and Text: Aspects of 
language in a social-semiotic perspective, Deakin University 1985 pp. iv + 

126 
Lemke, J.L., Using Language in the Classroom, Deakin University 1985 pp. v + 43 

Halliday, M.A.K., Spoken and Yritten Language, Deakin University 1985 pp. vHi 
+ 109 

Hasan, R., Linguistics, Language, and Verbal Art, Deakin University 1985 pp. vi 
+ 124 

[Eds.: Since this review was written,, a second edition of this series has been 
published by Oxford University Press.] 

Review by STEVEN SCHREINER 

In Network no. 10, Editor Robin Fawcett extended a warm welcome to Deakin 
University's language education series. The six texts reviewed here comprise 
the first .of a two-part course in the Master of Education progr,am, "Language 
and Learning." The series is edited by Frances Christie, whose own text 
establishes the overall aim of the course: "fo improve the quality of language 
education in our schools" (p. v) by providing basic perspectives on language 
and principles for its analyses. Yritten primarily for teachers and 
educationists, this series is also about how meanings are made, transmitted, 
and learned and about how the language of the classroom and textbook can lead, 
in J.M. Lemke's words, to "social inequality and its injustice" (Lemke, p. 2). 

Each slim volume contains a helpful index called "technical terms" and a 
"further reading" appendix, annotated in 4 of the texts; each text also 
contains marginal notes or annotations making it easy for student and teacher 
to find the salient points and key terms in each section. The reader can 
glimpse quickly at the major role Halliday's earlie~ works play in shaping the 
concerns of the course; but the reader does not need to .be familil!lr with 
semiotics or fu

1
nctional systemic theory. Taken in the order in which they 

appear listed, the texts demonstrate successful applications of systemic 
theory, enlightening the intended audience for the series. 

A major impetus for the course arises from the finding that Aboriginal 
Australians do poorly in school compared to white Australians. The Deakin 
series, using other findings, in one sense attempts to explain why this 
happens. As Lemke points out, teachers themselves are unaware of the implicit 
connections their texts and lessons bear to the exclusive and complex meaning 
systems of their particular culture. Hence, the series is among those recent 
few textbooks which address the way we mean, not only what we mean, in 
classroom games, science, conversation or literature. 

Christie views language learning as a way of "negotiating meanings" (p. 
vi) and in those terms states the pedagogical direction the series will take: 
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In order to participate successfully in the various 
situations in which they find themselves, particularly in 
schools, children need to learn the language necessary to 
deal with these situations (p. 17). 

The Deakin series aims to alert teachers that school language is a system of 
social meaning within which students succeed and fail as a result of their 
experience, not their intelligence. In the classroom, students are really 
learning ideologies of culture. 

Christie's findings are not new (see Shirley Heath's Ya~s with Yords), 
though they are fascinating. She examines the oral genre of 7 Show and Tell" 
and some written genres--recipes, "how to" stories, etc--and concludes 
insightfully that judgements about difference among students in performance 
have truth, but not explanatory power. For Christie, "it would seem that we 
should explain the difference by recourse to the differing domestic and social 
contexts from which children come" (p. 35). Christie admonishes us to teach 
students the genres they will need to manipulate. Yriting teachers in the 
United States are coming to similar conclusions as Christie, and exploring the 
notion that learning to write is a matter of learning to construct different 
written genres. 

Clare Painter's book also looks at language as a "set of resources for 
making meanings" (p. 48) and builds a strong case for a "language-mediated view 
of the world" (p. 42) which tells us that knowing a language involves knowledge 
of genres, contexts, and appropriate linguistic behaviors. Basing her study of 
acquisition on Halliday's Learning How to Mean, Painter looks at language 
learning as an interaction between infant and siblings, parents, and care
givers, in which the child learns about reality and about language 
simultaneously; according to Painter, "each is a consequence of the other" (p. 

-21), Yhen the child recognizes that the meanings of utterance.and situation 
are intertwined, language acquisition is greatly speeded up. Painter's study 
helps us understand how the systemic functional approach is spedally geared to 
the study of language acquisition, since the approach relies so heavily on the 
connections between utterance and situation as systems that reveal each other. 

Yhile any interpretation of child language is at best tentative, relying 
on "as-if-to-say" when stating what an utterance "means", Painter's study 
demonstrates that "any utterance embodies more than one kind of meaning option 
and consists of more than one expressive form", (p. 22). By seeing language as 
a social phenomenon, not a cognitive apparatus which attains maturity at age 5, 
Painter is able to describe linguistic maturity as the child's increased 
ability to use language in its various functions. Painter is able to describe 
linguistic maturity as the child's increased ability to use language in its 
various functions. Painter illustrates her son's transition from a linguistic 
system which allowed him to talk either about things or to engage in talk with 
others, to the use of a system that allowed him to maKi both kinds of meaning 
happen simultan~ously. 

Gradually the child comes to bring the two kinds of context 
together (and his two "languages" together until all speech 
situations are alike interpreted as having component aspects 
(field, tenor, and mode) expressed by corresponding component 
areas of the grammar: the experiential, interpersonal and 
textual metafunctions (p. 36). 

This book provides good support for the functional perspective as a way of 
explaining the relationship between language learning and language use, and 
while it offers no advice for the classroom, Painter's applications of 
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:. Hall~ day's semiotic theory will be valuable to students in graduate and 
'"undergraduate education programs. 

In Language, Context, and Text, Halliday lays out his fascinating notion 
of language as a social semiotic system, exploring "functions" as components of 
meaning, "register" as the main principle of variation in discourse, and 
"intertextuality" as the concept which brings together context of situation 
with context of culture. Building upon Malinowski's belief·that understanding 
a text in a given situation requires a history of meanings built from similar 
contexts, Halliday concludes 

There is a sense in which the classroom is one long text, 
that carries over from one year to the next and from one 
stage of schooling to the next (p. 47). 

Over the school years, as the "text" of learning in school unfolds, not all 
pupils become conversant with the discourse of their teachers, textbooks, and 
activities. Halliday's view of FIELD as "the play," TENOR as "the players," 
and MODE as "the parts" can help us better understand how students in a 
classroom can fail to make the right predictions or appropriate assumptions 
from the context of situation. llhile it may be arguable that "all learning is 
a process of contextualization: a building up of expectancies about what will 
happen next" (p. 49), Halliday plausibly concludes that the foreign student 
"has not yet learnt to exjiect in English" (p. 46) nor to make predictions based 
on context. Similarly, t e series helps us recognize that the student from a 
culture foreign to that in place in the classroom and textbook world is likely 
to be thwarted by the social semiotic she encounters. 

In her detailed, analytical contributions to the book, Hasan discusses 
the Contextual Configuration, of CC, of a text; the CC is a "specific set of 
values that realizes field, tenor, and mode" (p. 56) for any text, for example 
a parent scolding a child in speech. Viewing texts as "language doing some job 
in some context" (p. 11), Hasan wants to use the CC to account for the. 
obligatory and optional features of texts, or the generic structure potential 
(GSP). By systematically describing different texts occurring in service 
encounters," Hasan works toward the elusive goal of representing the full 
semantical potential of a language, demonstrating the possible structures 
within genres. The diagrams, however, prove difficult to read. 

In discussing service encounters, Hasan seems to stray from the series' 
aim to examine how meanings are negotiated in classrooms. Nevertheless, the 
analyses of service encounters --shopping at the market--reveal that the 
majority of verbs in those texts are descriptive, not active; a finding which 
supports her claim that "structure" or moves we are allowed in specific 
registers or genres, and not "texture," or specific linguiStic items, 
identifies texts. Seen in terms of the classroom, Hasan's findings indicates 
that the defining features of texts such as unity and closure, must be 
comprehended if learning is. to take place. Gramma ticali ty is not the issue in 
language learning, since knowing how to speak a language is not the same as 
knowing how to use it. 

After spending several hundred hours observing science lessons in junior 
and senior high school classes, physicist and semiotician J.L. Lemke·notes in 
his text 

Students are indeed three to four times as likely to show 
signs of close engagement with the lesson when the teacher is 
breaking the usual rule of formal impersonal ways of talking 
classroom science as when these rules are followed ••• (p. 16). 

Because Lemke believes we ought to view education as "talk" (p.l), his finding 
suggests that in the classroom how we talk determines to whom we talk. llhat is 
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significant is that students differ in their capacities to respond to the 
social practices encoded in educational discourse, to "share-communicate 
share-resemble" (p. 18). Lemke's position: current classroom practice 
to social inequality and injustice. 

To support his belief, Lemke distinguishes between "activity structures," 
such as the behaviors initiated by teachers' moves toward question-answer 
formats; and "thematic structures" which are language-use habits, syntagms or 
paradigms, built up over years of classroom practice, and which signal 
"specific points of view and styles of expression" (p. 11). Lemke found that 
classroom systems rely on an unfolding drama of ways of meaning that are 
expected to be learned and known at a certain stage; moreover, these 
assumptions "are largely outside conscious recognition of teachers and 
students" (21). His monograph serves to point out that students, if for no 
reason than the boredom Lemke cites, are entitled to a new discourse of science 
in the classroom and textbook, and Lemke's concise report is a start toward 
raising language awareness in teachers. 

Spoken and Yritten Language is the most complicated book in the series, for 
several reasons. Firstly, Halliday wants to examine in detail the structures 
of spoken and written language, for the purpose of showing that both forms of 
language are equally complex. He examines information found in tone groups, 
rhythm, and intonation, as he does with the clause, clause complex, and nominal 
group. In part, Halliday wants to debunk the notion that writing is a superior 
means of communicating; thus, he explores the reasons why writing has lexical 
density and speech has lexical sparsity. The differences are shown to be a 
function of the fact that spoken language deals with processes, or happenings, 
while written language deals with products, or existence. 

The text is also complicated because, given the impetus of this series, it 
is difficult to place the concerns of this text within the classroom. After 
discussing the origins of the writing system, Halliday establishes that 
writing is secondary to speaking as a means of communicating. ·He wants us to 
view speaking as a way of learning; he diagrams intonation contours, 
transcribes speech, and counts feet in lines of verse and spoken prose, showing 
that rhythmic patterns are meaningful. In the context of the series, however, 
it is difficult to understand Halliday's text. 

One of the most interesting aspects of the book deals with grammar as a 
metaphor, which transforms immediate processes from spoken language, such as 
applauding, to static products in written language, such as the nominal 
applause. Ye learn that "different world views are embedded in speech and 
writing," and that we "have passed the peak of exclusive literacy ••• speech has 
regained at least some of its value in the culture" (p. 98). Spoken and 
Yritten Language establishes the complexity of spoken language and the analyses 
thereof; yet readers may wish that this text had been more clearly integrated 
in the series' concern with language of education of education as a social 
semiotic system. 

Ruqaiya Hasa~ has devoted much of her career to finding and developing a 
framework for studying the language of different discourses, including 
literature or verbal art. Building upon notions of information structure which 
help locate meaning in clauses, in Linguistics, Language and Verbal Art Hasan 
completes this series by examining how language functions in literature. She 
notes that "· •• appreciation must give way to appraisal. •• " (p. 27). 

By examining a poem and a short story Hasan helps to establish that the way 
language functions in literature is literature; she emphasizes how 
interpretation through linguistic-structures, for example -er and -ed roles of 
the speaker, tense selection, foregrounding, can reveal a fUrl range of 
potential meanings. Moreover, Hasan believes that such interpretation.made 
specific by a structural approach can lead to a clearer evaluation, than 
evaluation privileged for its own sake. Seen through a functional perspective, 
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the literature studied in the classroom becomes accessible to the student who 
has been preparing all through schooling--through such patterning as nursery 
rhymes which prepare our perception of clauses--to realize the meanings of 
verbal art. Hasan attempts to show teachers and students that " ••• the working 
of the patterns and the text are one and the same thing ... "(p. 12). 

Common threads woven through these six texts combine to remind us that as 
teachers our grammar and behavior form only a small number of possible 
discourses to which students are willing and able to respond. The Deakin 
series helps us understand that language fits our needs and can be closely 
studied through our investigation of how it meets those needs for contact, for 
achievement, for knowledge. Texts which illuminate the discourse of education
-nursery rhymes, science, literature and conversation--improve the chances that 
we will teach fairly and insightfully. These are several of the many virtues 
of the first part of the Deakin series in language education; the second part 
should likewise be warmly welcomed. 

Finally, it is important to make it clear that the Deakin Series is, as 
planned, accessible to readers who may be only slightly familiar with Systemic 
Theory. Painter's straightforward analyses of her transcripts help us 
understand how systemics accounts for language acquisition, while Christie 
provides a practical application of genre theory to the classroom. Likewise, 
practical applications of Halliday's work make systemics seem a plausible and 
attractive theory of language acquisition and use and these applications make 
up for some of·the difficulties the reader will encounter in SPOKEN AND WRITTEN 
LANGUAGE. Lemke's lucid monograph cautions teachers to recognize the 
assumptions which govern our discourse, if we are to·understand how our 
students learn science ·or any other classroom subject. For readers who have 
braved longer analyses of spoken conversations, Hasan's studies reveal how 
speech, when examined in its context of utterance, does not look the way we 
expected; thus Hasan's study underscores how important our presence i$, as well 
as our practice, in performing service encounters in particular, and in 
communicating in general. These are several of the many virtues of the first 
part of the Deakin Series in language education; the second part should 
likewise be warmly welcomed. 

English Department 
Wayne State University 
Detroit, Michigan 

[Editor's note: The Deakin Series reviewed here are now published 
by Oxford University Press. For more information contact: 
Oxford University Press, Walton Street, Oxford, OX2 6DP, England. 
At least some of the books have been revised. More information 
will be in Volumes 13/14 of NETWORK.]· 



James Copeland (ed.). New Directions in Linguistics and Semiotics. 
Studies in the Theory and History of Linguistic Science IV. Current Issues 
Linguistic Theory. Volume 32. Amsterdam: John Benjamins Publishing Company, 
1984. 

Reviewed by IREK JAKUBCZAK 
The book under review brings together eleven papers delivered at the 

symposium on new directions in linguistics and semiotics that was held in 
Houston, Texas, on March 18 - 20, 1982.. The contributions are grouped into 
five main sections, with introductory notes to each section. The volume also 
includes a preface, an introduction, biographical notes on the contributors, 
and a general index. 

Dissatisfied with the definition of linguistics as the study of language, 
Sydney Lamb: Introduction - "On the Aims of Linguistics", attempts to redefine 
the field by looking into two "very nearly inseparable" (8) questions: what are 
the aims of linguistics? and what is linguistics? He argues for a redefinition 
of linguistics in Hjelmslevian terms1 he opts for abolishing the boundaries 
between pure and applied linguistics and for reaffirming the relevance of 
theoretical linguistics to other fields claiming interest in language. 

Part I provides two, largely programmatic, papers: "Mellow Glory" by 
Winfred P. Lehmann and "The Uniqueness Fallacy" by Charles c. Hockett. Lehmann 
is preoccupied with the current status and recent history of linguistics. He 
rightly· points to the neogrammarians' disregard for syntax and the 
transformationalists' neglect of language in favour of grammar. He insists on 
educating linguists instead of training them, which would involve knowledge of 
at least one structurally different language beside one's native tongue, 
observing how language is used (emphasis mine), and acquaintance with several 
theories of language. -- · 

Charles Hockett attacks what he calls "the uniqueness fallacy", i.e. the 
assumption that two grammatical analyses of a sentence must obey the Law of the 
Excluded Middle. His discussion mainly concerns the simple clause. His non
uniqueness principle, however, is not entirely plausible. For while it is true 
that the word fun is a nominal predicate attribute for some speakers and an 
adjectival prediCate attribute for others, and no misunderstanding arises in 
communication one can still claim that fun has noun-like distribution on the 
grounds that it can be negated by no, whiie "true" adjectives cannot, at least 
in predicative position, cf. *He IS no wise. Still, Hockett's paper is a 
valuable contribution to linguistic methodology in that it reconciles diverse 
approaches to sentence analysis. 

The common theme that runs through Part II is the concern voiced by 
M.A.K. Halliday: "Linguistics in the University" and Mary R. Haas "Lessons 
from American Indian Linguistics". They both note a crisis of identity in 
present-day linguistics and suggest similar remedies. But while Halliday 
emphasizes the social responsibilities of linguists in responding to practical 
linguistic issues, Haas stresses the importance of studying languages rather 
than language. She makes a similar point to that raised by Lehmann, namely 
that a student of linguistics should learn to analyze and describe a language 
unrelated to the student's native language. Halliday's paper also contains an 
excellent discussion of grammatical metaphor, even though he does not define 
it. By claiming that spoken language is lexically sparse and grammatically 
complex, while written language is lexically dense but grammatically simple, 
Halliday gives fresh impetus to linguistic analysis of written and spoken 
texts. 

The three papers in Part III are clear examples of the "ethnographic" 
approach to language study - to use Halliday's designation employed in the same 
volume- with Robert Longacre's "Reshaping Linguistics" being the most 
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of them. Longacre correctly assumes that meaning and 
understanding are inseparable in language. He deals with lexical semantics, 
suggesting that there is no distinction between linguistic and non-linguistic 
knowledge. He ignores emotive meaning, which is a serious shortcoming. Ilse 
Lehiste's "The Many Linguistic Functions of Duration" is a valuable phonetic 
contribution to the disambiguation process in natural language, By showing 
that the increased interstress interval is correlated with the phrase boundary 
in (old men) and women, Lehiste proves convincingly that actual utterances 
rather than sentences are never ambiguous. "Lexical Semantics and Text 
Semantics" by Charles Fillmore postulates a cognitive-semantic approach to 
"expressions" and "texts". Fillmore criticizes alethetic semantics for its 
inability to handle context of use, claiming that his theory is superior in 
that it can determine why a given sentence is appropriate or inappropriate in a 

· g;ven context. Unfortunately he does not formulate general rules tying 
meanings with contexts nor does he specify properties of contexts. 
Consequently, his framework does not account for linguistic 
productivity/creativity, the central problem of semantics. 

The papers by Edward Stankiewicz "Linguistics, Poetics, and the Literary 
Genres" and Donald Preziosi "Subjects and Objects" constitute Part IV. 
Stankiewicz revises Jakobsen's definition of the poetic language and attempts a 
new definition of all three major literary genres by employing the notions of 
invariance and markedness. He claims that the key to their differentiation is 
the role each of them assigns to the narrated event and to the speech event: 
the drama.and the epic have them as obligatory features, while the lyric is 
unmarked in this respect. They also achieve unity differently: the first two 
by means of a plot, the last by means of a rhythmic pattern. It seems, 
however, that certain epic poems would use both means to achieve unity. 
Preziosi specifies two ways in which visual semiotics can influence 
linguistics: its recent emphasis on the user of the made (built) environment 
and the fact that it provides for crossmodal connections. But although we can 
draw many parallels between language and architecture, language will always 
remain the reference base. To point to two crucial differences only language 
can be used in the displaced mode and only language can develop spontaneously. 

Part V brings together two papers: "Symptom" by Thomas A. Sebeok and 
"Semiotic Laws in Linguistics and Natural Science." by Sebastian Shaumyan. 
Both authors reserve a privileged place for semiotics among sciences. Sebeok 
studies the relationship between the sign and the symptom. He gives a very 
comprehensive definition of the sign and treats symptoms as special cases of 
signs. The disquieting fact about Sebeok's approach is that he does not accord 
language its unique place as a semiotic system. Shaumyan addresses one of the 
central problems in linguistic theory: the nature of metalanguage. While most 
of his criticism of transformational-generative grammar is certainly correct, I 
fined it difficu;tt to agree with his claim that "it confounds constituency 
relations with linear word order" (253): many writers on transformational 
grammar insist on separating these two aspects of syntactic structure. 

Many papers in the collection manifest emphasis on the addressee in the 
communication process. What they lack most are clear statements on linguistic 
methodology. 

University of Katowice 
Poland 



Functional approaches to writing: research perspectives. Edited by K~'"h~ 
Couture. London: Frances Pinter, 1986. 

Reviewed by CAROL C. MOCK 

This collection of original papers presents the work of scholars whose 
insights arise from their close investigation of written texts in social 
contexts. It will be valuable reading both for composition theorists and text 
linguists, if not for lightheaded undergraduates in those two fields. 

In the introduction, Couture raises a provocative question about what 
compositional and interpretive tasks language requires of writers and readers. 
First of all, what does language require of writers? Conformity to syntactic 
rules governing the parts of a sentence, for one thing; but syntactic matters 
are only a small part of what is going on in writing, if we are convinced that 
language functions so as to embody the social semiotic in which texts arise and 
are social acts. Similarly, the interpretation of a written text requires more 
of readers than just "barking at print," as Martin Davies points out in his 
paper. The fourteen papers in the book give individual answers to these 
functional questions, and yet they all demonstrate the interrelatedness between 
texts and the live discourses to which they contribute, via the linguistic 
choices that writers and readers make. 

The book has four parts. The first offers functional descriptions of 
specific linguistic features in written texts and proposes methods of textual 
analysis by means of papers by Robert L. Brown, Jr. and Carl G. Herndl, Michael 
P. Jordan, and Mary Ann Eiler. Part II explores the processes of producing and 
interpreting written texts, in papers by Barbara Couture, Deborah Brandt, 
Edward L. Smith, jr., and Michael Hoey and Eugene Winter. Part III 
investigates the extent to which 'well-written' texts contain identifiable 
linguistic features that are either lacking or misused in 'badly-written' ones, 
in papers by Carolyn G. Hartnett, Christine A. Hult, and Pamela Peters. Part 
IV addresses the challenge of teaching students how to write, with individual 
papers by Stephen. Bernhardt, Martin Davies, Frances Christie, and a joint 
paper by James R. Martin and Joan Rothery. In what follows, each paper is 
reviewed to give a foretaste of its content. 

Part I 
Brown and Herndl's "Ethnographic study of corporate writing" reports two 

studies of writing in business corporations, focusing on the persistence with 
which some technical writers resist the guidance of their supervisors with 
regard to the· style of writing demanded of them and produce heavily nominalized 
and/or narrative prose for audiences for audiences for whom such styles are 
considered inappropriate. B and H suggest that such behavior can be explained 
as an indication of the sifn function of these linguistic choices, 
specifically, their signif cance as markers of group affiliation or social 
aspirations. 

B and H skirt the issue of developing a method of textual analysis, 
simply counting the number of superfluous nominalizations per 1000 words and 
asserting the presence of narrative structures without reporting a close 
scrutiny of actual texts. It would have been good to know to what extent 
engineers and economists who overuse the narrative .mode of discourse also 
overuse nominalizations, and to what extent the social anxiety or job 
insecurity factor that was found to be statistically significant in the first 
study was evident among the writers in the second study. 

The most valuable part of B and H's paper is their demonstration that 
writing values differ from one language subculture to another and that these 
differences in sign function--e.g. identity maintenance or aspirations--cause 



conflicts. Four pedagogical concepts emerge from their studies: 1) 
form/structure based teaching of writing obscures its social foundation and 
should be abandoned; 2) writing errors do not necessarily represent ignorance
-they may indicate the writer's aspirations; 3) corporate writers need to learn 
to write for secondary audiences--for readers who are observing the business 
transactions that take place by means of written documents; 4) writing 
instructors can motivate good writing practices by consciously linking them 
with student writers' aspirations for group affiliation. In the case of 
misused nominalizations, admitting that "much social-science and business 
writing gets along just fine with heavily nominal style" can challenge teachers 
to teach appropriate and clear nominalization. 

Jordon's 11Close cohesion with do so" examines four of the syntactic 
contexts in which do so is used within the confines of complex sentences; 1) 
as the main verb after subjects defined by a relative clause (e.g. industries 
that want to go metric can and have done so ••• ), 2) as a verb in the second 
part of compound nominal groups (e.g. to meet the requirements of variety and 
style within the economic framework on substantially shorter production runs, 
and to do so while retaining economic viability), 3) in a subordinate clause 
following or preceding the independent clause to which it is attached 
hypotactically (e.g. If I was allowed to do so, I could make the yard into an 
extremely viable commercial concern ••• ), ana-4) as grammatical cohesion between 
coordinated clauses (e.g. if you wish to make your own menu but have not yet 
done so, •• ,). 

J claims that the third of these invalidates the statement in Halliday 
and Hasan 1976 that "the form [of do] with 'so' is less frequent in all cases 
where the presupposing clause is structurally related to the presupposed one" 
(Cohesion in English, pp. 116-117), but he interprets this to mean something 
much stronger t an the quotation implies: that do so "cannot occur in a 
subordinate clause when its reference is in the preceding main clause" (39). 
After studying the relevant pages of Cohesion in English I was unable to see 
the point of jordan's argument. Halliday and Hasan make only two categorical 
statements about conditions under which do so does not occur: in a comparative 
clause with than or as, and in a clause whose goal element is explicitly 
repudiated. J does present a real, if somewhat dubiously acceptable, example 
from the Daily Telegraph that contradicts the first of these limitations: This 
indicated that, though the total who voted was one greater than did so in the 
second ballot, one MP who drew a ballot paper had omitted to use it (36). But 
the majority of the examples he cites contradict only his overly general 
interpretation of the original statement by Halliday and Hasan (1976). There 
is criticism that could be leveled equally well at both Jordan's paper and 
Halliday and Hasan's book, however; neither of them presents any quantified 
data to support their statements about frequence of use. Another weak section 
in this paper was J's criticism of an elicitation experient of Michiels (1977); 
he neither reports M's conclusions about do so nor conducts an elicitation 
experiment of his own that might have given more valid results. 

J's best section is his analysis of the differences, both ideational.and 
textual, between do so and the very similar expressions do it, and do that, 
which is impressively sensitive. He concludes that do so is a polite, 
reasoning, formal usage compared with do that and do it, and that using do so 
instead of one of the other expressions forces the interpretation of a 
syntactically closer referent. 

The title of Eiler's paper, "Thematic distribution as a heuristic for 
written discourse function", makes sense only after one has read the whole 
paper;.a less technical title could have been "Structurally thematic 
expressions as clues to the genre of a written text." Using an exceptionally 
unusual text--a chapter from a physics book that was only a slightly modified 
transcription from a series of informal academic lectures--E demonstrates that 
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the use of thematic choices is a significant part of social interac 
study she shows that the interaction between (an invisible) student 
and an instructor is what shapes how information about physics is presented 
the text. 

E defines thematic choice in Hallidayan terms, analyzes which elements 
are in first position in the sentence as a result of the speaker's choice, and 
demonstrates how. the identity and characteristic semantic function of these 
thematic elements can serve as a heuristic for the particular genre. She 
presents her investigation with laudable care, summarizing her data without 
ignoring minor bits that refuse to fit the overall pattern. 

Part II 
Couture's "Effective ideation in written text: a functional approach to 

clarity and exigence" proposes to describe effective writing by means of a 
scale of explicitness in which the implicit pole is emblematic, poetic, or 
ritualistic and the explicit end is clear enough for the intended audience to 
comprehend. She defines effective ideation as a balance between clarity and 
situational exigence, and the value of a text is its potential to promote both 
'logical conceptualization' and 'semiotic contextualization'. Thus, "the 
structure of written discourse reflects two kinds of meaning systems: LOGICAL 
meaning which is realized in a discourse's propositional content and SEMIOTIC 
meaning which is realized in the discourse's reference to meaning systems above 
language and outside the text" (71-72); Logical conceptualization is a matter 
of identifying the topics in a text and comments upon them, and making note of 
the connections between them; e.g., the topic of a paragraph is contained in 
its thesis statement, if it has one, while the other sentences of the paragraph 
comment on it. Similarly, each sentence has a structural theme·, and there are 
always logical relations between sentences. 

For an understanding of 'semiotic contextualization' and systems of 
semiotic meaning, C directs us to register (the types or styles of language 
appropriate to particular contexts) and to genre (text format, rhetorical 
structures), saying that registers impose constraints of explicitness on 
vocabulary and sentence structure, while genres impose constraints of a broader 
scope encompassing the entire text. She proposes that social exigence, or the 
appropriateness of register and genre to the situation in which the text 
communicates its message, is a situational analogue to logical clarity, and she 
explains how written texts generally reveal the situations that prompted them 
to be written. 

C's high level of abstraction robs her point of much of its communicative 
impact, because her dense prose makes for slow reading. She makes extensive 
reference to the writing of other theorists in support of her general 
statements, which is helpful for readers who are already widely read; but more 
language· examples or in-depth textual analysis would have been useful to a less 
expert audience. 

Writing in more accessible language, Brandt looks at three essays by a 
single student writer in "Text and context: how writers come to· mean." 
Focusing on exophoric referents, cohesive devices and thematic elements in the 
opening paragraph of each essay, she demonstrates that there are clues in a 
text to the conditions under which it was written and that what a writer can 
mean in a given text depends upon its extralinguistic context, the 'assignment' 
for which it is written. B presents cohesion as a context-sensitive writing 
strategy: when whould a word be repeated? replaced with a synonym? with a 
pronoun? The decision depends on the writer's assessment of the reader's need 
to have references labelled consistently or elaborated upon. 

This paper is useful for its insistence that ultimately cohesion is not 
internal to a text--that its extent and appropriateness depend "on the same 
criteria used in choosing exophoric references, criteria having to do with the 



extent of shared writer-reader knowledge and with the writer's powers ••• to 
develop understanding" (96). 

The clarity with which B presents her argument leads me to wish she had 
explored more deeply the implications of her research for the structuring of 
writing assignments. For example, the less explicit and narrow the assignment 
is or the smaller the amount of shared knowledge which the writer can assume in 
advance, the more urgent is the need for the writer to help readers construct a 
context; thus, the text. needs to be more explicit and closer to Bernstein's 
elaborated code than to his restricted code of communication. 

In "Achieving impact through the interpersonal component," Smith presents 
evidence that the actual writing practice of professional writers contradicts 
the advice of writing handbooks, in which choices of person and mood are said 
to need consistency--e./g. third person throughout a formal text, without 
allowing for occasional shifts of grammatical mood such as imperatives or 
rhetorical questions. Investigating an actual text in which the personal tone 
changes appropriately, S argues in favor of teaching such shifts of person and 
mood rather than abiding by the handbooks. 

According to S, textual shifts in person and mood stem .from choosing to 
modulate personal tenor (tone, degree of formality or distancing) and 
functional tenor (the purpose of the text as didactic or not). He establishes 
a scale along the dimension formal/informal to rank the linguistic features 
that manifest personal tenor, and a didactic/non-didactic scale to rank 
features of functional tenor. Such scales could be developed into pedagogical 
devices so that student writers could grow in their awareness of how much 
flexibility of person and mood is suitable and how much is excessive. 

Hoey and Yinter present their descriptive approach, clause relational 
analysis, in "Clause relations and the writer's communicative task," and 
explore how the writer's grammatical and lexical choices effect how readers 
interpret or process texts. Although their definition of clause relations is 
cumbersome (123): 

A clause relation is the cognitive process, and the product of that 
process, whereby the reader interprets the meaning of a clause, 
sentence, of group of sentences in the context of one or more preceding 
clause, sentences, or groups of sentences in the same discourse. It is 
also the cognitive process and the product of that process whereby the 
choices the writer makes from grammar, lexis, and intonation in the 
creation of a clause, sentence, or group of sentences are made in the 
context of the other clauses, sentences, or groups of sentences in the 
discourse. 

its interactive focus is worthy of close study. For many readers, the value of 
this paper will be they way in which H and Y bridge the gap between useful 
rhetorical categories which composition theorists have used for years without 
being able to make clear the connections between them and the syntactic · 
categories ofclinguistics. The bridge is formed by the clause relations they 
identify, which are "abstractions from the questions a writer seeks to answer 
at particular points in his or her discourse" (123). Because clause relations 
are not quasi-grammatical structures, the number of rhetorical patterns based 
on them is theoretically unlimited, but the ones they list are typical: as 
types of logical connection, they give intentional/interpretive relations such 
as contrast, compatibility, generalization/ example, preview and detail, and 
most simply, topic maintenance; as types of logical sequences, they suggest 
cause/consequence, condition/consequence; evaluation/ basis (for the 
evaluation), instrument/achievement, and most simply, time sequence (cf. Yinter 
1974, for an approach to genres as culturally favored discourse patterns that 
are combinations of clause relations; e.g. problem/solution,question /answer 
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/evaluation /answer /evaluation; hypothetical/real). For genre scholars, 
of the research questions arising from this orientation would be to ask 
questions are most likely to be answered by the sequence in which clauses 
larger rhetorical units occur. 

Part III 
In "Static and dynamic cohesion: signals of thinking in writing," 

Hartnett explores the connection between coherent meaning and cohesive writing. 
Rather than using the more formal categories of Cohesion in English 
(Halliday/Hasan 1976), H distinguishes two functional types of cohesive 
devises: STATIC cohesive ties--those that focus and hold a reader's attention 
on a topic; and DYNAMIC ties--those which develop a topic rhetorically by 
creating new semantic ties. According to H, "Static ties connect stretches of 
text; dynamic ties advance the logic of the discourse" (151). The first type 
maintains semantic relationships already set forth in the text, while the 
second shifts them without losing meaningful connection with the topic(s) that 
have already been introduced. Static cohesive devices include lexical 
repetition, anaphoric demonstratives, third-person pronouns, and definite 
articles; substitution and ellipsis generally; continuative conjunctions such 
as well, additive conjunctions such as also, which "introduce further 
information, facts, or details without necessarily developing the topic" 
(145)--plus synonyms, antonyms and normal lexical collocations which maintain 
the semantic relationships by cognitive associations; and parallel syntactic 
structures. Dynamic devices include temporal conuncts (before, after), lexical 
superordinates for high-level logical relationships (i.e., definition terms), 
hyponyms used as examples; causal conjunctions (therefore), adversatives (but 
however) for contrasts, comparative and superlative adjectives and adverbs for 
comparison and contrast. 

H uses these categories in order to examine the writing of basic or 
beginning writers. Her experimental procedure was to search 316 essays for one 
correct usage of each type of cohesive device, in order to find the total 
number of different types used. She found a correlation, but only a weak one, 
between the quantity of static/dynamic ties and readers' judgements of quality 
of the writing. This implies that even these two categories are not directiy 
or strongly related to readers' inner sense of what constitutes high-quality 
writing. 

Even so, there are implications for teachers in the distinction between 
static and dynamic ties, for there may be a developmental sequence in learning 
static and dynamic ties. Unlike static ties, dynamic ones are sparse and 
optional, and can produce the effect of a contorted or convoluted text if 
overused, for extended thought is quite possible without them. H's claim that 
extending one's thought is more difficult than maintaining attention on a topic 
also merits pedagogical attention. 

In "Global marking of rhetorical frame in text and reader evaluation," 
Hult examines how linguistic markers of rhetorical frames affect experienced 
readers' evaluations of the text's communicative effectiveness. The "frame" 
identified in this paper is labeled "informal proof" -- a type of persuasive 
writing to be found in editorials, but unfortunately, H does not define this 
crucial technical term which seems to approach the meaning of genre, saying 
only that experienced readers and writers have frames of expectation with which 
they approach texts and that these frames serve as a means of organizing and 
storing information. 

H asks how writers signal rhetorical frames in expository essays and how 
the rhetorical frames of high-quality exposition differ from average ones. By 
analyzing a large number of student essays, she tests the hypothesis that 
holistic evaluators rank more highly student essays with clearly developed 
organization than those without it. H demonstrates that both highly valued and 



average essays display similar numbers of paragraphs, main arguments, 
clarifying and support points, but they differ otherwise. The highly valued 
ones have fewer repeated arguments or repeated support points, fewer problem 
areas, and more examples at a parallel level of specificity, or in other words, 
a richer supply of elaborations. A further analysis of the rhetorical 
organization of sixty highly valued essays reveals regular patterns of topic 
sentences in paragraph-initial position, information important to the main 
point being placed in the thematic subject slot of indiv.idual sentences, the 
presence of rhetorical questions, and cohesive ties used appropriately to 
highlight the main arguments. 

H invites scholars to analyze rhetorical frames in other types of 
discourse--e.g. causation, comparison/contrast, description, response, 
chronology--in order to correlate linguistic data with readers' holistic 
evaluation of quality, and suggests that writing teachers should help students 
recognize and control rhetorical frames, giving attention even to clause-level 
matters such as what belongs in the subject position. 

In "Getting the theme across: a study of dominant function in the academic 
writing of university students," Peters explores how variation in content, 
audience and the overall theme (in its broad rhetorical sense as the main 
proposition that an expository text is assumed to have) affect judgements of 
the success of student essays as texts, arguing that "the theme serves to 
structure the often complex variety of information offered and to coordinate it 
toward a clear argumentative goal" (170-171). She analyzes 150 student essays 
(fifty essays from each of three assignments) according to three sets of 
functional strategies derived from Halliday's semiotic macrofunctions: 

TEXTUAL ones provide cohesion from one statement to the next or mark out 
the structural components of the text. 

INTERPERSONAL ones that represent some kind of interaction between the 
writer and the reader 

EVALUATIVE ones that interpret, classify, and evaluate the ideational 
content of the text. 

Unfortunately, the results of the analysis illuminate the evaluator's 
academic values more clearly than the writers' strategies. P demonstrates, 
perhaps unwittingly, that use of evaluative language in expository essays 
symbolizes "thinking", that most-highly valued commodity of academic discourse. 
The pedagogical implications of this paper are fairly predictable; for 
instance, that it helps student writers handle the interpersonal aspect of the 
writing task to have a clearly specified (and real) audience for a writing 
assignment, as writing instructors should already know. On the positive side, 
one of P's statements echoes this reviewer's struggles to teach writing: 
"Students might be encouraged to think of the reader as witnes.s to the 
continuous unfolding of the text" (182). 

Part IV 

Bernhardt's "Applying a functional model of language in the writing 
classroom" surveys the ways in which functional approaches to language are 
appropriate to the teaching of writing. Toward the end of the paper he focuses 
on systemic functional grammar, but in general his scope is broader than any 
one theoretical model. Perhaps the most useful part of B's paper is his survey 
of the publications of writing theorists who use a functional orientation: 
Flower, Hayes and Swarts (1983) propose a "scenario principle," focusing the 
attention of writer on human agents performing actions in particular 



situations; other scholars such as Huckin (1983) and Selzer (1983) attack· 
readability formulas for being based solely on the texts in isolation from 
social contexts of their use; Harweg (1980) shows how the introductory 
materials of a text need to draw readers in, if the audience comes to the t 
unwillingly; and the RHETORICAL CASES approach to composition instruction 
(Voodson 1982, Couture and Goldstein 1985) gives students a set of well-defined 
situations that demand written responses. 

B also suggests that teachers of writing should present a variety of 
written language to students, to allow them the possibility of becoming aware 
of register variation; should ask them to write for a variety of audiences and 
purposes, leading them to a greater sensitivity to meaningful variation 
within registers and to an appreciation of written academic discourse as a 
socially relevant register. 

B defends the application of the systemic functional grammar to the 
teaching of writing because it focuses on real choices rather than error
hunting, and because the scale of delicacy frees teachers from the frustration 
of trying to teach all the grammar in order to teach some of it. His 
functional orientation is clear: "Ve can teach students to recognize how 
writing involves constant choice from the options the language affords. Yhat 
determines effective choice is how well a text reflects a rhetorical strategy
-what the writer wants to do to whom in a given situation" (194). But in spite 
of all his good ideas, B does not quite live up to the title of the paper; 
rather than applying systemic functional grammar to the teaching of 
composition, he attempts to justify teaching functional linguistics to students 
who are learning how to write. Vhether even a functional model of linguistics 
is an appropriate writing pedagogy remains to be proved. 

In beautifully clear prose, Davies "Literacy and intonation" gives a brief 
summary of intonation, using two of the analytical categories of Halliday's 
approach (1967,1970)--Tonality and Tonicity. He then reports an investigation 
of oral reading which demonstrates how intonation patterns in oral reading can 
reveal a reader's (mis)understandings because he supplies intonation patterns 
according to his comprehension of the information structure of the text. D, 
compares two readings of a science text: one by a child and the other by a 
competent adult. The differences in their intonational choices supports D's 
assertion that "the particular pattern of intonation supplied by a reader 
is ••• not a peripheral adjunct to the text but an interpretation of its total 
semantic structure"(217). 

Of the three elements that create texture in a text--thematic structure, 
cohesive devices, and. information structure--the last one is least well 
represented in written English, because it is expressed by intonation. For the 
writer, then, the challenge is to learn to signal unusual or marked choices of 
words to be appropriately highlighted by stress (without recourse to too much 
underlining) and to control the ambiguity of semantic domain that inevitably 
results when the tonic appears in its unmarked position on the last salient 
syllable of the tone group. Punctuation only occasionally helps; for usage 
ranges on a continuum from closely phonological--mirroring tone group 
boundaries--to closely syntactical--reflecting clause structures. Therefore a 
major problem of both writers and readers of written English is that 
"intonation expresses information structure in speech, but little explicit 
representation of information structure appears in writing"(207). 

The major value of his paper is that it clarifies the tangled relationship 
between the phonological form information structure takes and its 
representations in written English. D argues persuasively that reading with 
comprehension is in large part a matter of grasping the information structure 
of a written text, and therefore supplying the intonational cues which are only 
imperfectly signaled by writing conventions. Although the paper does not 



directly apply linguistic insights to writing instruction, writing instructors 
who read it may find themselves suddenly eager to apply their new knowledge, 

In "llriting in schools: generic structures as ways of meaning," Christie 
attacks teachers' ignorance of the objectively identifiable characteristics of 
highly valued language genres and argues in favor of consciously teaching genre 
patterns to allow children access to the forms of discourse they require to 
demonstrate what they know and can do. 

Defining GENRE broadly enough to include the forms of writing normally 
used to construct meaning in several different disciplines, C claims that 
"learning to write in science, social studies, or literary studies is a matter 
of learning to distinguish the different generi'c structures associated with 
each field", so that "the more precise teachers can be about generic features, 
the better they will guide their children in a successful educational 
experience."(224-225). C supports her impassioned statements with cogent 
analysis of three student texts to see why they do or do not conform to the 
genres they are supposed to exemplify: narrative, scientific essay, and 
literary character study, She highlights the thematic structure and cohesive 
ties of conjunction, reference chains, and lexis in these texts to demonstrate 
why they succeed or fail as examples of particular genres. 

C also spells out some of the pedagogical implications of her work, 
Literary interpretations are but particular examples of the generic 
argumentative and persuasive essay; and elementary school teachers should 
recognize the difference between the genres of NARRATIVE, which they favor, and 
the simpler genre children themselves feel comfortable with RECOUNT--a text in 
which events are temporally connected, but without any sense of crisis or 
dramatic tension and its resolution (cf. Martin and Rothery 1980, 1981; Labov 
and llaletzky 1967). llriting recounts may well be a necessary stage on the way 
to writing recognizable narratives. It is worth considering her conviction: 
"thoughtful attention to the linguistic structuring of the essay genres robs 
the processes of argument, persuasion, and discussion of the aura of mystery 
that surrounds them" (239). · 

Martin and Rothery's "llhat a functional approach to the writing task can 
show teachers about good writing" is an essay in support of the process 
approach to writing classes. They urge teachers to let young children invent 
the means for writing--spelling, punctuation--so they can focus on the more 
important task of making meaning, and say that young writers need to have 
adults respond to the meaning of their words, not just to the spelling, and 
that ultimately this will also allow children to see the purpose of proper 
spelling and punctuation. On a more theoretical level, they argue in favor of 
training teachers to approach language as a means to social interaction, rather 
that as the countersign to thought, demonstrating that genre analysis can 
reveal the stages or SCHEMATIC STRUCTURES that purposive language. behavior has 
in a particular situation; e.g. the stages of appointment-making, which Hasan 
(1977) delineates as greeting, query, identification, application, offer, 
confirmation, documentation, summary, and finis. Schematic structures like 
these constitute sets by which entire genres can be identified, e.g. narrative, 
exposition, service encounter, sermon. Unfortunately, the M and R definition 
of GENRE as "the staged purposeful social processes through which a culture is 
realized in language" (234) is so abstract that it is not comprehensible 
without intensive reflection. 

They ask that teachers become aware of genres and the kinds of linguistic 
choices that typically realize each one, and promise that by doing so they will 
be able to lead their students to discover schematic patterns and to help 
students recognize what genre is required by particular situations. They also 
suggest using Donald Graves' approach to the teaching of composition because it 

'makes provision for a number of stages in producing a text: prewriting, time 
for drafting and consultation, and redrafting. There are other practical 
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pointers, too: teachers can help their students organize the writing 
processes, and evaluate the stages children go through in developing skill, 
particular genres, and intervene positively and constructively, with 
for each child's individual texts. The part of the paper most likely to 
persuade writing teachers to their point of view is a brilliant example of how 
a teacher could draw upon her sophisticated knowledge of the narrative genre to 
help a weak writer develop a one-draft failed story into something better, 
simply by asking the student ood uestions, instead of criticizing the early 
draft. There is an implicit po t ca mp ication to all this: implementing 
their recommendations would take mor~ teachers than most educational systems are willing to hire and train effectively. 
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Reviewed by L.J. RAVELLI 

Fawcett's and roung's collection of papers aims to give us an insight into some 
of the new developments in the theory and application of systemic linguistics. 
In contrast with Volume 1 (Halliday and Fawcett 1987), the emphasis on 
application is foregrounded, although both volumes reflect the cycle of "theory 
- description/application - theory". The result here is promising and 
encouraging - various new directions and new ways of following familiar paths 
(which then take us to new locations) are presented. The book covers a diverse 
range of applications: from Testing the theory, with papers on probabilistic 
grammar and intonation in Canadian English, to Language Pathology and the role 
of systemics therein. In between, there are contributions to Descriptive 
Semiotics, Educational, Ideolofical and Cognitive Linguistics, Discourse 
Analysis, and Literary Stylist cs. . 

This diversity presents a problem for the reviewer, however. Such a collection 
of articles virtually replaces the journal, and it is difficult in one review 
to do justice to each paper, particularly when most of them are very complex. 
So, in this review, the emphasis will not be on an evaluation of individual 
papers, but on a search for common threads, as a reflection of the current 
status of theory and application in systemic linguistics. Interestingly, a 
large number of the papers do relate closely to one particular theme, 
suggesting a new focus of interest for systemic linguistics. 

While a diverse range of applications are covered, often only one paper, 
covering one aspect of that application, is presented. So, for instance, the 
role of court discourse as genre is discussed as one aspect of ideological 
linguistics, but numerous other topics, such as the representation of gender in 
language, could have been included. As the introduction says, the book should 
be seen as an insight and not as an exhaustive overview. Some areas of 
application are omitted, however, and one omission seems unforgiveable, namely 
that of computational linguistics. Despite the excuses in both the Foreword 
and the Introduction, the fact remains that this is a vital and significant 
part of current systemic linguistics, and it must be made accessible to more 
people. While the topic is covered elsewhere (eg Benson and Greaves 1985) and 
will soon have its own volume (Bateman and Matthiessen, forthcoming), the 
volume concerning 'new developments' simply should have had a contribution from 
one of the most recent and most exciting areas of development of both theory 
and application. 

That is not to take away from the papers which are included. Unfortunately the 
organization of the book - compartmentalizing the articles into areas of 
application - suggests that the articles are only relevant to that particular 
application. They do, of course, make a significant contribution to that area, 
but much more interesting is the way they nearly all also interrelate. This is 
largely because of the interplay of theory and application - new applications 
raise new problems and require extensions to and modifications of the theory. 
Thus while different papers deal with different applications, they often come 
across similar problems and thus an interesting 'network' of related ideas and 
trends emerges in this volume. Readers would be well advised not just to home 
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their favourite area of application, but to browse through the book and 
feel for its overall nature. 

What, then, is 'new' about these developments? On the one hand, the papers 
represent a concerted effort to examine more closely some of the very familiar 
theoretical concepts in systemic linguistics, almost deliberately shaking and 
stirring the model to see what new strengths can be found or what should 
perhaps be abandoned or at least reworked. On the other hand, there is also an 
attempt to use systemic theory in different areas of application, to see what 
it can illuminate in other fields, and in turn, what this then adds to the 
theory. Scattered throughout both these approaches, is a much greater emphasis 
than has previously been found in systemics on the spoken, dynamic nature of 
language. 

It is most interesting that the majority of the articles are concerned not just 
with examining one aspect of language, but with placing their linguistic 
analysis within a broader theory of language as a social phenomenon. This has 
of course always been a central tenet of systemic linguistics - we use language 
because we are social beings, and language is the way it is because of its 
place in society and culture. Such a notion was first expressed by Firth, 
following the observations of language in the context of a functioning society 
by Malinowski. But what is different and new in this volume, is the attempt to 
fully explicate the implications of such a tenet, and to demonstrate how it is 
that language relates to 'higher' notions of context, society, culture. 
Various papers in this volume gently push forward the frontiers of this 
theoretical boundary. Thus, for instance, in her contribution to descriptive 
semiotics, Ventola explores the relationship between language and semiotics, 
drawing on the systemic notions of system and structure to explicate the 
relations between language and other semiotic planes (such as genre, register). 
She suggests (p. 57) that the term 'systemiotics', describing the multilayered 
approach to analysis that she adopts, is merely playful. Yet there is an 
important sense in which it captures the essence of her approach: adopting a 
systemically based method of exploring semiotics of all sorts - culture, 
society, language - and the way they interrelate. Her work draws closely on 
the model of language developed by Martin at the University of Sydney. Based 
on the Hjelmslevian concepts of connotative and denotative expression planes, 
the model sees language as the realization of the higher semiotic planes of 
register and ultimately of genre. Ventola capably demonstrates the advantages 
of such a model: a linguistic analysis alone is simply not able to answer all 
our questions about the meaning of a text. For example, in the service 
encounter text used by Ventola, even an extensive analysis of phonology, 
lexicogrammar and discourse leaves many aspects of the text unilluminated. 
Exactly who, for instance, are the participants? Why are certain concepts 
important in the text? Why do the participants behave in the way that they do? 
Register analysis goes some way towards answering these questions, but even 
then, genre analysis is needed to explain the significance of the chosen 
options. 

Steiner, in using child language to explore cognitive linguistics, also sees 
language in a wider social framework. Specifically, he aims to relate language 
as activity to a broader theory of activity in general, and he adopts a multi
level approach in order to describe both language as activity and language 
within activity. Further, Butt examines the role of language in the 
construction of reality. In probing the existential fabric of a poem as a 
contribution to literary stylistics, he uses a detailed linguistic analysis to 
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demonstrate the way a poem can exploit the reader's conception of reality, 
thus illustrates how language can influence our perception of the other 
semiotics to which it relates. 

Other articles in this volume examine areas of linguistics which are not 
necessarily 'new', but which are nevertheless underdeveloped in systemic 
linguistics as a whole. Thus Gotteri looks at the role of systemic linguistics 
in the area of language pathology. This is an area in which only one 
significant contribution has been made from systemics (Rochester and Martin's 
Crazy Talk), but in which systemic linguistics could potentially make a great 
contribution. Part of the reason for the underuse of systemic theory in this 
field, is that practising clinical therapists simply don't have the time to go 
into all the details of a full blown linguistic description. However Gotteri 
proposes several simple principles for the therapist, based on the basic 
notions of CHOICE, DELICACY, NETYORK, and REALIZATION, which should enable them 
to get to grips with particular language problems. These principles include 
'where there's a choice, draw a diagram', 'when choices are interrelated, 
construct a network' and 'be as specific as you need to'. Gotteri's article is 
a refreshing indication of how theoreticians might make their work more 
accessible to the practitioners, but while he appropriately tailors the paper 
for the linguist with little or no clinical experience, some less trivial 
examples, or some concrete guidelines for a simple handbook, would have been 
more revealing. Also, while the complexity of systemic theory is part of the 
reason for its underuse in clinical practice, Gotteri glosses over the fact 
that practitioners may be unsympathetic to the methodology of linguistics, 
preferring, perhaps, a behavioural, psychological model. If this is the case, 
then one solution would be to use sympathetic practitioners as mediators 
between other practitioners and the linguists, in the same way that practising 
teachers have been used in getting (some) linguistics across in secondary 
education in Australia. 

Nesbitt and Plum also take on a familiar, but underdeveloped, notion in 
systemic linguistics as the basis of their work. This is the notion that 
choices in language are probabilistically weighted. Their study adds a 
quantitative perspective to systemics, emphasizing the patterned nature of 
choice. Not only do Nesbitt and Plum observe such patterning in the clause 
complex, but they relate that patterning to a model of language in context. 
This model is the same systemiotic one exemplified by Ventola, and they use it 
to explain the patterned choices in language according to choices in higher 
level semiotics. They provide new techniques for analysing and describing 
probabilistic patterns, thus enabling us to examine language not only as a 
system of possibilities, but also as a system of probabilities. The 
contribution of Nesbitt and Plum is undoubtedly a promising way forward for 
systemic linguistics. 

Other contributors add new dimensions to notions in systemic linguistics which 
are otherwise well developed. Melrose, for instance, looks at the ·role of 
systemics in educational linguistics, one of the more 'traditional' areas of 
application. However, he does so from the perspective of relating systemics to 

. the communicative language syllabus, and in particular of incorporating speech 
acts and conversational exchanges in order to develop a model which is 
functionally appropriate. The communicative language approach draws partly on 
pragmatics, yet the place of this in systemic theory is not by any means 
unproblematic (the 13th ISY, for instance, included several papers discussing 
the interrelation of pragmatics and systemics), and Melrose does not really 



this issue (although Butler in Volume One does). The model developed 
is radical, in the light of the other papers in the same volume, in 

place given to register and genre. In the model exemplified by Ventola and 
Nesbitt and Plum, for instance, genre is seen as the highest semiotic plane, 
governing and realized in register, in turn governing and realized in language. 
Language is seen as a tristratal construct of discourse, lexicogrammar and 

·phonology. In contrast, Melrose removes discourse from the language plane and 
assigns it to a higher, non-linguistic plane. His reason for this is that 
discourse is • ••• an aspect of our behaviour potential ••• • (p.SO) and needs to 
be realized both verbally and non-verbally. The point is valid, although it 
seems to already be covered if the relationship among the different levels of 
language is one of realization. That is, the need to incorporate non-verbal 
realization in an overall model is not sufficient justification for assigning 
discourse to a non-linguistic plane. It does however mean that proper account 
needs to be taken of expression codes other than language (kinesics for 
instance), and Melrose's emphasis on this is quite appropriate. (Both Ventola 
and Steiner also emphasize the need to better explain the non-verbal aspects of 
linguistic behaviour.) 

The second feature of Melrose's proposals is that genre is subsumed under the 
discourse plane, and thus register becomes the highest order semiotic. The 
exact nature of the relationship between register and genre is problematic in 
systemics, and does not seem to be resolved in this volume. In her article, 
Ventola capably demonstrates that register choices can be seen to vary with the 
unfolding of the social process as a structure, but Melrose proposes that the 
selection of certain register variables determines the choice of genre. 
Melrose's arguments are generally unconvincing, although the paper is worth 
exploring for an alternative view of register/genre to that presented in other 
articles. 

In a similar vein, Benson, Greaves and Mendelsohn do not just accept, but try 
to verify, the central place of intonation in the meaning system of English. 
They do so by testing Halliday's tone system in a Canadian dialect of English, 
arguing that if the interpretation of the tones is the same in the Canadian 
dialect, which is quite different to the British English on which the system 
was developed, then this will add weight to Halliday's findings. Statistically 
speaking, their experimental results seem to support their hypothesis, but 
these results are undermined by the very nature of the experiment, particularly 
in the way they approach the data. The data used for the experiments are 
completely decontextualised, and as such, the tones being tested may be more 
easily interpreted than is possible in real speech. Anyone who has ever tried 
to apply intonation analysis to data realises how difficult it can be, and 
thus, Benson et al's findings will hold more weight when they are validated on 
messy, real, confusing data. They would have done well to look at the work of 
David Brazil, which explores the effect a previous intonation option in a 
discourse may have on the next one. 

Yhile s·peaking of all that is 'new' in this volume, Harris's study of the genre 
of court discourse is a timely reminder of the dangers of embracing innovations 
in one area of linguistic analysis as general solutions to all aspects of that 
analysis. Her article demonstrates that, even when the general shape of a 
model is accepted, limitations can be revealed by applications to new areas. 
In exploring the genre of court discourse, Harris argues that 'A clear and 
principled account of contextual variables' (p.95) is needed, as well as a 
statement of Generic Structure Potential which is of general application. 
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However, current models of genre (as proposed by Ventola, for instanc~J 
appropriate for these purposes. This is because the examples of discpurse 
studied so far have tended to be 'simple, cooperative and relatively brief' 
(p.94), and so it is relatively unproblematic to describe the context, or to 
develop appropriate categories for the structural elements. However court 
discourse is more problematic. The contextual variables are more difficult to 
define, largely because of the variety of participants involved in a court case 
and their different interrelationships, as well as the different uses of 
language within the courtroom. Further, structural elements developed for 
other discourses are not appropriate here: what, for instance, would be the 
role of 'offer' in the courtroom? 

Harris is forced to reconsider these issues in order to develop a model of 
genre more appropriate for long and complex texts, and she considers the 
currently available linear and hierarchical models, networks and flow diagrams. 
Interestingly, the nature of her data alters the criteria by which models are 
judged against each other. For instance Ventola, in trying to find a model 
appropriate for service encounters (eg 1987), rejected linear models partly 
because of their unsatisfactory account of optional and obligatory elements. 
However the question of optional and obligatory elements is not even relevant 
to courtroom discourse, because the stages are always obligatorily ordered. 
This is a clear demonstration that the most basic assumptions can be displaced 
when new types of data are examined, and Harris's study is a refreshing 
addition to this field. 

The preceding discussion should be a clear indication that, at least for this 
reviewer, one of the most interesting features of this volume is its 
contribution to aspects of modelling generally. By applying accepted methods 
and models to new areas, or by trying to extend their use in 'traditional' 
areas, innovations in modelling have emerged. As mentioned, Nesbitt and Plum 
introduce ways of examining probabilistic patterns in language, including 
statistical methods. Melrose tries to give a fuller account of non-linguistic 
realizations, and Ventola and Steiner support this. Fawcett, van der Mije and 
van Yissen are also primarily concerned with modelling, in this case of 
developing a model of discourse. The most significant feature of their 
proposals is the integration of networks and flowcharts. Ventola (1987) 
recognized the need for this: networks may capture prototypical structures, 
but flowcharts are needed to capture the complex structures of real data and to 
describe the way texts unfold in stages (although Harris's reservations about 
flowcharts should be born in mind here). However the means by which to 
integrate these two for a fuller linguistic description was not obvious. 
Fawcett et al overcome this by modelling the flow between the speakers in terms 
of a flowchart: available options are still represented as a network, but the 
consequences of each option for the next speaker's turn are also included. 
This is undoubtedly an advance in description, not only for discourse but for 
many other areas of linguistic analysis. (One trivial criticism: Fawcett et 
al use the representational device of thick versus thin lines in order to 
distinguish options in a network from changes in moves; perhaps it would be 
visually clearer to use straight versus wavy lines for solid versus pecked 
lines MD). 

It is interesting to consider why there is such a concern with aspects of 
modelling, and why so many common themes (such as the interrelationship of 
register and genre) emerge in this book. Just as many of these papers are not 
satisfied with merely identifying some linguistic feature, but need to place it 



in a broader model of language in context, so too it is necessary to consider 
here the possible motivation for these new developments. Undoubtedly one of 
the most significant unifying factors is the interest in language as a process, 
rather than as a product - a concern with the dynamic nature of language. This 
distinction has only come to the fore relatively recently in systemic 
linguistics (eg Martin 1985; Ventola 1987; it is not, as far as I know, dealt 
with comprehensively in other linguistic approaches), and like many of the 
developments in this volume, seems to have arisen as a result of the 
intertwining of theory and application. That is, in trying to describe areas 
of language hitherto ignored, extensions of the theory were required to deal 
with this. Essentially it is the foray into the description of spoken language 
which started this ball rolling: linguistic models have tended to deal with 
finished, written texts, therefore most appropriately they took what Martin 

•, 1985 calls a 'synoptic' perspective on the data. That is, language was looked 
· at retrospectively, treated as a finished product, as something that could be 

generated in one go. Yet now there is a desire to look prospectively at 
language, as an ongoing phenomenon, as a process, and for this a dynamic 
perspective is needed. 

In systemic. linguistics, the basic building block of the model is the network, 
representing interlocking paradigmatic choices in language. However, once a 
choice is made to enter a system network, there is no way out, no escape, until 
a realization is reached. That is, the network generates text.explosively. 
However, for some texts, such as service encounters, it is more appropriate to 
have a model which progresses in stages, which allows for variation in the 
realization of structural elements, and in which the previous choice, on the 
syntagmatic axis, can be shown to influence the options available for the 
subsequent choice. 

The papers in this volume dealing with the dynamic/synoptic distinction argue 
that both perspectives are necessary. This is the reason for Fawcett et al's 
effort to incorporate the network (reflecting the synoptic perspective) with 
the flowchart (reflecting the dynamic perspective, as exemplified in Ventola 
1987). But why are both perspectives necessary? The answer is that modelling 
the text either as a process or as a product tends to capture different aspects 
of the data, but as most texts actually reflect both tendencies, both 
perspectives are needed to provide a full account. This requirement operates 
on several levels. At the level of describing the structural elements of 
genre, for instance, the synoptic model provides an exploded, rigid view, while 
the dynamic model is able to capture greater variation and the process of a 
text •unfolding'. As Fawcett et al note (p.122): 'The identifying 
characteristic of a 'dynamic' model is that it generates structures as one 
works one's way through it •••• Dynamic models contrast with synoptic models, in 
which none of the elements of a given unit get generated until all the choices 
relevant to that unit have been made.' On the. language plane, the synoptic 
model is most appropriate for the representation of constituency structures, 
while dependency structures are best modelled from a dynamic perspective. 
Ventola (p.62) confirms this when she says (p.62): 'Discourse systems 
mostly ••• generate DEPENDENCY STRUCTURES •••• , there are no units 'ready made', 
one unit consisting of another on the lower rank. Rather, the units are 
dynamically generated so that the meaning of one item is interpreted by its 
relationship to the previous item ••• ' 

There is, then, a sense in which 'dynamic' and 'synoptic' refer to different 
types of data, in which the synoptic view somehow reflects the prototypical, 
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while the dynamic view deals with less typical, but nevertheless, real 
Harris (p.lOO) makes this distinction, and Nesbitt and Plum explain its 
in the basic systemic understanding of the difference between language as 
system and language as process (p.9). In a fascinating parallel, Butt 
demonstrates how the poem he analyses exploits this difference between 
' ••• as the mirror of pre-verbal experience ••• ' and as ' ••• the source of the 
unfoldings of events and happenings ••• ' (p.217), in order to play with the 
representation of reality. 

Yet there is a danger in confining the synoptic/dynamic distinction to the 
nature of the data alone. If this distinction is applied too narrowly, it 
could lead to the conclusion that there are two types of data, needing two 
models, which somehow have to be welded together. This perhaps explains 
Harris's difficulty in seeing how the two perspectives could be appropriately 
incorporated in her work. Yhen dealing with the structure of genre or 
discourse, for instance, the distinction between perspective on the data and 
the nature of the data itself does not really matter. This is because the 
dynamic/synoptic distinction does coincide with broad, quite easily discernible 
differences in structural types: the dynamically oriented model is most needed 
.to account for features of spoken, interactive texts. However, if the 
distinction is blurred, potential insights at other linguistic levels will be 
lost. For instance, most of the contributors would undoubtedly be satisfied 
with a synoptic, retrospective view of grammar, where the structural 
possibilities are determined by the features chosen in synoptic networks. Yet 
it would be quite possible simply to adopt a dynamic perspective on grammar, 
that is, to look forward in the text, and try to explain what's coming, and 
then try to develop a systemic model from this position. Some grammatical 
analyses, such as transitivity, are 'inherently' synoptic, that is, 
transitivity can't be analyzed until the whole structure has been seen. From.a 
dynamic perspective, then, this area of meaning potential could be explained 
differently. On the other hand, the description of theme in English is already 
well suited to a dynamic perspective, as the weight of the analysis is on the 
initial elements of the clause. Applying the dynamic perspective to grammar is 
not in fact hinted at in 'New Developments', but if it is remembered that 
'dynamic' is a matter of perspective, then its application to grammar is 
viable. Further, the dynamic perspective dealt with in this volume requires 
many of the developments represented here: embedding in a broad theory of 
context and culture; a differentiation between the possible and the probable, 
the system and process; and different methods of representation and modelling. 
All these requirements are also true of an application of a dynamic perspective 
to grammar, and this should be another interesting development in systemic 
linguistics in the future. 

Of course, the potential contribution of a dynamic perspective to analysis is 
not the sole development represented in this volume. But it is interesting 
that virtually all the papers are concerned with language as activity, as 
process, as something which occurs as part of our general behaviour potential; 
and which must be accounted for in context. All these concerns are 
interrelated, and by trying to apply new concepts to old fields, and old 
concepts to new fields, the theory of systemic linguistics has been extended, 
modified, challenged. 
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Reviewed by DAVID REID. 

On Meaning is a translation of a selection of the essays in A.J. Greimas' 
Du sens (1970), Du sens (1983) and Semiotique et sciences sociales (1976). The 
selection comes with a lively foreword by Frederic Jameson and gives a good 
idea of Greimas' work and how it has developed. 

Vonnegut has a useful joke. A man in a Chinese restaurant shouts "Hey 
waiter, there's a needle in my soup". The waiter comes up and says, "Ah very 
very sorry, sir. Typographical error. That needle should be a noodle". This 
joke works by a sudden shift of level. It starts off talking about what is 
going on out there in the restaurant. But the waiter turns things outside in 
by shifting from talk about what is going on to talk about the words that have 
been used to talk about what is going on. This Chinese waiter's move, the 
turning back of talk on the language it uses, has had a remarkable history in 
the intellectual life of this century. A critical revolution in Anglo-American 
criticism took the form with Eliot, Pound, Richards and Empson of concentrating 
on the words on the page, reducing questions of the poet's apprehension of the 
world or the expression of his feelings to the language of poetry. 
iittgenstein and his followers thought that a lot of philosophy could be 
cleared up by marking exactly how words were used. Most ambitious of all are 
the French Structuralist and Post-structuralist movements that take their rise 
from Saussurian linguistics. 

Greimas is ·a semiotician of the Structuralist sort. If I introduce him 
with a panoramic sweep, it is because he is pretty ambitious himself. Probably 
most at home with the structural study of myth and folk-tale, he' writes 
interestingly on historiography and the psychology of' the passions as well. He 
seeks to make semiotics a master discipline--if not a key to all the 
mythologies (he is too attuned to semiotics as a discipline in actual process 
of unfolding for that), then at least a method of great explanatory power in 
the human sciences. He writes, however, about meaning, not about truth, about 
the forms thought takes, not about its critical bearing on matters of fact. 
And in that sense it seems fair to associate him with the Chinese waiter's 
enterprise of dealing with the world by a linguistic turn. 

On Meaning is not about the meaning of "meaning" but attempts to describe 
how words, texts, gestures, even work, bear meaning. Nevertheless a moment's 
reflection about the meaning of "meaning" points to the broad outline of what 
Greimas is doing. He is not interested in referential meaning. About that he 
speaks with the disdain for the world of things and events that is 
characteristic of the idealism of which his semiotics is a late development. 

All we have to do is to consider the extra-linguistic world as no 
longer being the absolute referent, but as the place where what is 
manifested through the senses can become the manifestation of human 
meaning, that is to say of signification. In short all we have to 
do is to consider the referent as a set of more or less implicit 
semiotic systems. (p. 19) 

Historians simply project their hypothetical construct onto the 
past and pompously call it reality. As a matter of fact history 
can be written only through linguistic mediation, by substituting 
historical texts--their true referent--for strings of "real" 



events, which are afterward reconstituted as a referential 
position. (pp. 209-10) 

This high-handed way with referential meaning is simply an illustration of the 
Chinese waiter's move stated as doctrine. 

But people don't mean referential meaning when they talk of meaning 
unless they are philosophers. When non-philosophical peQple talk of the 
meaning of a word or a sentence, they are thinking of the ideas these things 
signify, with how they may be put in other words. This signified is one of the 
sorts of meaning that Greimas is concerned with. Notably it is with words or 
sentences or at most short passages that we naturally speak of meaning, not 
with essays, or books. We would not ask "What is the meaning of On Meaning?" 
unless we were furious or suspected an ulterior design. Nor would we normally 
speak of the meaning of a story or a novel like Middlemarch. The words and 
sentences and their meanings have passed into argument or narrative, which can 
be clarified, certainly, but don't have meaning as the word is ordinarily used. 
It is true that we might naturally enough set an essay question on the meaning 
of The Faerie Queene·, Bk. 2, cantos 11 and 12 or of The Waste Land. That, 
_however, .is because those poems are peculiar or baffling as stories and so make 
us look for ulterior designs. And we might after all for the same reason let 
through as passable English a statement that Middlemarch has a meaning, namely 
that free choice is capital; loss of free choice, being in debt. We should let 
that through partly because it finds .that more is meant than meets the ear and 
we readily speak of meaning where something concealed or ulterior has to be 
explained. This is the second sort of meaning that Greimas is concerned with. 
Note that the supposed ulterior meaning of Middlemarch has been squeezed into a 
sentence; that helps to make talk of the meaning of the book pass, because as I 
said we readily talk of the meaning of sentences, though not of books. 

Greimas' semiotics does not confine itself to the study of what we 
usually call "meaning". He finds it socially significant and so a matter for 
semiotic comment that Frenchmen take off their pullovers in a different way 
from Frenchwomen. It is only by straining the word that we could speak of a 
meaning here. Nevertheless the English use of "meaning", which may be quirky, 
does point to what Greimas is chiefly interested in, meaning as the idea 
signified by a word or sentence and meaning as the ulterior design of a t~xt. 

To analyze meaning in the sense of idea Greimas has invented a square of 
meaning. This is modelled on the square of opposition the medieval logicians 
used to classify propositions: but like Hegel's logic of thesis, antithesis 
and synthesis, Greimas' square can be made to account for almost anything, at 
least in the human world. The square of opposition went like this: 

All men are mortal All men are immortal 

Not all men are immortal Not all men are mortal 

Greimas puts names in place of propositions, "mortals" in place of "all men are 
mortal." So we have as contraries "mortal" and "immortal". But when we come 
to the contradictories puzzles crop up. What is the contradictory of "mortal" 
if not "non-mortal"? But how would 'non-mortal" differ from "immortal"? 
Perhaps "non-mortal" might signify the inanimate as distinct from both the 
living and the never dying. But then what would the contradictory of 
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"immortal', the "non-immortal" be if not simply "mortal"? The dead? 
A good deal of ingenuity is required to sort the oppositions of Greimas' 
of meaning out. His square does not work mechanically like the medieval 
of opposition. And for all his air of scientific rigour, his semiotics 
one as more of an art than a science whose moves any student could replicate. 
Possibly the semiotic square works better when there is an actual text or some 
other body of semantic stuff to analyze than in a hypothetical void. Even so I 
find some of his .examples puzzling and matters are not made easier by errors in 
printing some of his formulas. But his own illustration of how the square 
applies works well enough: the traffic light sequence gives the contraries, 
green (must go) versus red (must stop) and the contradictories, orange opposed 
to green (not must go) and orange-and-red opposed to red (not must stop). 

The other point to be made about the semiotic square is that in it 
meaning is not positive but something defined by what it is not. The meaning 
of the red light, like the meaning of thursdays, is a matter of its occupying a 
certain position in a system vis-a-vis other positions. The charming absurdity 
of Morgenstern's poem, "Das Knie", depends on our recognizing that what we 
thought quite a solid knobbly entity, a knee, is just a gap between thigh and 
shin (never mind patellas): "Ein Knie geht einsam durch die Welt/Es war ein 
Knie sonst nichts" (A knee went through the world alone. /It was a knee, just 
that). But are all ideas, like knees, just gaps or places of intersection? 
Even Saussure who is supposed to be the authority for the sort of notion that 
meaning is a sort of mirage produced by what it is not left some room for 
positive meaning. The negativeness of meaning is, however, dogma with Greimas. 

Greimas' semiotics comes into its own in dealing with meaning as the 
ulterior design of texts. It fits the analysis of myth and folktale 
particularly easily. Levi-Strauss's structural analyses of myth and folk tale 
brought out the play of polar thinking: the Oedipus myth, he maintained, could 
be summed up as a a.proportion between two sets of polarities: 

overestimated familial relationship 

underestimated familial relationship 

autochthonous human nature 

negation of autochthonous human 
nature 

The suggestion is that polarities are what myth is really about; they are both 
the mind playing with itself (a characteristic formulation) and in themselves a 
sort of structuralist thinking. But however dazzling the way in which Levi
Strauss produces symmetries out of tangle, the symmetries are static, to use 
his own term "synchronic". Once one has heard or read a story, bundles of 
polarities stand in the mind as a structure on which the story is turned. But 
about the diachronic, the movement of the narrative as it unfolds, he is vague: 
proportions are set up, transformations.take place. The achievement of Greimas 
is to have produced a ~ormal.method of analysis that comes much closer to 
plotting the diachronic movement of narrative. This he works out on the 
structure of the semiotic square. The ulterior design of a narrative runs 
through its positions. To bring this out Greimas reduces his materials to a 
succession of deep structures or levels of abstraction. No synopsis could do 
justice to the refinement and rigour with which he proceeds, and I can't say 
Professor Perron's attempt at one in his introduction suggests that summary 
would lead to clarification. But the chapters on "Elements of Grammar", "A 
Problem of Narrative Semiotics: Objects of Value" and "Actants, Actors and 
Figures" have attractive illustrative examples that make clear how Greimas' 
formalizing of narrative can account for the sort of exchanges and 
transformations that take place in stories. Here he builds on the work of 
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~~~~~~;~~~dr Propp, whose analyses of Russian folk tale showed how symmetries 
;, in a whole class of tales unfold diachronically. But Greimas' 
.~nrm:~~:Lzing goes much further than Propp's. As his talk of the grammar and 

,syntax of narrative suggest, he goes behind the outlines of the story to terms 
and relations of enormous generality. 

The question is how much does this narrative grammar and syntax explain? 
Certainly Greimas boils down stories to operations between subjects and objects 
and his essays on "Toward a Theory of Modalities" and "On the Modalization of 
Being" achieve an impressive reduction of what verbs can express. But whether 
in addition to arriving at general formulas for the processes. of narrative he 
has hit on a grammar of grammar or a syntax ·of syntax I cannot say. I cannot 
imagine, for instance, how his own discourse, or even much simpler expository 
prose, could be subjected to Greimasian analysis. 

Greimas' project certainly wants to take in more than narrative. If he 
·works out how narrative runs according to the square of meaning, he works out 
also how meaning may be implicit narrative. His essay "On Anger" makes out 
that what we mean by "anger" is best explained as an implicit story that, when 
it develops into vengeance or pardon, runs through exchanges and 
transformations like Propp's folk tales. To think of emotions as implicit 
stories means also that one sees them as intersubjective, as reactions within 
exchanges with other people, and that very usefully corrects attempts to 
explain them as just psychological goings on inside an impassioned subject. On 
the other hand, how much is explained in this way? A common sense way of 
explaining the meanings of words for emotions is to sketch the sorts of 
situations in which they crop up and perhaps Greimas' elaborate formalizing may 
do little more than that. 

Besides one wants to know if this sort of analysis could be applied to 
words that don't belong to narrative discourse. Is there an implicit narrative 
in "deep structure'' for instance? Greimas does not make unli'mited claims for 
his method, the sort of claim that Kenneth Burke made for the scheme of 
reducing all thought to dramatic terms that he unfolds in his Rhetoric of 
Motives and Grammar of Rhetoric. Even so one suspects that world domination, 
narrative analysis as the key to all meaning, cannot be quite absent from his 
thoughts, and one would like·to know how he would go about realizing that 
project. 

But if that is not yet imaginable, at least Greimas' semiotics do not 
seem to be self-contradictory. Structuralist semioticians both discover 
structure in others' thoughts and think structurally themselves in polarities 
such as conjunction/disjunction, paradigmatic/syntagmatic and the like. 
Something rather curious, though, must happen when semiotic thought 
distinguishes itself from non-semiotic thought (e.g. positivism, Greimas' 
preferred opponent), but that is by the way. As a semiotician, Greimas 
bypasses, if he doesn't entirely dismiss, the critical relation of statements 
to matters of fact. So one might wonder how he expects his readers to be 
persuaded by what he says. But even here his thought is not self-cancelling. 
His concern is with reducing to a scheme of the utmost generality, with the 
consistency and fitting in of semiotic material into this general scheme, with 
surprising symmetries and conformities, with what one might call the internal 
bureaucracy of a system. His essay "Knowing and Believing" treats among other 
things the sorts of explanation that satisfy our minds because they fit things 
into systems of belief or knowledge. His own explanations conform to this 
grammar of assent. And it must be said that most academic activity in the Arts 
and probably the Social Sciences takes the form of ordering material and 
fitting it in with current general schemes of explanation. Unadjusted 
apprehension of things is hard to find and generally thought a chimera anyway. 
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Greimas has a particular reason for rejecting the notion of an 
apprehension; he believes that cultural forms, above all languages 
the world as if the world were a sort of undifferentiated stuff. un,de:~p:Lnrli 
that is the Whorf-Sapir thesis that different cultures divide the spectrum 
differently, that is they see different colours, because they have different 
colour words. This thesis, largely abandoned by anthropologists, is still 
popular in departments of literature. And Greimas speaks of it with respect. 
Obviously the notion that we perceive according to our culture works with some 
things. You have to be British to spot a spiv. On the other hand, a term like 
"anger", even though it "segments" social reality, does not seem to vary in 
meaning between cultures, at least at the level of generality that Greimas 
discusses it at. For though he introduces his discussion, perhaps with tongue 
in cheek, as an analysis of French anger, what he says holds true for British 
anger and, I should have thought, anger from China to Peru. 

That language and culture "segment" reality seems to me only a partial 
truth. Perhaps what makes the idea so attractive to thinkers like Greimas is 
that their own thought is so much the creation of their special languages. I 
don't mean that Greimas' terms are empty like "phlogiston", but rather that the 
stuff they cut up could indeed be cut differently, and that here terms really 
do depend on their relation to each other for their meaning. 

Greimas is lavish in coining terms of art, and apart from having to 
negotiate a peculiarly dense version of standard semiotic talk, the reader has 
to cope with "thymic space", "deixes", "actants", "translative utterances" and 
so forth. Greimas himself takes a quizzical look at scientific jargon. 

A characteristic feature of functional discourses should be 
underscored. These discourses often have complementary axiological 
connotations, which seem to be more frequent than in the case of 
morphosocial connotations. Thus, for example, we can apply the 
connotation of "sacred terror" not only to religious languages but 
also to scientific discourses. This implicit exercise of terrorism 
takes place in the human sciences where linguists are "terrorized" 
by discourses held by mathematicians, but they often act in the 
same way with regard to sociologists, for example. A certain 
scientificity of discourse sets off a complex of incomprehension of 
this language that is no more than its social "terrorizing" 
connotations. 

This is the sort of sceptical view of his own activities that a Director of 
Studies at an Ecole des Hautes Etudes may permit himself without for a minute 
meaning to change his ways. 

Some of the difficulty of Greimas' language may have to do with the 
translation. The translators say they cherish Greimas' style. But it is hard 
to believe that whatever Greimas wrote could make "refuse" the contrary of 
"affirm" or that "mental restriction" could really not have been replaced by 
the natural English "mental reservation". And one wonders if anything like 
"polysemic" and 11 plurisemic" really occurred in consecutive sentences in the 
original. All the same, Greimas himself has clearly chosen to write in a 
special semiotic language and express himself in metalinguistic turns of 
thought. The advantage of this style is that he can formalise his procedures. 
He strikes me as a much more rigorous and solid thinker than other 
structuralist and post-structuralist writers. He writes without fireworks, but 
mercifully without the tedious brilliance of writers like Lacan or the later 
Derrida. If structuralist semiotics is a science with a future, doubtless it 
will base itself on Greimas' sober and scrupulous inquiries. 
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For the non-semiotician too Greimas has something to offer. Not, I 
think, his formal analyses. To have worked one's way through those is 
certainly to have come in touch with structuralism in an exemplary form. And 
if traditional culture is all to be consigned to an ideal musee de l'homme, it 
will be important to gather from Greimas intimations of the way in which it 
will be done. But this would be an impression rather than a lesson we could 
adopt for ourselves without becoming Greimasian semioticians. Oddly Levi
Strauss's analyses, though they are less rigorous and evolved products of the 
structuralist mind, are more stimulating for the dabbler, at least when he gets 
away from the study of kinship. His interest in myth is more alive than 
Greimas'; he makes a contemporary myth of myt~. And however frivolous that may 
sound, to read him is in some way to have lived the life of our times (well, 
twenty years ago). Greimas cannot do that for us. What Greimas does offer are 
curiously pregnant formulations of ideas. It may be that not all of these 
i'deas are new, but couched as they are in a language stripped of common sense, 
they have the power to jolt the reader out of his accustomed ways of thinking. 

[Consider] the relative nonintervention of a narrator in 
productions having a social vocation, unlike the interest shown for 
itself and for the implied reader ("Mon semblable, mon frere"), by 
the subject of enunciation of literary texts displaying its 
intrusive presence. It is as though, when passing from 
ethnoliterature to socioliterature, a de facto state was 
transformed into a de jure state, sanctioned by success or failure. 
In the first case, the subject of enunciation is not known or is 
simply designated as a collective subject, whereas in the second 
case, where the mechanisms of production functioning before us can 
be laid bare and analyzed, the instance of enunciation must be 
concealed and its manifestations excluded from the text, because 
they hamper the social consumption of the products. (p. 190) 

Or speaking of the semiotic interpretation of the bodily movements (gestures) a 
worker must go through to carry out a task, he remarks: 

One can therefore see that the semiosis we are dealing with here is 
not a simple relation between a signifier and a signified, but a 
relational structure designated elsewhere as morphematic; that is, 
it is both a relation between a si nifier and a si nified taken as 
a whole t e gestura programme an a networ of relat ons 
from t~e signified to each figure as a part. p. 0, Gre 
emphas s) 

These thoughts may sound quite baffling to those who have not inured themselves 
to Greimas' manner of speaking. I should wish to recommend inuring oneself. 
Even if one remains uncertain about the value of Greimas' grand semiotic 
project, the oddly stimulating quality of these uningratiating essays is 
sufficient reward. 
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Halliday, H.A.K. and J.R. Hartin (eds.) 1981. 
London: Batsford Academic and Education, Ltd. 
and index. 

Reviewed by CAROL C. MOCK 

The purpose of this book is to make available papers that are important 
in.the history of systemic grammar, but ·not easily accessible or well known; 
indeed, some of them have never before been published. The collection aims at 
documenting developments in systemic theory in the 1960's and early 1970's, 
with special attention to the growing importance of paradigmatic relations and 
explicit realization rules. The editors offer the collection for readers who 
are familiar with systemic linguistics through Halliday's more recent 
sociosemantic and metafunctional publications (cf. Lanfua~es as a Social 
Semiotic, 1978, and Learning How to Mean, 1975), and w o esire a deeper 
understanding of the theoretical foundations of the systemic model. 

Part I, Paradigmatic and srittagmatic relations, presents the central 
concepts of system, structure, rank, constituency, embedding, order and syntagm 
as developed in "Syntax and the consumer" (Halliday 1964), "Types of structure" 
(Halliday 1965, mimeo), and "Rank and depth" (Huddleston 1965). Part II, 
Formalizinf systemic relations and their structural realization, presents two 
of the ear lest coherent attempts to establish systemic grammar as a generative 
linguistic model with a "deep" grammar of systems: "Systemic features and their 
realization" (Huddleston 1966, previously unpublished), and "Some notes on the 
systemic generation of a paradigm of the English clause" (Henrici 1965, mimeo). 
Part III, Structure and grammatical function, system and class, focuses on 
functional labeling for the structural nodes derived from system networks: 
"Constituency in a systemic description of the English clause" (Hudson 1967), 
and "Structure" (Halliday 1969, mimeo). In these papers, grammatical function 
is clearly defined for the first time as a relation between a constituent and 
the class of its constitute--a part-whole relation. Part IV, Systemic 
functional generative grammar, argues for relatively independent metafunctional 
components within system networks: "Options and functions in the English 
clause" (Halliday 1969), and "Generating a sentence in systemic functional 
grammar" (Fawcett 1973, mimeo). Part V, Systemic generative grammar, presents 
Hudson's claim that system networks should reflect syntactic relations rather 
than grammatico-semantic ones: "Systemic generative grammar" (Hudson 1974), 
Finally Part VI, Systemic descriftions, gives the reader descriptions that make 
use of the systemic model at var ous stages of its development: "A fragment of 
a systemic description of English" (Huddleston 1965, mimeo), "Declarative, 
interrogative, and imperative in French" (Huddleston and Uren 1969), 
"Linguistics and the computer analysis of tonal harmony [in music] " (Winograd 
1968), "An "Item-and-paradigm" approach to Deja syntax and morphology" (Hudson 
1972), and "Conjunction and continuity in Tagalog" (Martin, previously 
unpublished). 

Halliday has written a general introduction to the collection, and Martin 
introduces each part with a cogent commentary highlighting the concepts from 
the papers which have proved to be most significant in the development of 
systemic linguistics. Notational conventions throughout the volume have been 
standardized to conform to an extremely detailed set of formal symbols (pp. 
10-12), and there is helpful supporting material in the form of a glossary, a 
bibliography and an index of key terms and names. 

For a reader having a basic familiarity with systemic approaches, the 
collection is a convenient introduction to the direction in which functional 
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;~stentic grammar has developed, for the progression of papers demonstrates a 
gr1ld~aal shift in emphasis during the twenty years in which many of the formal 
aspects of the theory took shape. From modest beginning in which paradigmatic 
relations were firmly rooted in a structural matrix of SPCA's, systemic 
writings have become ever more abstract and semantically nuanced, to the point 
where some of its early adherents (e.g., Hudson, Huddleston) have broken away 
to develop their own versions of formal grammar. It is particularly 
interesting to compare Hudson's highly syntactic 1974 paper, "Systemic 
generative grammar", with Fawcett's more broadly semantic and pragmatic 
approach in the 1973 paper, "Generating a sentence." 

In the Introduction, Halliday reminds us that the process of using the 
meaning potential of language to exchange meanings involves two steps: 
instantiation, or choosing particular options at both the semantic and the i' 
lexica-grammatical levels, and realization, or expressing the options chosen jl 
(presumably, at both the lexica-grammatical and phonological levels). From 

,what Halliday says, it is not entirely clear what number of strata ·he thinks 
are necessary in an over-all model of language. The basic number seems to be 
two, a la Hyelmslev (content and expression), but with both a semantic level 
and a-reiico-grammatical one within the content plane, and both phonological 
and phonetic levels within the expression stratum. Halliday does not address 
here the issue of whether pragmatic choices are best analyzed separately from 
semantic ones. 

In the famous paper "Syntax and the Consumer", Halliday explicates the 
concept of delicacy (or variable depth of descriptive detail), pointing out 
that it provides a measure of the status of a given system relative to other 
systems, as either hierarchically dependent on some more general opposition or 
fully independent and simultaneous with other systems, i.e., at the same degree 
of delicacy with them. This paper is also where Halliday distinguishes between 
a grammatical ambiguity--a single syntagm expressing two or more different 
grammatical selections, and a true neutralization--having at any particular 
degree of delicacy only one grammatical description (in terms of the features 
selected from the system network). One type of systemic neutrali'zation is the 
intersection between two partially interdependent systems. As an example, 
Halliday presents the VOICE system in the English verbal group--[active) versus 
[passive]--and the AGENCY system in the prepositional phrase--[agentive] versus 
[instrumental]; he asks whether the expression he was deceived by a trick 
contrasts more directly with a trick deceived him or with they deceived him by 
a trick. That is, is by a trick [agentive] or is it [instrumental]? According 
to the system network in the paper, the AGENCY system expressed in the 
prepositional phrase is partially dependent on concurrent selection of 
particular VOICE options in the verbal group: [agentive] combines only with 
[pass~ve] VOICE, while [instrumental] combines with either [active] or 
[passive]. At a certain degree of delicacy the preposition by can realize both I' 
the [agentive] and the [instrumental) options of the AGENCY system (al~hough 
surely [instrumental] also has with and through as alternative instrumental 
choices at a further degree of delicacy). These conditions set the stage for a 
restricted neutralization of the AGENCY system, such that it is not possible to 
say for sure whether he was deceived by a trick has an [agentive] prepositional 
phrase or an [instrumental] one. 

The preposition by also illustrates grammatical ambiguity. The 
functional classes of prepositional phrases include [locative] option, e.g. by 
the gate, as well as the AGENCY choices [agentive] and [instrumental], eg., by 
John and by hand. The expression I'll roast it by the fire is simply ambiguous 
rather than being a case of grammatical neutralization: it means I'll roast it 
beside the fire when the [locative) option is selected in the clause network, 
and I'll use the fire to roast it when [instrumental) has been chosen. 
Halliday claims that "systems which yield "neutralizations" ••• should appear at 
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a lower order of delicacy than those which yield ambiguities." (p. 
systemic linguists, we should ask ourselves whether we have tested 
his claim. 

In "Types of Structure,"a very important article previously 
to most of us, Halliday distinguishes between structure and linear sequence 
syntagm), between multivariate and univariate structures, between progressive 
and non-progressive sequences of elements in univariate structures, and between 
the recursive layering of dependency structures in pushdown constructions and 
the rankshifting (or embedding) of constituent structures. (This last is a 
distinction many American linguists have yet to take into account.) He notes 
that progressive realization of structural values leaves the string open-ended 
so that more elements can be added on, whereas non-progressive sequences are 
self-limiting. He also makes an intriguing typological prediction about the 
connection between word order and pushdown mechanisms, one that linguists of 
SOV languages would do well to check out: when a language puts hypotactic 
markers such as if and while at the end of the dependent unit, the pushdown 
mechanism by which recursive layering takes place should be possible in non
progressive sequences, whereas this is not possible in languages like English. 

Huddleston's "Rank and Depth," a classic early discussion of the delicacy 
hierarchy, the rank scale, rankshifting and types of structure, is reprinted 
here because of its introduction of raratactic and hypotactic complexes at 
word, group and clause ranks, a deve opment which significantly weakened the 
importance of the sentence as a unit ranked above the clause. 

"Systemic features and their realization" (Huddleston 1966, previously 
unpublished) is important as the first coherent attempt to describe systemic 
grammar as a generative model of the clause and to wrestle seriously with the 
appropriate form of realization rules. He explores how systemic features at 
one rank are related via their realizations not only to particular structures 
at the same rank, but also to the preselection of systemic features of classes 
at lower ranks. Although he spells out seven types of operation that 
realization rules can perform, and allows them to contain ordered subrules 
sensitive to specific paradigmatic contexts, he says nothing of the possibility 
of subrules sensitive to syntagmatic contexts. Unfortunately, the article:ends 
on a weak note with an unresolved discussion of whether to permit deletions and 
substitutions as possible types of realization rule; he half-heartedly proposes 
tagging the semantic identity of constituents to be deleted or substituted, but 
does not do so persuasively. 

Henrici's "Some notes on the systemic generation of a paradigm of the 
English clause"(196~) is useful for its emphasis on how a linguist might go 
about building up a system network. An interesting focus here is the total 
output of a system network: the list of all possible feature selections (the 
same as selection expressions?) that can be formed from the features of a 
network constitutes a set of canonical forms for the unit whose grammar is 
being described. Once we have an exhaustive classification, what do we do wi 
it? Yhat questions can we fruitfully ask about such a paradigm? Henrici 
introduces many technical terms that have subsequently become standard usage 
among systemic linguists: the roint of origin for a system network, ~rimary 
systems, which immediately fol ow the point of origin, the entry con itions 
a system; the term entr~ criterion (for several alternative entry conditions, 
any one of which is suf icient). A selection ex ression shows most of the 
dependency relations among the features se ecte , w ereas a selection set does 
not. Although some of his terminology and conclusions seem dated, the depth o 
detail in this paper is evidence of a genuine wrestling with linguistic theory 
and it is worth reading carefully. 

Hudson's "Constituency in a systemic description of the English clause" 
(Linfua 18, 1967) is significant for the thoughtful way it explores the 
impl cations of using many immediate constituents instead of Chomsky's few-IC 



approach, and also for his exposition of grammatical function as a part-whole 
relation: "the grammatical function of a constituent is a relation between it 
and the item of which it is an IC" (111). The main point of this paper is well 
summed up in Hudson's own words: "if constituents are treated as 
realizing ••• defined systemic features, then the relations among the 
constituents are already implied by the relations among the features they 
realize;" (104) so that the basic structural necessity in a systemic 
description is to show how each clause constituent realizes one or more 
systemic features of the unit it is part of, To illustrate his claims, Hudson 
presents the least delicate systems of MOOD (indicative versus imperative, 
declarative versus interrogative) and TRANSITIVITY (directed versus undirected 
action, specified versus unspecified goal). 

Part-whole structural relations are also the focus of Halliday's 1969 
mimeo, "Structure," in which he delineates the difference between structure, an 

'unsequenced set of functional labels, and syntagm, a linear sequence of items 
which can be represented as a sequence of form classes. Thus the transivity 
structure of a clause may consist of two elements, e.g. Actor and Process while 
a give syntagm is one particular sequence of items that could manifest such a 
structure (e.g., the moon is shining and is the moon shining). We can ask of 
an item in a syntagm whether it is a representative of a class; e.g., is the 
moon a member of the class Nominal Group? But strictly speaking, we cannot ask 
if an item represents an element of structure. Instead, we may ask whether it 
has the potential to realize a particular functional element; e.g. can the item 
the moon function in the role of Actor in an Actor Process structure? More 
generally, can the class Nominal Group function in such a way? Despite many 
clear definitions and good examples, it is easy to see why this paper was never 
published before: as it stands, it is only suggestive fragment. Nevertheless, 
many readers will be glad to have access to it. 

Halliday's paper in Part IV, "Options and functions in the English 
clause" (1969), is a very condensed version of the basic options in the THEME, 
MOOD and TRANSITIVITY networks, which can serve as a useful reminder for those 
of us who have studied his more extensive "Notes on Transitivity and theme in 
English," JL 1967-68. It contains a good example of how realization rules can 
and should be tied to each grammatical option (Table 1), but I would have liked 
to study more complex realizations of THEME, MOOD or TRANSITIVITY of the type 
which would be dependent on specific paradigmatic contexts. 

Fawcett's 1973 mimeo, "Generating a sentence in systemic functional 
grammar," impressively illustrates his particular version of systemic grammar. 
He walks us through all the systemic selections necessary for the generation of 
a single sentence in a specific context of situation, from the first choice
-whether to communicate verbally or not--to grammatical options such as 
TRANSITIVITY, VOICE and REFLEXIVIZATION, and discourse service options, which 
are comments about the verbal exchange (e.g., Could you say it again? Yes, of 
course.). 

Hudson's "Systemic generative grammar" (1974) is much less orien'ted 
toward meaning than Fawcett's paper. Unlike Fawcett, Hudson distrusts 
semantics except insofar as it is strongly connected to formal syntax. He 
proposes that the grammatical analysis must incorporate only enough sensitivity 
to semantics to reflect semantic relations among the events and participants in 
a sentence (but not a text?), and aspects of meaning such as coreference, the 
identity of referents, and the syntactic scope of quantifiers and modal 
elements. He disclaims any deep interest in Halliday's metafunctional 
perspective; and readers accustomed to functional or semantic justifications 
for particular systemic options will find his syntactic approach somewhat 
opaque, both because he insists on defining each unit (or "item") only in terms 
of the system-network features which classify it, and because he avoids giving 
functional labels to elements of structure •. In Hudson's version of systemic 
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grammar, structure (as opposed to system) indicates only the grammatical 
classes to which an item belongs, plus what higher-ranking (non-semantic) 
features it realizes and the particular sequence and constituent relations 
bears to other items. Hudson has more to say than most systemic linguists 
about what a systemic phonology should look like, and proposes using the same 
formal apparatus: ranked units, system networks, and realization rules. In 
many ways this paper foreshadows the formalisms of his later daughter
dependency grammar rather than staying within the earlier systemic tradition, 
but the use of system networks is probably enough to brand this paper as part 
of the history of systemic linguistics. , 

The five language descriptions in Part VI strike the reader rather oddly, 
because the theoretical orientations of systemic linguists have shifted during 
the twenty-year period embraced by the collection. Reading straight through, 
one is forced into mental gymnastics to make the proper assumptions about 
terminology and the descriptive goals of each paper. In my opinion it would 
have been better to intersperse these descriptions among the more theoretical 
papers that precede them, so that the reader could go more easily from a 
particular version of systemic theory to the descriptive work that makes use of 
it. 

Regrettably, the number of typographical errors is a most irritating 
feature of this volume. While Halliday's newly written introduction and 
Martin's commentaries are relatively free of mistakes, the papers themselves 
have so many errors that I wonder whether proofreaders were ever assigned to 
read them at all. Fortunately, these typographical mistakes do only minor 
damage to the content of the papers. 
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Reviewed by TOM BROWN 

Claire Painter gives in her Introduction her three main aims in pursuing 
this piece of research: to replicate Halliday's case study in Learning How To 
Mean, to provide a more detailed and more explicit description of her subject's 
development than was done for Nigel, and therefrom to provide evidence as to 
the usefulness of the systemic approach (as modified by Halliday) in 
developmental studies of early language.· 

Her account of the case of her son Hal is.preceded by three useful 
preliminary chapters. The first gives an account of research into the 
development of child language from the time when dissatisfaction with work 
b,ased on Chomsky's account of how children learn language began to exhibit 
i'tself in the adoption of examinations of language-in-context, often supported 
by the eclectic uses of linguistic theory. Vhat emerges is the need for an 
integrated theory of language-in-context to map the territory the child is 
seeking to conquer. Perhaps the best example of the pitfalls of ihe eclectic 
approach is provided by Bruner's work, in so many ways illuminating as to the 
nature of speech development, but flawed by dubious application of parts of 
theories. 

A chapter follows devoted to a critical account of systemic theory, 
critical in that it does not evade certain problems of definition that have 
arisen, notably in regard to the terms "semantic" and "semiotic" but also due 
to the incompleteness of the theory in specifying networks associated with 
Field and Tenor. On pages 29-31 Painter offers a crucial statement of the 
implications of the theory for a developmental study and an outline of 
Halliday's own PJ;Oposals in this field. One particular problem, the question 
of how social context and Transitivity are related, is discussed in detail. 
This is one of a number of issues future workers in the field will no doubt 
have to face arising from certain discrepancies in Halliday's account. (cf. p. 
35 of Painter, figs. 2.6 and 2.7). 

The third chapter outlines Painter's approach to the practical problems of 
the case study, starting with the status of a researcher who is actively 
involved as a parent in the interactional process of the subject's language 
development. She makes her case for the "diary" method Halliday and she employ 
(supplemented in her work by regular taping of informal sessions) as the most 
useful way of obtaining data for the study. She might have given more stress 
to the need for such a diary to include a sufficient account of the parental 
contribution, particularly its extra-linguistic aspects, to the interchanges of 
parent and child; in practice, however, her diary (cf. especially pp. 66-70) 
appears to meet this need. An important point is her conscious abstention from 
deliberate linguistic experimentation, as distinct from normal parental 
"prompting". Her suggestions (pp. 44-45) for a weighting system to indicate 
preference of occurence- derived from a suggestion of Halliday's -are 
interesting but perhaps require, as a practical device, further scrutiny by 
future users. Her use of systemic networks encodes a greater amount of data 
than does Halliday's (as one might expect) and I find these networks extremely 
illuminating. 

Painter opens her account of the development of Hal's language with a 
discussion of some of the objections made to Halliday's account of language 
functions in the earliest - "protolanguage" - stage. She argues convincingly 
for its acceptance as a practical tool of description given.additional 
relevance since its inception by later studies in mother-infant interaction. 
She provides a more detailed and therefore more practical specification of her 
language functions than does Halliday. It is clear from what she says that 
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problems still exist in determining at the earliest stages which vo·ca.Lllla 
are truly signs. Should the criteria be so rigorously applied as to 
minimal number of acceptable vocalisations, the problem would seem to 
unimportant. 

The detailed account of the first phase of Hal's development is present 
(as are the later stages) in six-weekly analyses - a statement of developments 
generally, illustrative system networks, and explanatory notes. The value of 
the system networks in objectifying the development of functions and the 
accession of new signs is clear. Especially valuable is the discussion on pp. 
66-70 of interactional texts, not only as contributing to the interpretation of 
the personal/interactional distinction, ·but as illuminating in regard to the 
interactional process in general. Hal's first use of a lexical item occurs at 
13 months and the development of his vocabulary is depicted in ensuing networks 
which show clearly the microfunctional status of.lexical items at this stage. 
Hal's development to 16 months, the beginning of the "transitional" stage· 
posited by Halliday, broadly parallels that of Nigel: I would suggest that 
rather than ascribe the variations between child subjects to "individual 
differences" we might look more closely at the nature of the parental 
contribution in each case. I say this because the "interactive" approach to 
the study of language acquisition .does seem to me to stress the role of 
"modelling" in the child's activity and it seems reasonable to assume that 
different subjects responding to different parents - in different situations -
may make different choices of microlinguistic features. 

At this stage the date as analysed by Painter begins to show not only the 
disappearance of the child's personal vocal signs and their replacement by 
lexical items, but the generalising of the (four) perceived microfunctions of 
the protolanguage into two macrofunctions: the regulatory and instrumental 
come together to constitute a "pragmatic" function, the interactional and 
personal (and possibly the imaginative) as "mathetic". Not only can practical 
distinctions of use be established for these, but surviving vocalisat.ions and 
new lexical items occur in one or other of.the contexts- but not at this stage 
in both. The lexical items remain context-bound. The use of tone to 
distinguish the macrofunctions is in Hal's data clearly observable. Tone 
anticipates mood and transitivity. Already these findings give weight to the 
claim that Halliday's analysis maps a path from the earliest vocal signs 
employed - in parent-child interaction - to the symbols of adult language. 

This generalisation of functions necessitates a change in presentation: 
networks are constructed to specify potential for - in the mathetic function -
the coding of experience in language, and - in the pragmatic - the negotiation 
of demands. Though some might regard the selection of features here as ad hoc, 
the need to provide a series of comparable presentations of meaning potential 
through which development may be traced seems to be fulfilled. 

Halliday found the informative function late to appear, and so does 
Painter. Its genesis is in the mathetic function, but Painter finds evidence 
quite early in this phase for believing that it emerges too in pragmatic 
interchanges, the situation being usefully summarised on p. 136. This 
foreshadows the gradual erosion of the distinction between the two as the 
incipient lexico-grammatical systems emerge. The particular ways in which the 
vocabulary's deployment is extended and the arrangement of lexical strings 
evolves into syntagms are discussed in great detail for each six-week stage. 
Painter is properly cautious in handling the date which suggests the breakdown 
of the mathetic/pragmatic distinction, as in the discussion of emergent Mood 
and Transitivity features (pp. 167-180). Nevertheless in this same chapter she 
is able to produce a word-rank network (Fig. 8.7) displaying considerable 
linguistic maturity and in which few items are exclusive to one macrofunction. 

A major problem now lies ahead, however: the transition from macrofunction· 
to metafunction - Mood and Transitivity functions having begun to be 
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Uft·nHfiable. How, in terms of the adult system, can these be seen to develop? 
painter finds evidence of emerging speech function and Mood options, 

. particularly in the use of want and the more adult-like use of the rising tone. 
'··'There is evidence, too, of tneinterpretation of incomplete clauses as - in 

some circumstances - moodless, without the major/minor distinction being fully 
established. Where the need to express subject-function existed, the subject 
appeared, a step in the development of Transitivity. At discourse level 
Painter proposed a network which like the lexica-grammatical one for this stage 
offers a clear indication of development - in a metafunctional direction. The 
chapter, (9), in which these matters are argued is the most complicated in the 
book, but seems to me to be successful - in spite of the unsolved problems 
regarding Halliday's account of the adult system discussed earlier (on pp. 
31-36) relating in general to his use of the terms "semantics"/"semantic 
system." 

In a final chapter Painter summarises her findings on development and 
compares Hal's progress with that of Nigel, as recorded in Learning How to 
Mean. Both the developmental study and the comparison support the claim that 
tneapproach proposed by Halliday makes possible a systematic account of the 
passage from microfunction to metafunction, from the production of highly 
context-based individual vocalisations to a version of the mother tongue 
exhibiting to a degree the complexity of choice characteristics of adult 
languages. Into The Mother Tongue attests the view that an account of language 
development supported by a comprehensive linguistic theory will be superior to 
those which depend on'psychological theory supported by eclectic borrowings 
from linguists and philosophers. Painter's book will be fruitful reading for 
all interested in language and language development. 

Edinburgh 



Threadgold, T., E.A. Grosz, G. Kress and M.A.K. Halliday (eds.) 

Semiotics, Ideology, Language (Sydney Studies in Society and Culture n. 3) 

Sydney, 1986 (Price: A$15.00) ISBN 0 949 405 02 7 9 (paper) 

Reviewed by DANIEL FLEMING 

This is a collection of papers which have their origin in a 1984 
conference of the Sydney Association for Studies in Society and Culture. The 
conference theme was "Semiotics: Language and Ideology". The front cover 
carries, one above the other in this order; the words "Ideology Semiotics 
Language". Are we to detect some slight confusion over whether to allow a 
certain privilege to one of the three terms and indeed over just how, if at 
all, their interrelationships should be signposted? There is a reassuring 
sense of directness about that original colon; around it hang a number of 
trusty connotations. That semiotics is here to be approached through the 
fruitful juxtaposition of the other two terms; that a project of a kind has 
been envisaged for the conference and hence for this book, a project centred on 
elaborating that colon's implications, its promise of a certain kind of 
informative relationship; that the three terms have sufficiently separable 
existence for the colon to array them as confidently as it does: such are the 
original connotations. Remove the element of punctuation and an immediately 
vertiginous slippage occurs. The three terms slide into uncertain 
relationships. That is, of course, the whole point and the seemingly callous 
abandonment of the lonely colon is to be welcomed. But did it happen so 
·because the conference failed to verify the promise originally punctuated in? 
Or because the conference turned actively against the colon and drove it. off~ 
now unwanted, the misleadfng promise perhaps of a grand theory capable of 
arranging the polygamous marriage of the three terms once and for all? 

I suspect the cover of this volume to be guilty of a kind of honesty. It 
puts its own emphasis squarely on the word "Language" and as such it speaks of 
the project that might have been. What emerge from this remarkably diverse 
selection of papers are the lineaments of a project yet to be given proper 
substance. Let me explain. Those who work in literary and cultural studies 
need to be told more about the advances in systemic-functional linguistics. 
Those who work in the latter field may have suspected as much for some 
considerable time; indeed they may have been surprised and even a little hurt 
that so few of the former have taken an interest in their work. Insofar as the 
word "Language" in the title of this book really means the efforts of the 
systemic-functional "school" it places the emphasis properly on the area where 
work needs to be done: call it bridge-building if you will. The reasons for 
this pressing need can be fairly simply stated, if at the risk of over
simplifying. 

Meaning is the object. Where once it was pursued outside history as if 
always already given, as "truth", now the elaborateness of its construction is 
what fascinates. Where once it shimmered like a natural jewel it is now seen 
to be so many glittering components, cogs and wheels and networks of often 
bewildering complexity. That is the great defection, from the given to the 
made, from ideas deemed capable of floating free from history to the discursive 
practices (including linguistic forms) which structure everyday life for 
particular peoples at particular times. If that is a loss of faith, a secular 
reflection of what Don Cupitt has called "taking leave of God", then we can 
hardly be surprised in a century that has specialised in converting . 
"asymmetrical power relations" into ultimate horrors. Therein lies the problem 
for work on language, on culture and ideology and on the semiotic processes 
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are now recognised as the makers of meaning, socially, inside history. If 
linguistic forms structure discursive practices, if in turn discursive 
practices structure power relations and, therefore, relations of domination 
(and submission or resistance), how do we get from the "micro" level to the 
"macro"? How do we get from the particular linguistic form to socially-made 
meanings and contexts and to the "larger" historical forces that operate at 
that level? 

It would be nice if we had a theory to get us from one level of analysis 
to the other. In her lengthy introduction of the volume at hand, Terry 
Threadgold of Sydney University comes clean: "Such a theory would be text
based, with its textual analysis based on the semantically organised functional 
grammar of Halliday" (p44). I don't buy that for a minute (and it's the 
objective of this review as a whole to indicate why) but I'm very glad it got 
so clearly said because it identifies a hope that, for the most part, skulks 
about on the edges of everything else in the book. 

If we no longer believe that meaning is up there somewhere, waiting to be 
carved in stone (or some other medium) for delivery as "natural" knowledge to 
those incapable of making their own, then we have to work our way right through 
from the fine detail (like the colon with which this review began) to the 
overarching social situation, in the construction and constant reconstruction 
of which the small details are, in some sense, involved. Ye need a laboratory 
within which the overwhelming complexity of the objects studied can be made, 
for a time, more manageable. That laboratory is the text. On that most of the 
contributors to this collection appear to agree. 

Margaret Clunies Ross examines thirteenth century Icelanders' subtle 
solutions to the situation, within a fundamentally oral culture, of having to 
balance a "legal" emphasis on "fair description" against the seductive powers 
of metaphor; solutions based on elaborate formal means of slandering others by 
accusing them of impossible acts which could, however, be "translated" as 
symbolic. So to accuse a man of being a woman translates into t'he implication 
that he has played the "woman's role" in homosexual relations. The more the 
accusation left to the imagination of the hearer the less likely were the then 
stringent laws against "exaggeration" to be effectively applied in that 
instance. 

Anne Cranny-Francis sets out to establish that Yilliam Morris' News from 
Nowhere and other "utopian" texts "can contribute effectively to the critique 
of capitalist society and the formation of new, revolutionary, social theory" 
She does so by identifying a "reflexive" aspect of the text, a self
interrogation that lends credence to its imagining of the "utopian figure" 
because the latter is not presented as "natural" or "unproblematic". As a 
result what is offered is not a fantasy but a reasoned criticism of the 
nineteenth century society that renders the utopian vision an impossibility. 

Anne Freadman aims to "re-do" structuralism as a set of controversies 
over key issues rather than "a homogeneous theoretical field identifiable by a 
few key terms".· These controversies she anchors in Jakobson on language and 
Metz and Vollen on cinema, at the same time effecting a return to Peirce with 
some slightly ·surprising results: Peirce is discovered to be a kind of 
supplement to Saussure (in something like Derida's sense of the term), 
inevitably occluding the Saussurean move from the representational to the 
systemic. "Natural knowledge", the humanist myth, slips in, as always, by a 
side door; by sliding in Peircean usages of certain terms to replace the more 
"radical" Saussurean usages (and, to make matters worse, it is always a very 
partial reading of Peirce that allows that supplementing to take place). Thus, 
"theoretical abstraction" is rendered more apparently humane; a process of 
which Ms. Freadman is (with a· little help from Benveniste) justifiably 
suspicious. 
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Ruqaiya Hasan's focus is on mother/child talk, but, as Marx's name 
three times in the first three lines, the perspective adopted is signpost 
being clearly concerned with wider issues than such talk alone. Indeed, 
"ideologies live through the common everyday actions - both verbal and 
verbal - of a host of social actors who are far from thinking consciously 
it", the chosen focus begins to emerge as a crucial and (in this con text) too · 
often neglected area of investigation. Vith vivid transcriptions of talk, this 
is one of the most successful contributions to the volume; convincingly working 
from concrete examples to the "level" of ideology via the topic of "woman's 
work" and its distorted refraction thro11gh apparently innocent verbal exchanges 
(the "silly mummy" syndrome being a particularly startling example). 

There then follow three articles on literature that, though interesting 
in themselves, add little to the sense of a collective project in evolution. 
Rosemary Huisman looks at what she enticingly describes as "the habits of Old 
English scholars" in a short article that traces some nineteenth century social 
changes which may have set the agenda for Old English scholarship into the 
present century. ·Alex Jones does one of those gymnastic attempts at 
constructing a diagram of meaning in (at least) four dimensions. By doing 
things like counting the occurences of the word "blood" in 59 poems and then 
exhaustively tabulating the results by year, he begins to construct a diagram 
of "semantic space" for his chosen body of Australian poems. And John Lechte 
offers a thoroughly "post-structuralist" essay on polyphony via The Brothers 
Karamazov: the kind of essay that refuses to be other than playful as it 
juggles terms from linguistics and (Lacanian) psychoanalysis, leaving us with 
the feeling that we've slid down a rather slippery slope to the author's very 
slippery "conclusion": that meanings are always slippery. 

Theo Van Leeuwen provides an analysis of a 1981 t.v. news item from 
Sydney's Channel 10, an analysis exemplary in its careful attention to detail, 
complete with frame stills and timings. Vhat's particularly interesting is 
that the analysis is of both the unedited and the edited versions of the taped 
interview material, thereby opening up to examination the decision-making 
process and its broader implications. Van Leeuwen finds a drama in 
construction, with a hero, "baddies" and an imposed narrative shape: hardly 
revelations to those familiar with the field of media studies but it's useful 
to find the manufacture of a news story so well documented. The conclusion in 
this case is that "the item, in personalised and dramatised terms, defined the 
relation between the producer, the consumer and the State, and disseminated 
this definition to the consumer', implicitly emphasising the importance of t.v. 
news professionals as definers and disseminators. 

In a paper that promises more than any of the others in the collection, 
with the possible exception of Hasan's, J.R. Martin examines in detail two 
"ecological" texts, articles on the culling/hunting of seals and kangaroos, and 
relates the language used to carefully modelled "ideological systems". The 
latter are based on left/right and antagonist/protagonist oppositions and 
follow a kind of tree structure of available "positions" within any particular 
"issue". The approach adopted is described as one of textual "pruning" -
whatever language, register and genre cannot account for is assigned to the 
"level" of ideology. 

Ian Reid develops an argument around the notion of an "exchange" through 
narratives, recalling Halliday's description of the text as a gift in a "highly 
coded form". Vith a nod in the direction of reader-response criticism, Reid 
offers some examples of how stories establish "narrational authority" by 
suppressing alternative "reading posi.tions", constructing a kind of contract or 
binding exchange, but also of how a knowledge of the precise terms of the 
contract can lead to its "authority" being evaded or challenged. 

Alan Rumsey describes in detail some aspects of the oratory recorded 
among the highland people of the Nebilyer Valley of New Guinea, identifying a 
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strategy of distraction.by which p~tentially contentious features of social 
life (such as segmentary.group.~rgapisation and exchange which constantly 
threatens to degenerate into conflict between individuals or their households) 
are subordinated within a style of speech-making "big man". ThiS could 
function as a metaphor. for the "single-minded" group and, therefore, have a 
directly ideological function, but Rumsey argues that it is more in the nature 
of a distraction, the occasion for oratory itself constituting an intergroup 
event while the subject of the speech-malting shifts the location of the problem 
onto the individual level and ·off the social. 

Finally, Terry Threadgold offers the most systematic application of 
Halliday's ideas to extended .textual criticism; Donne's poetry is approached as 
"a specific instance of ideological practice". Starting from the premise that 
patterns of linguistic variation can be understood as "representing 
metaphorically the variation that characterises human cultures", Threadgold 
concentrates on two levels of encoding: the lexico-grammar and the 
"metagrammatical interpretation of meaning-choices in terms of a "higher order 
social semiotic or discursive formations". She finds convincing evidence of 
what has been called, elsewhere; Donne's "ideological dislocation" and traces 
its recognition and misrecognition through a variety of critical responses, 
employing a systemic-functional analysis of two poems to build up a picture of 
the semantic structure which allows this (in fact tightly constrained) variety. 
The process is too detailed to be properly reported here but is the most 
determined example in the book of how to move from lexico-grammar to the 
overarching "level" of ideology without the accompaniment of angrily grating 
gears. The basic interpretive move is to identify the procedures through which 
an "I" is foregrounded by the poems while at the same time the fleshing out of 
that "I" as male and empowered is disavowed: this interpretive "the111e" can be 
worked "downwards" (into the wording of the poems) and "upwards" (into the 
"disrupted" social formations of writer or reader). The strands of "textual 
polyphony" can be, and are, traced in both directions. 

Having worked one's way assiduously through such a variety of material, 
is any kind of summation feasible? A number of general observations do indeed 
suggest themselves. It is notable that the contributions which "feel" most 
successful in terms of their ability to move across the levels, from language 
to social and historical contexts, are the broadly anthropological ones. 
~hether focussed on familial talk or tribal story-telling, it is as if the 
"Levi-Straussean" moment of the structuralist enterprise has reasserted itself: 
it is undeniably easier to trace in the rituals of spoken language the marks of 
social organisation than to do so in the complex textual spaces of literature. 
And the "factual" texts (news, magazine articles) fall somewhere in between; 
the connections between "micro" and "macro" levels here being sketched in with 
rather broader strokes than the "anthropological" examples.allow, and rather 
less sense of one level being "geared" firmly to the other. Literature remains 
the real challenge to the promise of a "theory" based on systemic-functional 
linguistics which would be able to translate one level into another, to move 
readily and informatively through phonoiogy, morphology, lexis and syntax to 
the level of social organisation and the effects of power in the world. One 
consequence of the attempt to realise this ambition is often an uneveness in 
the sophistication of analysis across the identified levels. Martin (second 
only to Threadgold) is one of the most determined pursuers of this goal and, 
therefore, among those most guilty of uneven analysis: his immensely thorough 
dismantling of two texts is set against an analysis of social forces that is 
too schematic, too dependent on a diagram of available positions within an 
"issue". There's much more to the overarching social and historical reality 
than a collection of "issues" and a text has its "social origin", as Martin 
calls it, in very much more than a matrix of "opposing political positions". 
By choosing two particularly simple articles on ecology, Martin has made things 
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too easy for himself; few other texts could be anchored so neatly in 
and, in each case, univocal political positions (with the obvious except 
party-political speeches). 

So it is in the notion of "polyphony" that most of the contributors 
concerned with literature take refuge. The many voices that ask to be heard 
a literary text (as opposed to the less apparently cacophanous sound of a 
mother talking to a child or a tribal leader talking "ritually" in public) 
offer a kind of explanation of the many directions that the interpretive 
activity has to go in if it hopes to relate the word to the world, linguistic 
form to ideological form. It is no longer possible to think, as Martin does, 
of levels that "hook up ... neatly". Polyphony means anything but neatness. 

What then are we to do with heteroglot linguistic diversities as they 
criss-cross a literary text? One project is descriptive (see Jones. here); 
another is celebratory (see Lechte's "deconstructionist" surrender to the 
vertigo of "heterogeneity" and endless instabilities); yet another is critical 
(Cranny-Francis, Threadgold). The critical response to polyglossia allows the 
latter to carry traces of the differentiation characteristic of advanced social 
formations (expanded ·reproduction, class division ••• ) and finds, as if in 
various "translations", the perpetual conflict of centre and periphery, of 
authority and resistance, now less dependent on fixed categories and realized 
instead in the processes of the centripetal and the centrifugal, of the 
constant dialogue between the forces that would establish authority and those 
that would challenge it. 

This last deliberately echoes the terminology of Ian Reid's paper, "The 
Social Semiotics of Narrative Exchanges", which I would finally point to as by 
far the most interesting thing in the book. Instead of looking at the elements 
of lexis, syntax or social structure, we should be attending to the processes 
that run through these supposedly elementary facts: that's where we will find 
mechanisms which could allow interpretive translations from one level into 
another. Reid examines the processes available to certain texts for 
"transacting their semantic business". Whether one is looking at the detailed 
wording of such a transaction, or the narrative roles which mediate between 
transactors, or the text itself within socio-economic transactions, or any of 
the intervening "levels", it is the processes rather than the constituent 
elements that promise to allow the ambitions of a critical sociolinguistics 
some hope of success. Outwith Reid's contribution, this collection adds little 
to our understanding of such processes. It leaves instead the feeling that 
systemic linguistics would do better to "confine" itself to the descriptive 
phase, to the first "horizon" of textual space, leaving the other horizons to 
other approaches (such as those of Fredric Jameson, who has addressed the 
problem of the interchange between dynamic heterogeneous systems of textual and 
social levels with a good deal more success than this volume can manage: see 
in particular The Political Unconscious, Methuen, London 1981). We probably 
don't need anoth~r "theory" with claims of being able to subsume all other 
approaches. We probably do need a breadth of interpretive approaches which 
admit own inevitable polyphdrty. 

What makes systemic linguistics a strong candidate for a place among 
these approaches is its emphasis on structure as the structuring of choice: in 
short, its inbuilt sensitivity to process, to change, and therefore to history. 

Lecturer in Communications Media 
Falkirk College of Technology 
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Yorking Pagers in Linguistics. University of Sydney. No. 1 Yriting Project, 
Report 198 and No. Z Yriting Pr.oject Report 1981 (J.R. Martin and Joan 
Rothery). 

Reviewed by MARY ANN EILER1 
INTRODUCTION . 

English education has historically been somewhat myopic and research in 
composition, though often elaborate, has seldom focused on the student writer 
attempting to mean in various contexts, evaluated for product, and subject to a 
hidden curriculum. Martin and Rothery reverse this trend by including the 
writer and graphically illustrating the features of registers. In the roles of 
"a teacher interested in linguistics" and " a linguist interested in 
education," they also reverse an academic tradition that, in its distance from 
the real classroom, often compounded rather than facilitated the teacher's 
task. 

The authors' objectives consist of two phases: (1) to analyze student 
writing from late primary through secondary school, and (2) to look at 
implications such analyses have for the teaching of writing so that, over the 
long term, research might "quantify in a probabilistic w,ay ••• the relation 
between genre and words and structures." Volume I contains a narrative of 
vicarious experience written by a boy in Year 6 of Primary School and an 
expository essay of literary criticism on the Canterbury tales, by a girl in 
Year 11 of Secondary School. Rothery examines the former for experiential 
meanings in clauses, the schematic structure of a story, cohesive relations, 
and thematic choices. Martin analyzes the expository essay for lexical 
cohesion, schematic structure, conjunction and theme. The purpose in both 
cases is to reflect "demands narrative and exposition place on students." 

Rothery observes of writing instruction that "although students are 
encouraged to undertake a range of written genres, little is known about the 
course of writing development." She tells us that when asked what constitutes 
good writing, teachers typically reply "Good ideas and good expression," thus 
reacting to the FIELD of a text and implying that deficiencies could be 
remedied in phrase-sentence structural approaches that "were usually isolated 
from a text of any kind." As teacher and linguist, I, too have encountered 
teacher observations that demonstrated little sensitivity to the complexities 
of register and would invariably find myself countering laments that "Susie 
can't write" With "Yrite what? A sentence? A paragraph? A poem? etc." 

The "fault" in such scenarios, at least in American education, is/was not 
that of the teacher alone but equally that of textbooks endorsed by prominent 
academicians who, as Rothery observes of teachers, "needed to draw on some 
explicit language knowledge" but did not. Conspicuously absent from language 
research of the 60's and 70's that gave rise to "The child develops language 
through using language," as Rothery argues, was an appreciation for register
specific tasks. Architects of curriculum and textbook writers seldom asked 
crucial questions like "How far is the text from the activity it describes?" 
and "How far removed are speaker and listener, thus neglecting the variables of 
TENOR and MODE" 

Yith FIELD, TENOR and MODE Rothery's analysis relates register to lexica
grammar and text to the linguistic system unlike too many studies still 
prevalent at least in the U.S. where, for example, cohesion markers are often 
counted a~aht from any context or the larger linguistic system, Instead, 
Rothery r g tly contends that "a systemic description isa paradigmatic one" 
that allows for "comparing texts within the same genre and for comparing texts 
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from different genres." It is just such a model that is so sorely needed 
the "heuristics" of text production. 

Narrative of Vicarious Experience 

Although vicarious narrative -- The Spaceship Story -- demonstrates a range of 
process types, Rothery points out that in the narratives of less able writers, 
material process clauses were more prevalent. She speculates that "choice of 
Process types •• may be·important in considering development in this type of 
narrative writing." In my own research, the proportion of rna terial clauses in 
expository texts about literature, the integration and placement of these 
clauses in the schematic structure (1) determined successful and non-successful 
texts, and (2) clarified developmental stages in register production. 

Schematic structure, Rothery argues, requires consideration of 
EXPERENTIAL HARMONY (the consistent relationship between the characters' 
participant roles and processes in which they are involved) and SEQUENTIAL 
HARMONY (the choice of sequences of processes to the end point of the 
structure). She notes that the spaceship text includes a rapid succession of 
events without development. That "this type of progression may be typical of a 
certain stage of writing development" is substantiated by my own students' 
ability (as late as the college level) to produce successful expository 
statements but their inability, often, to sustain the logic of an extended 
exposition. 

Rothery demonstrates that REFERENCE cohesion makes demands on the writer. 
that face-to-face oral interaction does not. The following sentence written by 
a secondary level student in her cohort indeed involves the kind of implicature 
that is often viewed as a mistake1 // Firstly we will look at the League of 
Nations. The Covenant was signed April, 1919 ••• // The student is quite right 
in arguing as she does that "The teacher will know what I am w~:iting about" for 
so arguing demonstrates a keen sense of the interpersonal role relationship 
with her audience. The question actually is not just one of audience but also 
one of permitted degrees of indirect reference and the given-new contract for 
various registers. 

In her treatment of CONJUNCTION, Rothery focuses on External relations 
(propositions about the world) and Internal relations (rhetorical connections 
in discourse). Because of the dominance of External conjunctions in the 
spaceship story "this would seem to be a distinguishing feature of narrative." 
The occurence of only two Internal relations, however, motivates the 
speculation that "these kinds of relations" may be "used more frequently in 
narratives of older, more mature writers" and that if such indeed is so, "then 
an important similarity would be established between narrative and expository 
writing. One might also add that establishing potential relationships in 
genres is a necessary step in planning a phased curriculum. 

In her discussion of THEME, Rothery analyzes teacher comments that urge· 
students to vary sentence beginnings. She concludes that "such remarks are 
focused at the level of the individual sentence or clause" and "do not take 
account of the development of the text overall." Although this may be ·so, 
teacher comments deserve further exploration. Research needs to test whether 
teachers intuitively may indeed be responding to the features of genre. If a 
teacher urges a student to avoid beginning each sentence with "the character 
did this or that" or to break the monotony of a strict temporal sequence, he 
may be suggesting the interplay of options that exists in successful, mature 
realizations of a given register variety. 

Rothery analyzes LEXICAL cohesion from the perspective of Field. There 
is a "space invasion" string, a "crash" string, and "injury and recovery" 
string, etc. and the "earth and sky" string, which runs through the entire 
text, "realizes the setting of the narrative." The proportions and lexical 
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composition of strings also have important implications for the development of 
expository texts where Field is that of narrative. 

Rothery presents the PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS of her research as follows: 
(1) register is central in planning for language development, (2) language 
development should be systematically related to the child's language use, (3) 
report and narrative of personal experience are common to speech and writing, 
(4) writing excludes the interactive production of text in the child's oral 
language development, (5) a child's experential distance from the event 
complicates the development of writing, and (6) the schematic structures of 
exposition and vicarious narrative should be introduced in the classroom in 
appropriate ways. 

She encourages teachers to allow children to re-tell their stories in 
pairs or groups so that guidelines of "where the child is at" in story telling 

,can be provided. Her observation that "ideally teachers should be able to 
·"tune in" in this way while listening to children in all kinds of language 
situations echoes my own experiences with adolescents who engaged in a synoptic 
re-telling .of the literary text as a preliminary to developing their expository 
texts. Allusions to character, events in the plot or aspects of the central 
idea became dominant in reference and lexical chains that "configured" the 
secondary text. 

Finally, Rothery urges teachers (1) to plan the writing situation and (2) 
to contrast situations for "the kinds of texts they will lead to" or "the 
particular feature of a text they wish to influence." She concludes by arguing 
that it is essential for planning that teachers evaluate texts for a writer's 
strengths and weaknesses within and across genres. One might add that such an 
evaluation is crucial in phasing curriculum for students at various ability 
levels. 

Exposition: Literary Criticism 

Before analyzing the essay question response on Chaucer's description of 
the Prioress, Martin observes that for many teachers "no recognition is given 
to the fact that language exists and is used to shape meanings in texts that 
succeed in communication" and that "many writing teachers ••• view the expression 
of "feeling, not approximation to a genre appropriate to a particular context", 
as the crucial factor in student writing. •:'./ 

Such statements invite rebuttals that might include (a) an exoneration of 
the journal as a mitigator of writing anxiety and (b) the argument that early 
demand for genre specifications may stifle the free expression of ideas and II 
result in artificial and even garbled syntax. The question is at what point 1i 
should genre features be introduced and demanded. A "premature" adherence to i'·'' 
genre might result in expository "shells" where cohesive markers delineate the 
5-paragraph format void of style or substance as was often the case with my ESL 
students. Many• English speaking students procrusteanly adhere to rhetorical 1 .. 
form, complaining that "it is hard for me to say what I really want to the way . 
the book wants me to." 

Martin's analysis of LEXICAL COHESION reveals a clustering by paragraph 
as seen in paragraph l's concern with the nun's appearance, paragraph 2's with 
her singing, etc. while strings of literary criticism tend to run throughout 
until the conclusion where all the text's strings meet. Although Martin does 
not comment further the question of a proportionate balance between various 
Fields displayed in the strings - literary criticism, what Chaucer does, the 
nun's appearance -- might serve as a diagnostic tool to monitor register 
development. For example, the string "what Chaucer does" ("use, create, 
describe") represents a Tenor role that is slowly cultivated and with my own 
students did not appear proportionately integrated with other Fields in the 
early phases of register development. 
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Martin's treatment of schematic structure underscores the intri 
literary analysis. He analyzes the Introduction of 6 arguments by noting 
the argument that refers to the nun is not connected to a literary device 
that the argument that refers to the language of poetry does not consider 
aspect the rhythm is mocking. He concludes that the arguments lack "the 
balanced exemplification needed to support the thesis." 

In his discussion of the interaction of lexical cohesion and schematic 
structure he views the "richness of language" as taught in secondary school as 
"trivialized into a list of literary devices which are simply the generic icing 
on an intriguingly more sophisticated cake." The interaction of meta-language 
of literary criticism with cogent observations about the literature is a 
difficult synthesis for even gifted adolescents. It is no surprise that 
Martin's student would refer in her conclusion to character traits Chaucer 
makes without mentioning the language of poetry. To her credit, it is 
remarkable that she does so infrequently. It is a bit too harsh, it seems, to 
contend that literary devices are presented as nothing more than a generic 
icing. 

For CONJUNCTION, he observes that although "conjunction can be fairly 
forwardly analyzed in a "good essay11 ••• in "poor writing the links are often 
opaque as to be uninterpretable" and that lexical cohesion is more easily 
analyzed in a poor essay than a good one. Lexical cohesion IS more complex in 
its associations in good writing. In my own research, lexica! items often 
entailed multiple resolutions where cohesive force and distance variables 
complicated the analysis. 

Although in his treatment of THEME Martin argues that cautions against 
the passive reflect "complete ignorance of the function of this text forming 
resource," good teachers have always recognized its rhetorical purpose as .. have 
textbooks that encourage its use "when an actor is unknown or unimportant" or 
"when the expression that would be the obj~ct ••• needs emphasis or needs to be 
in the subject slot to improve continuity. · 

Martin observes that nearly half of the topical.themes in the essay refer 
to Chaucer and that this may reflect the student's familiarity with narrative 
where persons function as a method of story development. He encourages a more 
"appropriate alternative" namely literary criticism. Lexical items like ~ 
theme, character, etc., however, one might add, form an inordinately large 
corpus of lexical ties in early stages of many students' essays, particularly 
those of less able writers for whom the meta-linguistic set becomes a crutch in 
lexical bonding and can make for monotonous and unsuccessful texts. Martin's 
pedagogical implications follow: 

literary criticism is probably the most sophisticated type of exposition 
genres entail dramatic differences in discourse structure 
students recognize genre as needed in their texts and teachers demand an 

approximation to genre whether or not they provide models 
"learning through language" argues for "a certain convergence between · 

thematic narrative and exposition while ignoring the differences" 

Children are expected to master literary criticism before less demanding 
expository gentes are internalized, according to Martin. It might also be 
added that since literary criticism involves a previous text, critical reading 
is an added and key variable in successful text production and furthers the 
argument for a developmental typology of written genres. Finally, if teachers 
need to know discourse structure, as Martin contends, so, too, do linguists and 
English educators at all academic levels need to get out of the "closet" and 
observe children writing and even on occasion teach them if they are to 
appreciate the full array of cognitive, environmental and behavioral variables.< 
that impact on the production of texts. 
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Martin's comments that "it was teachers, not linguists, who expelled 
traditional grammar as valueless" requires some tempering, at least for the 
U.S. Veteran teachers here still decry the "New English" forced on them by 
publishers, linguists and "would-be linguists" in English education. Contrary 
to the contention that "linguistics was not brought in to fill the vacuum 
created by removing traditional prescriptive grammar," it was precisely the 
"linguistic revolution" vis a vis Paul Roberts, Jacobs and Rosenbaum, Harcourt 
Brace, and others in all camps -- structural, tagmemic. - that ousted the 
traditionalists to the enduring distrust of any brand of linguistics among many 
classroom teachers. 

Ontogenesis of Genres 

In Yritin Pro ect 2 Martin and Rothery focus .on an ontogenesis of genres 
1and observe tat "wr te is an intransitive verb in education," (2) genre 
has been "trivialized""""Iii!iublic education, and (3) teachers expect students to 
master genres but do so in evaluations rather than in instruction. The authors 
establish a txpology of written texts from Infants school to late Secondary 
School that includes recounts, narratives, thematic narratives, report writing, 
exposition, and literary criticism. Their data indicates that (1) narrative 
strands are the most popular genres in infants and primary school, and (2) a 
hidden curriculum exists as early as primary school. 

They note that not only does speech and writing differ in medium but 
significantly in personal tenor in infants school in the avoidance of self
expression in the latter, thus underscoring "one of the great ironies of the· 
Brittonites" emphasis on self-expression in writing." Further, among the 
"morass of contradictions" that prevails is the fact that "genres as different 
as Observation/Comment, Recount, and Report are all referenced ... by the same 
apparent generic term: story." 

The authors sound a more disputable note, however, in contending that 
"social class determines a child's success in learning to write or not." My 
own experience as a teacher for almost two decades in one of Chicago's most 
prestiguous suburbs with children of the affluent and professional upper middle 
class challenges that conclusion. Even academically talented children in a 
homogeneous and privileged social environment ·(linguistic and other) do not 
demonstrate the same levels of writing proficiency .across genres. 

The authors then present their findings for each genre analyzed: 

A. Characteristics of Observation/Comment include: (1) a dominance of 
mental and relational clauses (2) no clear beginning, middle, end (3) a 
strong "attitudinal" flavor in leldcal strings (4) exophoric reference to 
the writer (largely thematic), and (5) a conspicuous absence of 
conjunction. 

Such data, if extended and quantified, would, as Martin and Rothery argue, 
linguistically define expressive writing, and, it seems to me, also dispel the 
contention that such writing underlies all other genres. 

B. Recount includes: (1) nearly SO percent material clauses (2) dominance 
of behavioral processes with a focus on events in the re-orientation (3) 
absence of attitudinal strings (4) exophoric reference to the writer and 
his class (thematic), and (5) successive temporal conjunctives. 

C. Report includes: (1) absence of attitudinal strings but a specialized 
taxonomic vocabulary organization - "nocturnal animal, moused ear bats" 
etc. (2) dominance of endophoric reference (3) decentered theme - events 
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and things not the writer, and (4) of 6 clauses, 3 relational, 2 
behavioral, 1 material. 

Martin and Rothery explain that "when cognitive psychologists refer to '"'Jpor 
as "abstract" and involving "generalization" they are in fact describing 
very informal terms the experential clause structure of this genre." 

D. Narrative includes: (1) majority of material clauses (2) schematic 
structure of orientation, Complication, Resolution, and Coda based on an 
unusual sequence of events (3) endophoric reference to topic, 
demonstrating context independency (4) dominance of lexical collocation 
versus taxonomy (5) exclusion of writer in dominant theme, and (6) 
dominance of temporal conjunctions. 

Martin and Rothery observe that "the relation between words and structures 
is ••• a question of tendencies, not of rules." They are sensitive to the 
herculean effort involved in thus establishing a descriptive methodology of 
genres and call their own work "guidelines for further research rather than 
categorical facts." They also decry any suggestion that teachers present as 
lessons the linguistic analysis of the project. 

SUMMARY 

Martin and Rothery conclude by commenting on the limitations inherent in 
Donald Grave's writing process approach3 and argue instead for examining texts 
in relation to (1) the system of language from which they derive, and (2) the 
social context or register of the writing. They should be applauded for the 
rich beginning the Writing Project represents toward eliminating the hidden 
curriculum and establishing a linguistically explicit ontogenesis of genres. 
One can only hope that this effort and others like it will not fall on deaf 
ears among policy makers and holders of the purse in administration circles; 
The authors do much to re-instate the good name of linguistics and re-open a 
dialogue between Departments of Linguistics, English, and Education towards a 
mutual respect among professionals engaged in teaching young people how to 
write. Their work should be required reading in the councils of English 
teachers everywhere. 

Chicago, Illinois 
1.All reference in the review to my own research are based on all phases of my 

data collection for the following: Eiler, Mary Ann. "Meaning and Choice in 
Writing about literature". In Developmental Issues in Discourse, edited by 
Jonathon Fine and Roy 0. Freedle, Ablex Publishing Corporation, 1983. (This 
is a condensed version of the full dissertation.) 

2."Robert M. Gorrell and Mabel M. Brown. "The Passive." 
and Language 1. Domains in Language and Composition. 
Jovanovich, Inc., New York, 1972. 

Chapter 22 in Yrit1ng 
Harcourt Brace 

3.The authors also discuss a controversy in New South Vales involving 
approaches to writing instruction that is not included in this review. 
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The boundaries which demarcate the disciplines of human sciences from one 
another have always been provisional, contested, and permeable. For reasons 
that are not wholly clear, contemporary intellectual life is much exercised by 
this fact, indeed, a good deal of what seems vital in current sociology, 
linguistics, politics, anthropology, history and philosophy, reinforces the 
sense of a refiguration of the study of individual and collective life. 
Geertz's (1983) observation of the 'genre blurring' of contemporary social 
analysis, as a result of which it becomes increasingly difficult to assign 
particular texts to individual disciplines, is only one of several efforts to 
explore the shape and consequences of this development. Both the book under 
review, and this review itself are examples of such genre blurring. The topic 
of the book is the structure of social interaction - traditionally constituted 
as a sociological phenomenon, and the author's resources are those of 
linguistics. I write as a sociologist with an interest in talk considered as a 
type of social action. While we might want to know different things, and we · 
might think we can come to know them in different ways, our differences as well 
as our similarities could prove productive. 

Ventola's book is published in a series - the Open Linguistics Series -
that pledges allegiance to current principles of interdisciplinary exploration. 
In reviewing her work I hope to raise some issues concerning the ambitions and 
achievements such principles, not in general and abstract terms, but more 
specifically and concretely, as they are applied to the study of a particular 
recurrent type of social interaction. 

The book is an attempt to describe and analyze the semiotics of 'service 
encounters', what Goffman (1972) has called 'one of the most fundamental 
organizational devices of public order'. Ventola avoids (evades?) providing a 
provisional definition of this term, assuming perhaps that commonsense 
knowledge will be sufficiently consensual to carry readers through the opening 
stages of her agument. Those less confident than her might find Merritt's 
(1976, p. 321) definition both helpful and adequate: [a service encounter is] 
'an instance of face to face interaction between a server who is "officially 
posted" in some service area and a customer who is present in that service 
area, that interaction being oriented to the satisfaction of the customer's 
presumed desire for some service and the server's obligation to provide that 
service'. 

Ventola carried out a comparative analysis of such service encounters in · 
several cultural contexts - Australia, England and Finland - but the analysis 
as a whole awaits completion, and the book under review contains only 
Australian material. Tape recorded data were collected from three service 
locations (a post office, a gift shop and a travel agency) over a period of 
nine days. Texts of four service encounters from each of the three settings 
form the primary data set analysis. 

Early in the book, she justifies her interest in service encounters by 
reference to three matters: a concern with everyday activities likely to be of 
practical relevance to non-native actors (she has a specific interest in 
foreign language learning and teaching); the supposed uniformity of service 
encounters; their public, and hence easily recordable nature. Only in the 
book's final paragraph does she allude to a more compelling and less parochial 
reason for the study of this interactional form, the reason that, as it 
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happens, has guided most of the sociological work on this topic: the 
centrality of the 'service encounter' to the working of the interaction 
Not only Goffman has asserted such a claim, the work of Merritt (1976), 
(1959), Spradley and Mann (1975) and others also embody the same assertion 
based on observations of the character of modern public life. Indeed, the 
centrality of this form, and the knowledge of its organization expected of 
competent members of a society has made possible the deployment of the concept 
of the service encounter as a natural metaphor in sociology in order to · 
illuminate features of settings in which 'service' is normally understood very 
differently (see for example, Goffman·1961). 

Before raising some issues concerning 'the relationship between linguistic 
and sociological approaches to this issue, it is necessary to describe 
Ventola's work in greater detail. The underlying aim of her work is the 
construction of 'situational grammars', defined by her as 'how-native speakers 
use language for communication when contextual factors and demands are also 
taken into consideration' (page 234). The term 'situational grammar' seems an 
extension and specification of Halliday's term 'ethnographic grammar', in which 
the change of modifier draws as much attention as possible .to Ventola's concern 
with the contextual determination of linguistic behaviour. The aim seems to be 
to identify the linguistic and behavioural rules and categorizations 
constitutive of commonly recognized types of social situations. 

Ventola's descriptions of the situational grammar of service encounters 
is organized by reference to a number of concepts drawn from the repertoire of 
systemic linguistics, especially the 'connotative semantics' of J.R. Martin. 
Readers of this journal will have to bear with me as I cautiously describe 
these concepts, doing so for the sake of clarity in my own mind rather than 
presuming to do so on their behalf. The most inclusive concept is that of 
'genre'. Paraphrasing Martin, genre refers to the verbal. strategies by which 
members of a culture.get things done. Essential to the notion is some sense of 
a cohesion or organization.which structures separable verbal activities, and 
which by its shape and content is able to be differentiated from other such 
genres. For Ventola, genre refers to • ••• goal oriented, both verbally and non, 
verbally realized semiotic systems or social processes which are established 
and maintained within a society and which, thus, comprise the culture of a 
society' (Page 61). She is of course adding here to Martin's more exclusively 
linguistic characterization of genre, even though it is noticeable in the book 
that she is not able to develop any convincing way of representing such non
verbal processes. Nevertheless, her assertion that 'genres are presented as 
recognizable, organized social activities/processes which make up our culture' 
is one which resonates with attempts in sociology to find a terminology 
flexible and powerful enough to permit the identification, description and 
analysis of social forms from Simmel onwards. 'Basic social ,processes', 
'frames', 'situational definitions', 'situational particulars', 'generic social 
contexts', 'basic rules' and 'contextual particulars', are some of many 
examples (see Schwartz & Jacobs (197.9) for a review) of many of these formalist 
concepts and their associated programmes in microsociology. 

As a semiotic abstraction, argues Ventola, genre determines - in the 
sense of acting as a preferential organizing principle for - the linguistic 
patterns visible in occasions of verbal interaction. This determination is 
mediated through the plane of register. For Halliday, genre and register 
seemed to be largely interchangeable terms, both serving to indicate cohesion, 
while for Ventola, and for connotative semantics in general, genre is seen as a 
higher level of semantic organization than register, and to determine register 
choice. Thus the register elements of field, mode and tenor are the 
realisation of specific genre configurations. In turn, the register level 
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termines structures on the linguistic plane. The bulk of the book deals with 
'this structure of determinations as potentially visible in only one stratum of 
language - that of discourse. 

Ventola's empirical research is therefore concerned to do two things: 
first, to define the nature of the elements and organization of the service 
genre; second, to determine the extent to which the hypothetical generic 
organization of service encounters is actually realized in patterns of 
conversational structure, lexical cohesion, reference and conjunction observed 
in the transcriptions·of the service encounters that comprise her data. 

In the last section of chapter three, Ventola lists the nine elements 
that constitute the ideal-typical service genre. These are listed, and their 
functions are described as follows: Greeting (phatic); Attendance allocation 
(organization of proximity); Service bid (offer of service); Service (needs and 
their provision); Resolution (decision to buy, not to buy); Goods handover 
(exchange of goods); Payment (exchange of money); Closing (appreciation of 
service); Goodbye (phatic). The character of each of these elements needs no 
further elaboration - I assume that they may be guessed at on the basis of 
shared cultural knowledge. The ordering given above is the canonical sequence, 
though the elements need not necessary occur in that order, nor need they all 
be present for the genre network to be operative. Ventola's conceptualization 
allows for a good deal of 'realisational diversity', both in terms of the 
absence of items, and in their ordering. She seems to express no clear view on 
the minimum structural elements necessary for the genre to be declared present 
preferring to concentrate effort on the issue of the sequential organization of 
potentially present elements. She argues for the representation of this 
sequential organization of elements by the use of a flowchart, in the course of 
doing so, rejecting as unsatisfactory two previous modes of representation - as 
a linear sequence, and as a network. It is certainly true that a sense of the 
unfolding dynamic of any encounter seems best handled by a representation that 
permits the maximum variability in sequential ordering, the insertion of 
elements from other genres and the possibility for the expansion, contraction, 
and even absence of the nine generic elements which Ventola argues to be 
constitutive of the service genre. Any analyst hoping to include both the 
compressed 'Two please' occurring as the only spoken utterance in a cinema 
queue service encounter and the extended dialogue between servers and customers 
in a small village grocery store as instances of the same genre will be well 
advised to choose the most flexible representational format available. 

Having established the parameters of the genre- a largely definitional 
enterprise - the more difficult task Ventola undertakes is that of relating 
genre structure to patterns of linguistic phenomena present in the data 
transcripts. Four aspects are given detailed treatment: conversation 
structure; lexical cohesion; reference; and conjunction and boundary marking. 

Here the work is organized first by looking at the presence of each type 
of organization found in the overall collection of texts, then in a final 
chapter by looking in detail at three texts to see the interrelationships 
between the elements already described. 

The results are perhaps a little disappointing for those who were hoping 
for a high degree of genre-related coherence to be exhibited in each of these 
four discourse systems. In the case of conversation structure, she argues that 
the same basic patterns of conversational structure are found in most of the 
service encounters collected, although there seems to be considerable 
variability in the degree to which clear and unambiguous placement of specific 
conversational exchanges can be made to each of the generic elements as well as 
additional difficulty concerning the boundaries between one element and 
another. The opening and closing stages also give Ventola some interpretative 
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difficulty, forcing her to argue that although they are often present, they are 
there because of reasons un-connected with the customer server roles. The 
looseness of fit or'realisation' that Ventola notes in the case of conversation 
structure is also found in relation to each of the other discourse elements. 
Her response to the relative fuzziness of the realization of genre structure in 
discourse systems is rather different from mine, and it may be that in 
considering this issue, we will come to underlying differences in the 
linguistic and sociological approaches to the study of social interaction. 

It is Ventola's hope that methodological improvements will make possible 
the discovery of those connections between genre and linguistic patterns that 
remain currently invisible. The assumption then is that patterns do exist that 
remain to be discovered. Behind this is a further assumption of course, that 
the gearing of contexts and utterance is a perceivably close one, for after 
all, the aim of the book is 'to achieve an understanding of the organization of 
our everyday social encounters by analyzing the language used in these 
situations' (page 6). Here, it seems to me that linguistics may be being asked 
to offer more support for a sociological venture than it may have the strength 
to bear. 

Let me suggest at least two reasons why the achievements that Ventola 
hopes for may prove limited ones. The first relates to the notion of the 
service encounter itself. One of its essential features as defined in the 
current work is that the participants adopt and maintain clear, definite, and 
circumscribed role prescriptions - those of server and customer. While such an 
assumption might suffice for linguistic analysis, it proves a weak one in 
handling the empirical detail of participation in real encounters. Remove this 
oversimplification, and linguistic and non-linguistic actions will be seen to 
exhibit the attentiveness of participants to a greater complexity of 
participation possibilities than such a prototypical specification imagines. 
Levinson (1988) has pointed to the weakness of traditional descriptions of 
encounters in handling the issue of participant role, recommending a closer 
look at Goffman's categories of participation, especially those discussed in 
his work on 'footing' (in Goffman 1981). The details of that need not concern 
us here, but the issues that need to be dealt with can perhaps be guessed at by 
considering the following service encounter; two people enter a newspaper shop 
for their morning newspaper, the second known to the server, the first not. 
Even though the unknown person is second in line, the server may simultaneously 
ask the second, unknown customer what paper she wants, while taking the 
newspaper known to be wanted by the other person, giving it to her, and taking 
the proferred money, while all the while listening to the other customer's 
request, reaching for her paper and providing passing greetings and goodbyes to 
the known customer. 

The second issue concerns the extent to which we may legitimately expect 
a correspondence between the structure of social interaction and the structure 
of speech. This· point is acknowledged by Ventola, but I am not sure she 
absorbs it with sufficient seriousness. The nature and organization of 
elements in the interaction order need not necessarily have any linguistic 
counterparts or equivalences. This is so, not because actions performed in the 
course of such encounters take the place of words; rather it is because 
encounters are not best understood by thinking of them as communicative in 
character, and the idea of communication may be of less help in the study of 
interactional structure and dynamics than might be supposed. Such structures 
and dynamics are as much determined by participants' attention to principles of 
competence and propriety as they are by their attention to principles of 
communication. I do not mean that participants in encounters can dispense with 
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